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12 Minute Talks
A sensitivity analysis of wind power and biodiversity in Kenya
Presentation Theme: Developing countries/emerging markets
Author(s): Tris Allinson, Mark Balman, Leon Bennun, Mwangi Githiru, Ben Jobson, Kariuki Ndanganga, Alex
Ngari, Vincent Onyango
Institution(s): The Biodiversity Consultancy (TBC), BirdLife International, Nature Kenya, The Peregrine Fund,
Habitat Info, Maasai Mara University, National Museums of Kenya, North Carolina Zoo and the University of
Utah.
Abstract: Kenya combines high potential for wind power generation with a high concentration of potentially
vulnerable biodiversity. Reconciling both requires strategic planning to assess and resolve possible conflicts.
To achieve this, USAID’s Power Africa Transactions and Reform Program supported a national Strategic
Environmental Assessment (SEA) for wind power and biodiversity. The assessment was conducted on behalf
of the Ministry of Energy by The Biodiversity Consultancy (TBC) in partnership with BirdLife International,
Nature Kenya (BirdLife in Kenya) and The Peregrine Fund with additional support from other partners. A key
component of the SEA was a sensitivity analysis investigating the spatial pattern of biodiversity risk for wind
power in Kenya in relation to planned and potential wind farm developments.
An expert workshop identified potentially vulnerable bird and bat species alongside a number of high-risk
site types. Species were assigned sensitivity scores based on vulnerability (threat status, determined by IUCN
Red List category, combined with demographic factors) and collision risk (intrinsic susceptibility to collision
due to behavioural and morphologic characteristics). These scores equated to four categories of sensitivity:
low, medium, high and very high. An extensive data collation exercise, incorporating a wide range of existing
data sources as well as newly commissioned field surveys, resulted in a dataset containing thousands of
georeferenced records. Alongside this, species distributions within range boundaries were modelled according
to preferred habitat and altitudinal range to produce area of habitat range maps. For vultures, a group of
especially sensitive and wide-ranging species, tracks from 76 tagged individuals were analysed to determine
where the birds were spending most time. These three data layers (weighted by species sensitivity scores
where relevant) were combined into a gridded sensitivity map (5x5 pentads; consistent with the Kenya Bird
Map project).
A second sensitivity map was developed based on the high-risk sites, comprising bat roosts, bird nesting
colonies and roosts, important bird and biodiversity areas (IBAs), protected areas, wetlands, ridgelines/slopes
and migratory routes. Sensitivity scores were assigned to each feature and combined and weighted for each
grid cell (using the same 5x5 pentads) to produce a complementary site-based map.
We overlaid these biodiversity sensitivity maps with a map showing economically viable wind resource, along
with planned and potential wind power developments. This illustrated which planned wind farms might
detrimentally impact wildlife, and thus where siting should be reconsidered or pursued only with an effective
mitigation strategy in place. The analysis also suggests that wind energy and wildlife are not incompatible
in Kenya. Given careful siting it should be possible to meet the country’s wind energy targets in areas of low
biodiversity risk.
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12 Minute Talks
Modelling key factors of nightjar avoidance behaviour at wind farms across Europe
Presentation Theme: Cumulative impacts and assessment
Author(s): Dr Traxler Andreas, Appel Vincent
Abstract: Expansion of wind energy production in forest landscapes may lead to conflicts with habitats of the
European nightjar (Caprimulgus europaeus). Due to its nocturnal and covert activity, basic research on the
species behaviour, as well as systematic investigation of operating wind farm impacts, remain challenging. Even
though state-of-the-art avian telemetry has been successfully applied in recent studies, sensitivity assessment
based on local monitoring programs at wind farms in Germany, Sweden, Denmark, Wales and Austria is still
inconsistent.
Our conclusion after reviewing these reports is that determinative factors for nightjar habitat utilisation and
choice of nesting sites should be reconsidered. The effect of nest distance to turbines has generally been
overestimated, even though it is commonly referred to in environmental impact assessments. Based on our
monitoring results, secondary data and aerial image analysis, we have developed a species-specific disturbance
effect model that allows solid evaluation of wind farm impacts on adjacent nightjar habitats. We considered
technical aspects such as spatial arrangement and construction type of turbines to gain a deeper understanding
of nightjar sensitivity to wind farms, and we propose them as alternative criteria to distance recommendations in
EIA decisions of public authorities. Adaptation of compensatory measures to regional scale landscape patterns
could increase ecological benefits of local nightjar populations in future wind farm projects.
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12 Minute Talks
Is carcass searching for bats at operational wind farms useful?
Presentation Theme: Wind and wildlife in practice
Author(s): Jonathan Aronson
Institution(s): Arcus Consulting
Abstract: Much of the knowledge and understanding of wildlife and wind energy impacts comes from research
in Europe and North America. However, impacts of wind energy, particularly to bats, are a widely occurring
phenomenon with records of fatality reported for a number of other regions including from countries in the
Neotropics and Oceania, India, Taiwan and South Africa. In South Africa, the wind energy sector is rapidly
growing. It is driven by a successful programme where power is obtained from independent producers.
Currently, 23 wind energy facilities are operational across the country, and this study presents a metaanalysis of the impacts to bats at three that are located in the Western Cape Province. The aim of the study
was to provide insights on the impacts to bats of wind energy by comparing pre-construction predicted
impacts, derived from activity data, with post-construction observed and estimated impacts, derived from
carcass searching data. Activity data were collected using transects, roost surveys and passive acoustic
monitoring for approximately one year at each site between 2012 and 2013. Fatality data were collected
using a systematic carcass search protocol for one or two years at each site, between 2014 and 2019. In
total, 7,565 individual searches were undertaken at 123 turbines using search intervals ranging from daily to
seven days. Predicted impacts to bats ranged from low to moderate despite bat species with high collision
risk being present at all three facilities. Observed impacts to bats were generally low, with 31 individual bat
carcasses found across the three facilities. Adjusted fatality levels ranged from 34 to 458. The majority of
the carcasses found were from bats with medium-high and high collision risk, although one individual from a
species predicted to be at low risk was found. Fatality showed little correlation to wind farm characteristics such
as turbine number, rotor swept area or turbine height. The results show that predicted impacts are generally
congruent with observed and estimated impacts. However, this relationship is dependent on the strength of
the original impact assessments done, as well as the fatality search effort. For example, little monitoring of
bat activity was undertaken in the rotor swept area during the pre-construction monitoring, thus predicted
impacts may have been underestimated. Searcher efficiency was low and scavenger removal high. Combined
with a number of other practical and human resource issues with the carcass searching, the fatality search
effort was arguably insufficient despite extensive searching that may result in observed impacts also being
underestimated. Furthermore, the wide fatality estimates provide little value to wind farm operators and make
it difficult for consultants to motivate for residual impact mitigation measures, such as curtailment. While our
results contribute to the growing evidence of bat-wind energy impacts in South Africa, they also highlight the
ineffectiveness of current monitoring approaches in South Africa in allowing for a thorough understanding
and prediction of these impacts. Efforts to make carcass data easier to collect and more reliable are needed in
conjunction with pre-construction survey techniques that combine acoustic data with information on how bats
use the landscape (e.g. tracking studies) to enable more accurate predictions of impacts to bats as well as to
make the assessment of actual impacts more valuable.
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12 Minute Talks
Avian species-specific responses to 222m high land-based Danish wind turbines
Presentation Theme: Species-specific responses
Author(s): Thorsten J.S. Balsby, Ole R. Therkildsen, Jørgen P. Kjeldsen, Jesper Bladt, Rasmus Due Nielsen, and
Anthony D. Fox
Institution(s): Department of Bioscience - wildlife ecology, Aarhus University
Abstract: Flight altitude is a central parameter to the estimation of bird collision risk with wind turbines.
We therefore tested to see if and how birds alter their flight altitude when flying near wind turbines postconstruction compared to prior. At a test-site in north-western Denmark, seven wind turbines (up to 222m
high) were constructed in a straight line at 600m intervals. Since this wind turbine axis intercepted daily flight
trajectories made by geese and other large bodied birds in the area, we assessed the potential consequences
for such species. We did this by using laser rangefinders to compare the three-dimension flight trajectories and
altitudes of individuals and flocks of birds in the area in spring and autumn for one-year pre-construction and
for two years post-construction periods. The design allowed us to compare altitude and the distance-altitude
relationships for several species pre- and post-construction using mixed models. Eleven of the 29 species for
which adequate data were obtained showed an altitudinal response post-construction compared to the preconstruction period. Several species increased their flight altitude in the post construction period, and some
species showed significant differences in their distance-altitude relationships. Greylag geese (Anser anser) and
bean geese (A. fabalis fabalis) significantly increased their altitude more when approaching the wind turbines in
the post-construction period compared with the pre-construction period. Mute swans (Cygnus olor), Eurasian
golden plovers (Pluvialis apricaria) and common gulls (Larus canus) flew at lower altitude when approaching
the line of wind turbines post-construction compared to the pre-construction period. The results indicate that
birds show species-specific modifications to their flight paths post-construction at wind turbines in responses
that will reduce their collision risk. Such avoidance behaviour adds to the challenge of estimating the proportion
of birds flying within the turbine blade sweep area, because this proportion changes with distance to the wind
turbines. As birds studied at this site clearly attempted to avoid wind turbines post-construction, such behaviour
reduces the actual proportion at risk of collision, resulting in a likely overestimation in the potential number of
collisions when using models that do not take account of such avoidance.
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12 Minute Talks
Obstacles and solutions on the way to a countrywide mitigation standard: five years of ProBat
Presentation Theme: Mitigation technologies and design
Author(s): Oliver Behr, Fränzi Korner-Nievergelt, Lothar Baumbauer, Hendrik Reers
Institution(s): OekoFor (Germany), Oikostat (Switzerland)
Abstract: Methods to estimate and requirements to reduce bat fatality numbers at wind turbines not only differ
greatly between but also within countries and often even at neighbouring sites. This leads to a considerable
uncertainty for all stakeholders involved in the permission process for new turbines and produces possible lines
of confrontation between developers, conservation agencies, and NGOs.
ProBat has been published in 2014 as a software tool (German and English) to calculate the number of bats
being killed at a turbine in central Europe from acoustic bat activity and weather data. The software also
calculates turbine-specific curtailment algorithms (cut-in wind speeds depending on the month and time of
night) to reduce the number of bats being killed to the legally accepted limit. ProBat is based on research funded
by three federal ministries and agencies in Germany. A main goal was to reduce the biases and uncertainties
previously present in the permission process for new turbines by a uniform approach.
ProBat requires a set of standardised methods used to acoustically measure the activity of bats at a turbine and,
as turned out to be equally important, to check for errors in the data from bat detectors and the turbine itself
(e.g. wind, temperature, and precipitation). Data recorded and tested with these standardised methods can
then be used for calculations in ProBat. From hundreds of turbine-years recorded in central Europe we show
common errors in data-sets that often lead to wrong assumptions regarding, e.g., the correlation of activity and
wind-speed. We also present ways of detecting and dealing with some of these errors that are implemented in
ProBat.
ProBat is now widely used in most Federal States in Germany and in some cases in neighbouring countries.
With its application over a large geographical area an increasing number of comparable data-sets is available
and consistent regional patterns are emerging. These patterns are not only due to bat ecology but also to local
wind-speed, state legislation, and regional policies.
In the latest version of ProBat (6.1) differences in bat phenology have been addressed for four geographical
areas covering the northern half of Germany. ProBat 6.1 also better accounts for species composition and sitespecific differences in bat activity than previous versions.
We analysed ProBat data-sets containing a total of 52 turbine-years recorded in the years 2016 to 2018 at
17 sites in Germany and Switzerland (turbines constructed in 2015 or later). The phenology of bat activity and
species composition showed consistent regional patterns while the decrease of bat activity with higher windspeeds was similar throughout the area. Using wind-speed as a predictor of energy production we compared
the relative effect of mitigation on energy revenue for different approaches (e.g. fixed cut-in wind-speeds and
ProBat algorithms) and for areas with higher or lower wind-speeds.
Relative reduction in energy production by mitigation is lower in areas with higher wind-speeds (mostly sites
near to the coast). In these areas, the number of bat fatalities tolerated per year (adjustable in ProBat) by local
authorities is traditionally lower than in other areas reflecting, apart from ecological factors, the higher profit
margin.
Current analyses presented here show that further regional differences in bat ecology (e.g. near the coastline
and in south-central Europe) should be accounted for. We are also improving the ProBat tools for checking and
analysing bat and weather data. Control functions to make sure curtailments were implemented correctly (which
is often not the case) will also be added as part of a web application in ProBat 7.
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12 Minute Talks
Counting the living: A collaborative effort to combat bird and bat impacts
Presentation Theme: Wind and wildlife in practice
Author(s): Emma Bennett
Institution(s): Elmoby Ecology, Clean Energy Council of Australia

Abstract: In Australia, monitoring wind farms for bird and bat mortality impacts is governed within planning
approvals. To date, while wind farms are collecting impact information, the data is not comparable, uses
different methodology and is not addressing the fundamental question around the extent of impacts at wind
farms. A radical new design is in motion to form a collaborative approach to mortality monitoring. This design
not only seeks to standardise survey methodology across the country, but it aims to provide a no net impact
policy through offsets such as habitat restoration and predator control to mitigate any impact the industry is
having. This collaborative approach is driven by industry and supported by government, and it will create a
centralised research organisation, with input from universities, to deliver robust data collection, streamlined
analysis and direct improvements to the survival of key species at risk. This presentation will discuss the
pathways we have taken to form a unified collaboration and showcase the ambitious aims of the Australian
Wind and Wildlife Institute and how we plan to achieve them.
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Displacement starts during construction of an offshore wind farm for some seabird species, but
not for others
Presentation Theme: Species-specific responses
Author(s): Andrew J. P. Harwood, Richard Berridge & Martin R. Perrow
Institution(s): ECON Ecological Consultancy Limited, Unit 7, The Octagon Business Park, Little Plumstead,
Norwich, NR13 5FH, UK
Abstract: The growing evidence base for displacement of a number of seabird species from offshore wind
farms has generally focused on a before-after comparison of abundance and distribution relative to operation.
This is partly due to restricted sampling during construction as well as the relative brevity of the construction
period limiting available sample size. At Sheringham Shoal (UK east coast) a protracted construction period of
three years and the ability to undertake boat-based surveys alongside construction activity allowed a threephase control-impact analysis, with three years data for each of pre-construction, construction and operation
as sampled by 180 boat-based surveys similarly balanced across all phases and throughout all months of the
year at similar survey effort between the site and an nearby control area of the same size (35 km2). A range of
seabirds with different phenologies of occurrence (breeding, passage, passage/wintering and wintering) and
foraging guilds (from aerial plungers and surface dipping species to sub-surface pursuit diving species) was
investigated. Following previously published methods, analysis of spatio-temporal patterns was conducted
using generalised additive models (GAMs) and generalised additive mixed models (GAMMs) to allow flexibility
of fit to the seasonal trend in bird abundance, with the use of site and phase as main effects and as an
interaction to provide an indication of a difference in the wind farm relative to the control during construction
and operation. Model performance assessed by Pearson’s and Spearman’s coefficients was generally good.
The results supported significant displacement of four of the eight species, with common Guillemot (Uria
aalge) and Razorbill (Alca torda) (both pursuit diving auks occurring on passage/winter) showing significantly
reduced abundance within the site beginning in construction and continuing into operation. Conversely, passage
Northern Gannet (Morus bassanus) and Little Gull (Hydrocoelus minutus) were only displaced during operation.
All gulls (Lesser Black-backed Gull (Larus fuscus), Great Black-backed Gull (Larus marinus) and Black-legged
Kittiwake (Rissa tridactyla) and breeding Sandwich Tern showed no significant trends, although attraction
was implied for some species in some phases. The virtual total exclusion of Northern Gannet from the site
during operation is consistent with fear of collision with moving turbines. For the auks, analysis of the response
to the survey vessel suggested increased vessel activity on the site during construction and operation was
insufficient to cause displacement. A more plausible mechanism is the prospective change in their prey base
of small schooling fishes such as clupeids initially displaced by noisy construction and then disfavoured by the
shift in the fish community to large predatory and epibenthic species known from other sites, coupled with the
increased presence of piscivorous seals documented at Sheringham Shoal. Support for a decline in suitable
fish prey was provided by significantly reduced foraging rates of Sandwich Terns on the same prey base within
the operational site as derived from concurrent tracking studies. The responses of what is a representative
suite of seabirds has implications for the effects of offshore wind farm development in the North Sea, currently
containing the highest density of sites in the World.
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12 Minute Talks
It’s not easy being green! Does wind energy constitute a wicked socio-ecological problem?
Presentation Theme: Socio-ecological constraints and benefits
Author(s): Juliane Biehl, Johann Köppel
Institution(s): Berlin Institute of Technology (TU Berlin)
Abstract: For two decades, scholars and practitioners have generated scientific and technical expertise to
identify and tackle wildlife (and social) challenges of wind energy. Still, incomplete or contradictory knowledge
persists, and solutions are often promising though hard to verify and monitor. A great number of socioecological topics have been identified to be complex, intertwined, and deep-rooted in nature. Constraints
include unforeseen wildlife challenges, procedural and distributional justice, land availability, and the polycentric
governance of wind energy. Ultimately, these dilemmas can jeopardise the development of further onshore wind
capacities and thus the achievement of climate targets, as seen more recently in Germany.
Our contribution is based on previous work at the nexus of wind and wildlife conservation, planning, and
societal issues (cf. CWW2017: Köppel et al. 2019, Weber et al. 2019), which highlighted the need for
collaborative action and for thinking outside the box. Ever since, economic, political, conservation, and societal
conditions for wind development have changed considerably in Germany, which limits leeway for innovative
wind (and wildlife) solutions. At this crossroad, we take a forward look at increasingly complex challenges: we
apply a theory-led approach and interpretive research methods that build on prior expertise (i.e. horizon scan
study, ex-post scanning exercises) and deductive reasoning (based on literature review).
In pursuing the concept of wicked problems (Rittel and Webber 1973), we aim at retracing if wind energy and
socio-ecological constraints are wicked in nature. Wicked problems cannot be solved, but they need to be
tamed (i.e. alleviated) due to their inherent complexity, stakeholder divergence, and plurality of interests. Yet,
technical solutions (siting approaches, mitigation measures, technological innovations, etc.) often confront wind
energy (and wildlife) themes as if they were definable, understandable and consensual (ibid). However, full
success in solving these problems in consensus with all stakeholder groups is still rarely achieved.
Questions and challenges include: How many additional sites does it require to compensate ever-increasing
curtailment and shut-down times? How to account—at equal footing— for both conservation concerns and
distributive justice? How can we maintain or increase wind energy capacity when revised siting requirements
and conservation provisions do not allow repowering of approximately 50% existing German wind turbines?
Why are multi-sectoral, landscape-scale mitigation programmes for species of concern so rarely addressed
albeit the general understanding that wildlife impacts cannot always be mitigated sufficiently with site-specific
measures? What if we have perceived these issues as benign (i.e. tame) problems though they were wicked
from the outset?
We acknowledge the need to rethink the perception and management of these issues, e.g. via collaborative
action. Collaboration is an approach to responding to wicked problems that cross disciplines and boundaries
in complex, fragmented, and changing systems, e.g. effective repowering of wind farms. In acknowledging just
how difficult it has become to supplying green energy: should the community—especially wildlife practitioners—
change perspectives by rather stating what to do instead of regulating what to omit? Should we adjust the so
far negative planning approaches towards positive concepts to confront the pressing land scarcity for wind
farms?
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12 Minute Talks
A coordinated approach to marine renewable energy research in Scotland
Presentation Theme: Reducing uncertainty
Author(s): Dr Janelle Braithwaite
Institution(s): Marine Scotland, The Scottish
Government
Abstract: Offshore wind has an important role in helping to meet climate change and green energy targets.
However, these developments also have potential implications for the marine environment and socioeconomics that need to be considered when consenting new developments. A key challenge for the sustainable
management of this industry and the marine environment is the risk presented by uncertainty in our
understanding of how developments may impact on species, habitats, and economics. To address this challenge,
and support the sustainable management of offshore renewable developments, Marine Scotland is coordinating
a collaborative programme of research, the Scottish Marine Energy Research (ScotMER) programme.
By working with industry, advisors, researchers, and NGOs, knowledge gaps have been identified that pose
the greatest uncertainties when assessing the environmental and socio-economic impact of a renewable
development. This collaborative approach ensures prioritised gaps are shared across stakeholders, and outputs
have been made publicly available online as evidence maps.
These evidence maps have now been used to guide research projects that address high priority knowledge
gaps. For example, uncertainty in the consequences of displacement of seabirds led to the development of a
new SeabORD tool, which models these effects. Where knowledge gaps are shared across political, geographic
and ecological boundaries, we seek to cooperate on larger-scale research projects, such as the four year bird
collision avoidance study coordinated by ORJIP Ocean Wind, and EU projects to coordinate marine spatial
planning across the North Sea.
Taking a coordinated and collaborative approach to marine renewable energy research, the ScotMER
programme is generating evidence and tools to support sustainable development in Scotland’s marine
environment and across the North Sea.
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12 Minute Talks
Putting auks on the map: multi-colony hotspots of wintering seabirds
Presentation Theme: Species-specific responses
Author(s): Lila Buckingham, Maria Bogdanova, Jonathan Green, Bob Furness, Francis Daunt
Institution(s): Centre for Ecology and Hydrology, Edinburgh; University of Liverpool; MacArthur Green
Abstract: A principal mechanism underpinning the effects of offshore wind developments on top predators
is displacement from favoured habitats. To date, research on displacement of UK seabirds has focused on
the summer breeding period, yet many species spend the non-breeding period in UK waters, and there is
considerable uncertainty surrounding displacement effects at this time. To achieve electricity generation
targets from wind energy in a sustainable way, it is critical to address this knowledge gap. A key challenge in
the non-breeding period is identifying the breeding population that different individuals originate from. With
this information, we can establish whether wintering hotspots comprise individuals from single or multiple
populations, a key metric in quantifying population-level effects of threats at the biogeographic scale. This
concern is especially apparent in the North Sea, an area identified for rapid development of offshore wind in
the near future, yet which is home to large numbers of wintering seabirds. Tracking devices have revolutionised
the study of non-breeding seabirds, enabling us to determine year-round movements and apportion wintering
birds to a breeding population. In a multi-colony study of colonially-breeding seabirds, we used geolocator
devices to track the non-breeding movements of two species considered potentially susceptible to displacement
effects: the common guillemot (Uria aalge) and razorbill (Alca torda). Over 400 tags were deployed in the 2017
breeding season across seven colonies in the northern UK, making it to our knowledge the largest multi-colony
non-breeding tracking study of UK seabirds to-date. We recaptured 118 guillemots and 47 razorbills in 2018,
providing a substantial data set on movements in the 2017–18 winter. We identified key hotspots during the
non-breeding period and quantified how winter distributions varied among populations. Populations from
different breeding colonies of guillemots were segregated at a regional level in winter, with birds breeding at
the west, north and east of Scotland showing low overlap in wintering areas. In contrast, razorbills had high
levels of overlap among populations, such that their core wintering hotspot comprised individuals from multiple
colonies. In addition, razorbills mostly congregated around the southern North Sea, so may be more likely to
interact with offshore wind farms. Our results provide key insights into variation among species and populations
in winter movements, which will reshape how the cumulative effects of offshore developments on wintering
seabirds will be assessed.
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12 Minute Talks
Vantage Point (VP) biases during pre-construction monitoring: The observer effect and the VP
radius
Presentation Theme: Wind and wildlife in practice
Author(s): Alvaro Camina
Institution(s): ACRENA Environmental Consultants SL
Abstract: Biases in wind farm post-construction monitoring have mostly focused on post-construction
monitoring and specifically on fatality monitoring: i.e. the searcher detection efficiency and the carcass removal
rates. However, little attention has been devoted to biases in pre-construction studies, with findings suggesting
the lack of relationship between results of pre and post construction related to flight activity. VPs are recognized
as a valuable tool for monitoring of large birds and assess potential impacts. One or two observers will record
all birds within a circular plot of varying distance, commonly 2 km. Several factors affect bird censuses but here
we focus in the potential disturbance of the observers and the decrease of birds’ detectability as observation
radius increases from the observer’s location. These two variables could lead to a bias in the estimation of bird
activity and thus minimize impacts. We compare Vantage point monitoring in two different regions in South
Africa and Brazil at six and two wind farms respectively for small (Rock Kestrel Falco rupicolus), medium (Jackal
Buzzard Buteo rufofuscus) and large raptor species (Verreaux’s eagle Aquila verreauxii and Turkey and Lesser
Yellow-headed vultures Cathartes aura and C. burrovianus). We applied canonical semi-normal and hazard-rate
distributions the distances using a cosine term for a better approach. The best model it was the Hazard-rate key
function with cosine adjustment term of order 2 and Distance sampling Cramer-von Mises tests (unweighted)
in all cases. We used wind farm in the models as a covariate, whilst selecting only projects with very good
visibility to avoid negative vegetation effect on detectability. We obtained the detectability curves following the
common procedures in DISTANCE using R software with the packages Distance and mrds. Wherever in Africa
or Latin America, the probability of detection increased with lower VP radius; the effective detection distance
(the distance at which observers detect all the birds passing through) increased as expected with bird size
being much smaller than VP radius although. On the other hand, the presence of the observer in the VP resulted
in a lower number of birds detected within the first 300-500 meters from the observer’s location where the
probability of detection is expected to be maximum. Birds would be aware of observers avoiding this area. We
suggest that consultancies in charge of pre-construction studies correct for these two biases in order to improve
the results and the assessments.
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12 Minute Talks
Disturbance or flexibility to wind farm development, prioritizing threats to the Verreaux’s Eagle in
South Africa
Presentation Theme: Wind and wildlife in practice
Author(s): Alvaro Camina and Justo Martín
Institution(s): ACRENASL Environmental Consultants
Abstract: We satellite tracked a female eagle with a GPS-solar 70 gr PTT (Microwave Telemetry Ltd) covering
the pre-construction (Jan 2014-15), construction (2016-17) and operational (2018-Jan 2019) phases of a
wind farm in the Northern Cape, to compare the variations home range in similar time periods. KDE and MCP
polygons did not globally vary between the development phases. Works in the area during 2016-2017 did
not change behaviour during roosting, mating, incubation, laying or chick rearing, but some avoidance of the
footprint existed during fledging. The monthly movement patterns remained the same with maximums around
May and minimums during June. Variations during construction time could be related with the daily working
schedule on site. We did not account for other potential habitat effects (e.g. prey availability) that need to be
considered for any disturbance study. Mean distance travelled between locations changed a little from pre to
construction but also within each year. Despite observed changes during wind farm construction Verreaux’s
eagles showed flexibility to buffer the changes in the landscape features and have bred successfully since 2014.
Pre-construction mitigation decisions such as removing some turbines helped to avoid the more sensitive areas
of the project. Based on findings and previous experience worldwide, we developed a protocol for monitoring
eagles at wind farms. Secondly, we have overlapped the distribution of the species by the SABAP2 (pentads)
with wind energy projects developments in South Africa. Eastern and Western Cape provinces are the most
potentially impacted provinces, with a 7.28% overlap each compared to the rest of the country. Five Verreaux’s
eagles have been killed by turbines since 2013 in two locations compared to 80 dead through other causes
all over the country (1998-2015) at 40 locations (68.7% being electrocution cases), such as electrocution and
collision with power lines, but found by non-systematic searches as the case of wind energy monitoring. It is
important to prioritise conservation threats and also establish a clear conservation plan for the species as they
have been created for other large eagles where cainism is an obligate behaviour.
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12 Minute Talks
Does high mortality at wind farms really mean high impact? A framework shift in AIA process to
reduce uncertainty and better determine population level impact
Presentation Theme: Population-level and ecosystem effects
Author(s): Paulo E Cardoso (1), Helena Coelho (1), Miguel Mascarenhas(1)
Institution(s): Bioinsight Lda
Abstract: Wind energy is considered a green renewable energy source, but it is not free of environmental
footprint. Bird and bat fatalities caused by collision with wind turbines are recognised as one of the main
negative effects on wildlife. There is a generalised agreement that better access to effective species-specific
population-level impact of wind projects is needed to link the appropriate compensation measurements. This
achievement seems inevitable in a scenario of urgent energetic transition required to mitigate climate change
effects and the fast-growing of wind energy sector worldwide.
Most assessments conducted in EIA studies usually take corrected mortality estimates as a proxy of impact
strength but do not account for population size, reproductive biology or the historical population trend. The
lack of quantitative measurements and objectiveness in impact assessment have hampered the development
of well-designed species-specific mitigation and compensations measures in the AIA process. We propose an
Impact Assessment framework using a space-implicit, age-structured, stochastic model that takes into account
species population size, reproductive biology and population trend to derive quantitative measures of the
affected population, population viability, time to extinction and critical mortality level.
We applied the framework to real case scenarios of Portuguese windfarms and to simulated birds and bats
population sizes to evaluate the species-specific impact of fatalities on local populations. Bird species may suffer
a mean population size reduction up of 10% and bats up to 20%. While the most affected bird species show
no extinction risk to fatalities removing up to 40% of individuals, bat species may show extinction risk when as
much as 25% of individuals are removed from the population due to collision with turbines. For all scenarios,
the time to extinction was shorter for bats. For the evaluated case scenarios, the actual level of fatalities poses
no risk of extinction to considered bird and bat species. The model can be extended to accommodate landscape
and demography deterministic components such as projected changes at landscape level or reproduction
depression at low densities (alee effect).
These new quantities provided by the stochastic model approach may help to better communicate EIA and
Monitoring outputs by reducing the arbitrariness of impact assessment in the AIA process. It also allows
to better inform and guide the design of compensation measures, linking them to adaptative management
strategies.
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12 Minute Talks
Lessons learned: Monitoring potential impacts of America’s first offshore wind farm on fish and
invertebrates
Presentation Theme: Wind and wildlife in practice
Author(s): Drew Carey, Dara Wilber, Matt Griffin, Lorraine Read
Institution(s): INSPIRE Environmental, Saltbox Seafarm, ExaData & Mapping
Abstract: The potential impacts of the Block Island Wind Farm (BIWF) on demersal fish/invertebrates and
lobsters were assessed using separate, seven-year studies to address concerns of regulators and commercial
and recreational fishing communities. Potential impacts in the NE Atlantic shelf ecosystem differ in focus and
scale from that examined in the North Sea, e.g., in the US commercial fishing interests are unlikely to accept
Marine Protection Area (MPA) status for wind farms; demersal trawling, scallop/clam/lobster fishing are active
within many of the future lease areas; and a large recreational fishing community targets structure. Little was
known of fish and invertebrate habitat use near BIWF prior to this study. Potential impacts of construction
and operation noise, elevated suspended sediments, EMF, and habitat change were assessed comparing the
proposed site to nearshore areas up to 24 km away. BIWFs five wind turbine generators were sited to minimise
habitat impacts. Demersal trawl and ventless trap surveys were conducted monthly near the turbines and in
two sets of reference areas for the respective studies over a seven-year period (2012–2019) before, during,
and after turbine installation. Scientists on board commercial fishing vessels processed the catch. For the
fish survey, stomach content analysis and condition indices for select fish were used to investigate potential
disruptions to trophic relationships and potential construction impacts. Multivariate analyses (ANOSIM tests
using ranked similarity matrices based on Bray-Curtis similarity measures) were conducted to examine spatial
and/or temporal (baseline vs. operation periods) variation in fish community and prey (stomach content)
composition. Log or square-root transformations were used prior to analysis to reduce the influence of highly
abundant taxa and permit taxa with low or rare occurrences to contribute to similarity groupings of the samples.
Univariate responses (abundance, biomass, and fish condition) were evaluated using generalised linear models
(GLMs) to describe the patterns in these data as a function of spatial or temporal factors (i.e., area, season, and
time). Preliminary results indicate no major differences occurred in lobster abundance, fish and invertebrate
abundance or assemblage composition, fish condition, or fish diet in the wind farm area after construction
compared to reference areas. Following installation, fish attracted to structure, such as Atlantic cod and black
sea bass, increased in abundance. Blue mussels increased the habitat complexity of the turbine structures,
providing shelter and prey functions. The frequency of winter flounder with blue mussels in their diets increased
after turbine installation. Stomach content and overall condition analyses showed no indication that wind
farm construction or operation affected other fish diet or growth. Overall, fish and invertebrate community
composition did not differ between baseline and operation time periods, suggesting that habitat use by most
species is unaffected by operation of this wind farm. In the final analysis, regional trends in lobster and fish/
invertebrate distributions will need to be considered to distinguish potential wind farm impacts on fish and
invertebrates from shifts in distributions that are associated with climate and other factors.
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12 Minute Talks
Combining telemetry and vantage point observations to investigate habitat preferences of soaring
birds
Presentation Theme: Reducing uncertainty
Author(s): Francisco Cervantes
Institution(s): University of Cape Town
Abstract: Drivers behind collisions of soaring birds with wind turbines are still elusive, and it is apparent that
collision risk is species and site specific. To understand and minimise collision risk, monitoring programmes of
wind energy facilities focus on identifying risk factors leading to these collisions and tailor mitigation measures.
Surveys of raptor activity from vantage points is a recommended field technique and routinely used to assess
collision risk during wind farm monitoring.
However, research has uncovered discrepancies between the number of collisions predicted based on these
surveys and actual observed mortality. The cause of these discrepancies is also unclear, although several
authors suggest that a spatially explicit analysis of specific turbine locations or habitats, may improve these
estimates. The objective of this study is two-fold: i) investigate how accurately vantage point observations
can inform space use preferences of soaring birds and ii) show how telemetry and vantage point data can be
combined to improve our understanding of the movement patterns of these species.
As an example, I focus on the Verreaux’s eagle, an African raptor widely exposed to wind energy development
in South Africa. I present a movement-based collision exposure model in the form of a stochastic differential
equation. It explains changes in velocity by attraction or repulsion towards beneficial habitats or away from
unsuitable ones.
I use a high-resolution GPS data set, to develop a model that fairly describes movement patterns of a Verreaux’s
eagle. Then, from this model, I simulate vantage point observations and relatively short and discontinuous
flight trajectories, concentrated on simulated vantage point viewsheds. I evaluate differences between data
generating parameters and parameters obtained by re-fitting the model to the simulated vantage point data.
In addition, I discuss the benefits of conducting this analysis in a Bayesian framework, since it naturally allows
incorporating available knowledge about eagle’s ecology into the model and also combining different data
sources.
Results suggest that vantage point observations are weakly informative of habitat preferences. Constraining
models with prior ecological knowledge have a strong impact on the results and give important clues on the
reliability of the data. Practitioners are encouraged to combine existing information and findings specific of the
wind farm location being evaluated, in a coherent and tractable way. Bayesian analysis provides comprehensive
tools to do so.
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12 Minute Talks
Demographic impact of avian fatalities at wind energy facilities
Presentation Theme: Population-level and ecosystem effects
Author(s): Tara J. Conkling, Hannah B. Vander Zanden, Taber D. Allison, Jay E. Diffendorfer, Adam E. Duerr, Scott
R. Loss, David M. Nelson, Julie L. Yee, and Todd E. Katzner
Institution(s): US Geological Survey, Forest and Rangeland Ecosystem Science Center; University of
Florida, Department of Biology; American Wind Wildlife Institute; US Geological Survey, Geosciences and
Environmental Change Science Center, Denver Federal Center; Bloom Biological Inc.; Oklahoma State University,
Department of Natural Resource Ecology and Management; University of Maryland, Center for Environmental
Science, Appalachian Laboratory; US Geological Survey, Western Ecological Research Center; US Geological
Survey, Forest and Rangeland Ecosystem Science Center.
Abstract: Growing interest in wind energy development has led to increased concerns regarding the potential
environmental impacts of these facilities, including adverse effects to wildlife populations. However, there is
limited research examining the effects of wind-energy derived wildlife fatalities on demography of affected
avian species. We estimated demographic parameters for multiple avian species of conservation interest in
California and assessed the population-level effects of anthropogenic stressors, such as wind energy facilities
on these species. We elicited expert opinion to develop a list of 32 priority species and developed matrix models
within a Bayesian framework for each species. We derived model priors with data from expert opinion, literature
reviews, and broad-scale population monitoring programs, including Breeding Bird Survey (BBS) and Monitoring
Avian Productivity and Survivorship (MAPS). We also estimated the catchment area for the population of
interest for a subset of 12 species by incorporating the likely origin (local vs. migratory) of individuals killed
at wind energy facilities in California obtained from quantifying hydrogen stable isotope ratios from bird
carcasses. We then incorporated these datasets into a comprehensive framework to estimate the magnitude of
the changes in demographic rates resulting from the stressor (i.e., wind energy facilities). Preliminary analyses
suggest substantial among-species variability in the proportion of migrant individuals killed at wind facilities,
demonstrating the highly species-specific nature of the geographic and thus demographic impact of fatalities
to these populations. These data indicated the majority of the 12 species with isotope data that were killed at
wind facilities were from declining populations (? < 1), suggesting the potential for substantial population-level
consequence of these fatalities. These results illustrate the importance of obtaining baseline demographic data
for species that occur near renewable-energy facilities to better inform model priors, to increase identifiability of
model parameters, and to improve fit of demographic models. We also demonstrate the value of incorporating
tissue collection protocols into existing fatality monitoring programs (i.e., feather and fur samples from found
carcasses) to obtain hydrogen isotope measurements from additional facilities and locations.
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12 Minute Talks
Understanding seabird behaviour at sea in order to better assess the environmental impact of
offshore wind farms
Presentation Theme: Reducing uncertainty
Author(s): Aonghais Cook, Chris Thaxter, Gary Clewley, Daniel Johnston, Ellie Owen, Ian Cleasby, Mark Bolton,
Tom Evans
Institution(s): British Trust for Ornithology, Royal Society for the Protection of Birds, Marine Scotland Science
Abstract: Offshore wind farms play a key role in strategies to reduce our reliance on energy generated using
fossil fuels. However, there are concerns about the potential for offshore wind farms to negatively impact
the environment, with the risk to seabirds receiving particular attention. Consequently, Environmental Impact
Assessments (EIAs) must be carried out as part of the consenting process for proposed offshore wind farms.
The bird distribution and abundance data used to inform EIAs are typically collected using transect-based boat
and/or digital aerial surveys. In addition to providing information on the distribution and numbers of birds at
sea, they often include additional information such as species flight heights which can feed into assessments of
collision risk and displacement. Information such as the proportion of birds in flight is particularly valuable for
assessments of collision risk. However, these surveys are limited to daylight hours during good visibility and sea
states of 4 or less. Consequently, the data currently used during EIAs may not be representative of the full range
of conditions to which birds are exposed.
We use seabird tracking data collected in the UK in recent years in order to understand how seabird behaviour
and distribution may vary between those conditions in which it is, and is not, possible to collect boat/aerial
survey data. We use Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) to classify seabird tracking data into different behaviours
(e.g. commuting, foraging and resting). In order to understand how data may vary in relation to conditions in
which surveys are, or aren’t, possible, we annotate the GPS data using the different behavioural classifications
and then partition the data according to time and weather conditions. We then consider how the Utilization
Distributions (UDs) for each behaviour differ according to time of day and weather. This allows us to infer
how representative data collected during boat/aerial surveys may be of the broader conditions experienced
by seabirds. Our analyses focus on data collected for six seabird species from multiple colonies, depending on
the species (northern gannet, black-legged kittiwake, herring gull, lesser black-backed gull, common guillemot
and razorbill). The species selection reflects those which are believed to be vulnerable to collision (black-legged
kittiwake, herring gull, lesser black-backed gull), those that are believed to be vulnerable to displacement
(common guillemot and razorbill), and northern gannet which is believed to be vulnerable to both. We discuss
the implications of our findings for the interpretation of data collected as part of baseline surveys for offshore
wind farm EIAs.
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12 Minute Talks
A Risk-Based Approach for Addressing Wind and Wildlife Interactions using Ecosystem Based
Management Values
Presentation Theme: Population-level and ecosystem effects
Author(s): Andrea Copping1, Alicia Gorton1, Roel May2, Finlay Bennet3, Elise de George4, Miguel Repas
Goncalves5, and Bob Rumes6
Institution(s): 1 Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, USA 2 Norwegian Institute for Nature Research (NINA),
Norway 3 Marine Scotland Science, UK 4 National Renewable Energy Laboratory, USA 5 STRIX, Portugal 6
Royal Belgian Institute of Natural Sciences (RBINS), Belgium
Abstract: Acceptance of land-based and offshore wind energy development is challenged by concerns from
stakeholders about potential effects on the environment, such as birds, bats, and marine animals. Lack of a
systematic, widely-accepted, and balanced approach to measure potential damage to wildlife, habitats, and
communities provides a level of uncertainty that translates into requirements for studies and monitoring
programs that may not contribute to the most important needs. A more efficient process could be achieved
by linking the risk posed to animals and habitats. Risk-based management (RBM) is a means to link the risk to
animals and habitats with proportionate levels of monitoring and wind farm management.
RBM examines and manages the potential negative outcomes that may befall birds, bats, terrestrial wildlife,
marine mammals, other marine organisms, and the habitats and migratory pathways that support them. This
paper examines a range of risk-based management processes, with the most robust methodology being
Ecosystem-Based Management (EBM), a methodology adapted from managing marine resources. A framework
for RBM is developed and tested against 10 land-based and offshore wind projects from six countries. A set of
best practices is developed to recommend for the application of RBM to wind farms.
This paper was developed under the international collaboration Working Together to Resolve Environmental
Effects of Wind Energy (WREN), also known as Task 34 under the IEA Wind Committee. WREN brings together
12 nations to better understand and promote processes for efficient and effective consenting/permitting of wind
farms.
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12 Minute Talks
Bat Mortality Monitoring at a UK windfarm site and dealing with new guidance, thresholds and
mitigation
Presentation Theme: Wind and wildlife in practice
Author(s): Robin Cox
Institution(s): Natural Power
Abstract: The purpose of this study was to use the results of two years of operational phase bat monitoring
at a UK wind farm to investigate the implications of the mortality rates observed in relation to new guidance,
mortality thresholds and operational mitigation.
Operational phase bat monitoring was undertaken at a wind farm site in northern England to comply with
a condition of consent. Monitoring took place in 2017 and 2018 (and is continuing in 2019) and comprised:
activity monitoring using static detectors at ground level and at height; carcass searches using dogs; searcher
efficiency trials; and carcass persistence trials. Bat calls were analysed using automatic identification software
(Kaleidoscope), with a sample manually checked for quality assurance purposes. Mortality data were analysed
using evidence of absence (EoA) (Dalthorp 2017) software to correct for searcher efficiency, carcass persistence
rate and the proportion of area searched to calculate the maximum number of collisions expected to have taken
place.
Mortality was highly variable both among turbines and between the two years. Following correction of the
raw data using EoA software the mortality rates equated to 2.6 and 7.7 bats per turbine in 2017 and 2018
respectively (equivalent to 0.78 and 2.27 bats per MW respectively).
These results are discussed in the context of the new UK wide guidance published by Scottish Natural
Heritage (SNH) in 2019 and activity levels contextualised using the Ecobat tool (The Mammal Society 2017)
recommended by the new guidance. Mortality rates are also discussed in relation to mortality thresholds (one
bat per turbine per month) that have recently been accepted by Natural England for another wind farm site in
England.
Population modelling was carried out to help understand what the results and the thresholds might mean in
the context of a cumulative impact on bats. The implications of this are discussed in terms of mitigation through
altering turbine operation either through feathering of blades below normal cut-in speed (3.5 m/s) or curtailment
through increased cut-in speed.
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12 Minute Talks
Development of a tool to estimate sensitivities of seabirds to offshore renewable energy
developments in Scottish waters
Presentation Theme: Population-level and ecosystem effects
Author(s): Francis Daunt, Adam Butler, Deena Mobbs, James Waggitt, Peter Evans, Kate Searle, Maria
Bogdanova, Mark Rehfisch, Roger Buisson, Jared Wilson, Charlie McNelly, Liam Leahy and Eloise Burnett
Institution(s): Centre for Ecology and Hydrology, Bioinformatics Scotland, Bangor University, Carbon Trust,
Marine Scotland Science, APEM
Abstract: The marine environment offers considerable potential for harvesting renewable energy, through wind,
wave and tidal stream energy. However, governments have a duty of care to protect the natural environment
from adverse impacts. Offshore renewable developments (ORDs) have the potential to affect protected seabird
populations through collisions with infrastructure, displacement from foraging habitat, barrier effects, noise
and contamination. These effects are predicted to be particularly important for breeding seabirds that are
constrained to forage within a certain distance from their colony during chick rearing. A critical component of the
process to inform sectoral planning and sustainable development in this sector is to improve our understanding
of how the relative sensitivity of seabirds to ORD activities varies spatially and at different times of the year.
Assessing this variation in the sensitivity of seabirds to ORD impacts requires four key components:
1. An estimate of the spatial use of seabirds, providing the density of birds, or the proportion of time spent by
birds at a particular location.
2. A method for determining the source breeding colonies for birds seen at sea. This allows assessments of
sensitivities for particular at sea areas to be linked to specific breeding colonies or protected areas.
3. An estimate for the types of behaviours birds perform in different at sea locations. This allows sensitivity to
ORDs to be partitioned into impacts related to collision risk for birds in flight, and into displacement or barrier
risk for birds on the water or in flight.
4. A method for estimating and combining sensitivity scores for the different factors related to seabird sensitivity
to ORDs.
We used cutting-edge estimates for these four key components by building upon existing data and
methodologies available for Scottish waters. Recent work has improved the characterisation and spatial
estimation of seabirds at sea distributions in the breeding and non-breeding seasons using both GPS tracking
data and at sea survey data, based upon the most comprehensive studies currently available in the UK.
These advances, combined with new methods for apportioning birds observed at sea to source colonies, and
frameworks for developing species-specific sensitivity scores, provide a solid platform to underpin the spatial
risk assessment tool. Using this platform, we developed a fast, user-friendly tool to estimate the sensitivities
of eleven key seabird species to ORDs in Scottish waters and to produce spatially explicit risk and exposure
estimates for at-sea locations in both the breeding and non-breeding seasons. The tool allows users to perform
assessments of seabird sensitivities across all Scottish waters or for specified ORD footprints, as well as to
estimate the source colony of birds observed at sea during the breeding season.
We anticipate this tool will greatly facilitate the production of fast, user-friendly information for assessing
seabird sensitivity to new and ongoing ORD developments. It will improve the knowledge base upon which
policy and planning decisions are based, potentially leading to better conservation outcomes for Scottish
seabirds. The methodology underpinning the tool is generic, meaning it can be extended to other regions and
species as new seabird distribution data becomes available.
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12 Minute Talks
Wolves avoid high concentrations of wind turbines to locate their breeding sites
Presentation Theme: Species-specific responses
Author(s): 1) Emma Dennehy, 2) Luis Llaneza, 2) Emilio J. García, 2) Vicente Palacios, 1) José Vicente López-Bao
Institution(s): 1) Research Unit of Biodiversity (UO/CSIC/PA), Oviedo University, 33600 Mieres, Spain, 2) A.RE.
NA. Asesores en Recursos Naturales, S.L. Perpetuo Socorro no 12-Entresuelo, 2B, 27003 Lugo, Spain
Abstract: Most studies investigating the impact of wind farms on wildlife have been carried out on volant
species, such as birds and bats, or marine wildlife, such as cetaceans. However, the rapid increase in wind
farm development in mountainous areas, sometimes the most natural areas remaining in human-dominated
landscapes, may have also overlooked consequences for terrestrial vertebrates, such as wolves. The north-west
of the Iberian Peninsula holds one of the highest densities of wind farms in Europe. The location of these farms
often overlaps with areas frequently used by wolves to locate their breeding sites, in mountainous and remote
areas. During the breeding season, all pack members become temporally and spatially predictable in a very
small area within pack territories, around den and rendezvous sites. This predictability increases the exposure
risk and vulnerability of wolves. The installation of wind farms translates into an increase in human accessibility
(opening of roads, tracks, increase in human activity) and transformation of habitat, altering the exposure risk
associated with a given landscape. As a consequence, wolves may react to this disturbance by modifying the
selection patterns of breeding sites during the breeding period, or the spatial displacement of breeding sites
from the areas with high densities of wind farms. Using data from known wolf breeding sites in Galicia (n=38),
as well as simulated breeding sites (n=187) within territories, we aimed to investigate changes in breeding site
selection patterns associated with the presence of wind farms and the relationship between the spatial position
of wind turbines and the location of observed breeding sites. While we did not find significant differences in the
characteristics of the habitat between breeding sites with or without wind farms, wolves tended to select areas
with lower densities of wind turbines than by random. The average number of turbines in 500m-interval buffer
areas around observed breeding sites was significantly lower than for the average of all the simulated breeding
sites analysed, and this effect was observed up to a buffer distance of 2,500m. Importantly, in the immediate
area surrounding observed breeding sites 500m), 77% of these sites did not have any wind turbines. Our results
show that wolves show a spatial response to the presence of wind farms, selecting areas with a low number of
wind turbines. This information could be used to delineate practical applications and landscape rules to minimise
the impact of wind farms in mountainous areas on wolves, thus balancing the use and promotion of renewable
energies with the conservation of this charismatic species.
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Can we site wind facilities to reduce landscape change and habitat fragmentation?
Presentation Theme: Cumulative impacts and assessment
Author(s): Jay E Diffendorfer, Monica A. Dorning, Jolene Keen, Louisa A. Kramer, and Robert V. Taylor
Institution(s): United States Geological Survey, Western Carolina University, American Association of
Geographers, University of Colorado - Denver
Abstract: Wind energy generation affects landscapes as new roads, pads, and transmission lines are
constructed. Limiting the landscape change from these facilities likely minimises impacts to biodiversity and
sensitive wildlife species and could be included in decisions to site facilities and plan the location of turbines at
facilities. We examined how the geographic context, defined as the pre-construction roads, topography, and
land use/land cover where a facility was built, affected the amount of changes in landscape patterns caused
by the facility. We digitised 39 wind facilities, the surrounding land cover and roads, then measured landscape
pattern before and after facility construction using the amount, core area, and connectivity of undeveloped land
within 1km around newly constructed turbines and roads. New facilities decreased the amount of undeveloped
land by 1.8% and increased landscape fragmentation as indicated by changes in metrics of landscape pattern
ranging from 50% to 140%. Pre-construction levels of developed land was a key factor explaining the impact
of new wind facilities on landscape patterns, with pre-construction road networks, turbine spacing, and
topography having smaller influences. As the proportion of developed land around facilities increased, a higher
proportion of the facility utilised pre-construction developed land and a lower density of new roads were built,
resulting in smaller impacts to undeveloped lands. The density of new road networks associated with facilities
was also a predictor of landscape fragmentation. Our result confirms the basic hypothesis that placing wind
facilities in locations with existing development will limit potential habitat fragmentation. Incorporating these
findings into decisions regarding the siting of facilities and the location of turbines within facilities will require
assessing trade-offs with other factors, such as economic costs. Studies using multi-criteria decision analysis,
geospatial optimisation, and scenario analyses suggest it should be possible to include land transformation,
habitat fragmentation, and the utilisation of existing roads and developed land into facility planning. At
broader scales, considering the existing transmission infrastructure and locations of high electricity demand,
in conjunction with road networks, locations of intact landscapes, and overall land use and land cover can help
determine locations more or less suited for wind energy development.
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Responses of satellite tagged golden eagles to wind farms in Scotland: macro-avoidance rather
than risk of collision
Presentation Theme: Species-specific responses
Author(s): Alan H. Fielding (1), Paul F. Haworth (1), David Anderson (2) , Stuart Benn (3), Roy Dennis (4), Ewan
Weston (3), Justin Grant (3), Brian Etheridge (5) & D. Philip Whitfield
Institution(s): 1. Haworth Conservation Ltd, 2. Forestry Commission Scotland, 3. Natural Research Ltd, Scotland,
4. Roy Dennis Wildlife Foundation, Scotland, 5. Avoch, Scotland
Abstract: Published research largely suggests a lack of macro-avoidance of wind farms by raptors resulting
in collisions with turbines. The golden eagle (Aquila chrysaetos) has received substantial research attention
because of its apparent vulnerability to turbine blade strikes, demographic sensitivity to increased mortality
in older birds and its legislative status across much of its global range, which includes most of the northern
hemisphere. Models to predict collision rates of golden eagles have, consequently, been formulated. Previous
evidence involving macro-avoidance from Scotland is equivocal, and we used satellite tracking data from
116 tags fitted on dispersing golden eagles (~2 million records) and 236 wind farms (3,282 turbines) to test
an overarching hypothesis, based on previous studies, that golden eagles were not displaced from (macroavoid) operational wind farms. We developed a new and unambiguous spatial definition of a wind farm that
incorporates the complexities arising from the planning and construction of onshore wind farms in Scotland.
This definition takes account of turbine layout and turbine height. We restricted our analyses to day time
records because there was little movement by birds at night. Wind farm construction and commissioning
data enabled us to split the location records into pre- and post-operational sets. Our analyses, using data to
February 2019, identified 70 birds (4,673 records) potentially interacting with 59 wind farms. These data were
more specifically used, with consequent reductions in samples on tagged birds and wind farms, to examine
utilisation before and after wind farm operation. These reduced samples were still greater than in prior studies
related to our hypothesis. We developed a statistical model that incorporated time of day, bird age, habitat
quality and local density of records to test our hypothesis. The recently published Golden Eagle Topography
(GET) model and forest cover maps were used to account for the prior probability that the landscape occupied
by a wind farm would be suitable for golden eagles. We found that tagged golden eagles showed macroavoidance of operational wind farms that had prior probability of suitability for golden eagles. We also found
that comparisons of use before and after construction showed significant differences around locations of
wind turbines, related to ground locations (x and y) and space (height above ground: z); again, consistent with
macro-avoidance. We therefore rejected the hypothesis that golden eagles were not displaced from (macroavoid) operational wind farms because the evidence from our analyses was that dispersing golden eagles, in
Scotland, substantially exhibited macro-avoidance of wind turbines. This helps to explain the very small number
of recorded collisions between golden eagles and wind turbines in Scotland, despite considerable prospective
overlap in the activities of eagles and wind farm distributions.
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Challenges and opportunities of long-term species monitoring at wind farms: hen harriers in
Scotland
Presentation Theme: Species-specific responses
Author(s): Sophie C. Edwards, Fiona M Caryl, Chris Robinson, Claudia M Garratt and Gillian C Vallejo
Institution(s): Natural Power Consultants Ltd.
Abstract: Wind farms are an increasingly important source of renewable energy; however, they have the
potential to have negative impacts on local bird populations either directly, through collisions with turbines, or
indirectly, through disturbance and/or habitat loss. As such, assessment of these potential impacts can be an
important factor in planning consent decisions. Although it is widely recognised that population-level impacts
are likely to occur over relatively long timescales, for practical reasons, studies tend to focus on short-term
metrics. Long term species-specific operational monitoring plans provide the opportunity to assess populationlevel effects of wind farm developments (e.g. changes in productivity) for key species of concern. However, it is
vital for such monitoring plans to be carefully tailored to the species and effects in question.
We illustrate the challenges and opportunities posed by such tailored monitoring plans using a long-term data
set on breeding hen harriers at a wind farm in north-east Scotland. Using data from 59 hen harrier nesting
attempts during pre-construction (13 years), construction (2 years) and operation (12 years), we show that the
annual number of nesting attempts was lower on average during the operational phase compared to pre-wind
farm construction, yielding an overall decrease in productivity. However, breeding success of individual nests
remained the same and did not differ from the national average, and there was no evidence of hen harrier being
disturbed by or avoiding the turbines when selecting nesting locations. Indeed, over the years of operation,
breeding pairs have changed their preferred nesting location, moving closer to (i.e. within 200-300m of) the
operational turbines.
These changes have also coincided with changes in habitat availability within the study area, so firm conclusions
regarding the influence of the wind farm on these factors can’t be made. However, the contrasting effects
shown here would have been difficult if not impossible to detect using short-term studies. This study (1)
demonstrates the need for more targeted studies to improve the evidence-base for impact assessment for
avian species at wind farm developments, and (2) highlights the opportunities that carefully designed long term
operational monitoring plans can provide.
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Predicting and mitigating the impacts of windfarm construction on harbour porpoises
Presentation Theme: Species-specific responses
Author(s): Isla M Graham1, Nathan D Merchant2, Adrian Farcas2, Aude Benhemma-Le Gall1, Tim R Barton1,
Barbara Cheney1 and Paul M Thompson1
Institution(s): 1) Lighthouse Field Station, School of Biological Sciences, University of Aberdeen, Cromarty, UK.
2) Centre for Environment, Fisheries and Aquaculture Science (Cefas), Lowestoft, UK.
Abstract: Predicting and mitigating impacts of offshore windfarm construction on marine mammals requires
data on responses to different noise levels and sources from all construction activities. Policy and management
to minimise these impacts have concentrated on pile-driving noise, and they have assumed that received noise
levels are directly, and positively, related to hammer energies. We investigated harbour porpoise behavioural
responses to different activities (acoustic deterrent device (ADD) mitigation, piling noise and vessel activity)
using echolocation click detectors, and characterised noise levels using acoustic recorders during the two-year
construction of a North Sea windfarm. Porpoises were considered to have exhibited a behavioural response
when the proportional decrease in occurrence was greater than the 1st percentile of baseline variation. Contrary
to expectations, noise levels from pile driving decreased as hammer energy increased, in relation to pile
penetration depth. A 15-min experimental ADD playback resulted in a 50% probability of response within 3.9
km in the first 12 hours, with a minimum time to the first porpoise detection following ADD playbacks of 133
minutes. Harbour porpoise responses in the 24 hours after ADD mitigation and pile-driving combined decreased
as the number of foundations that had been piled increased, resulting in a 50 % probability of response within
7.4 km at the first location piled, decreasing to 1.3 km by the end of foundation installation 10 months later.
Distance proved as good a predictor of responses as received noise levels, presenting a more practicable
variable for environmental assessments. Critically, both ADD use and vessel activity increased porpoise
response levels. Our results highlight the need to consider trade-offs between efforts to reduce far-field
behavioural disturbance and near-field injury through ADD use. Additionally, the current regulation of maximum
hammer energy and the use of piling soft starts to minimise impacts may need to be reconsidered.
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Landscape-scale approaches and biodiversity banking in impact mitigation
Presentation Theme: Population-level and ecosystem effects
Author(s): Marie Grimm
Institution(s): TU Berlin
Abstract: To manage unintended trade-offs between development and wildlife, many states have implemented
frameworks to mitigate adverse impacts on biodiversity. Most mitigation measures take a local, project-specific
approach. This also applies to wind energy projects - renewable energy for climate protection. However, such
project-by-project efforts seemingly fail to protect populations from declining while often including lengthy
permitting processes for developers. In the United States, compensatory mitigation efforts reflect a shift from
a project-by-project to a landscape-scale approach. The approach applies the mitigation hierarchy (avoidance,
reduction, compensation) on a larger scale. Some claimed benefits of this approach are possible advance
mitigation and therefore swifter permit processes and reduced costs, larger and better-connected compensation
areas, as well as a contribution to large-scale conservation goals. This contribution introduces two mechanisms
from the U.S. that can be used to implement the aforementioned approach.
Regional habitat conservation plans under the U.S. Endangered Species Act cover various municipalities or
even states. These plans anticipate future impacts of one or various land uses to one or more species, highlight
preferred areas for development and for conservation and plan associated avoidance measures. For example, for
the Great Plains Wind Energy Habitat Conservation Plan, 15 wind developers cooperated with wildlife agencies
to address the potential impact on species such as the whooping crane. Involved stakeholders are private (or
public) developers in cooperation with conservation agencies. In addition, regional habitat conservation efforts
plan ahead for compensation, where the regional plan agency, the permittee, or third parties can implement
compensation measures.
Conservation banking is a third-party compensation mechanism applied in the United States as well. Sponsors
conserve and manage sites to provide ecological benefits, for which they receive credits that can later be sold
to developers to compensate for impacts to the same species. Claimed benefits include advance mitigation
and therefore lower risk of failure, larger and well-connected areas, and better conservation projects due to
the expertise of bank owners (who are mostly private entities). For example, the Shiloh IV Wind Energy Project
offset unavoidable impacts on raptors by purchasing credits from a conservation bank. Conservation banks are
suitable for landscape-scale mitigation as they can be strategically sited and provide consolidated compensation
in advance of impacts.
Landscape-scale mitigation planning address a larger scale to support conservation plans, such as the overall
conservation status of species. Conservation banks provide a mechanism to consolidate compensation
requirements in areas where they can contribute to such plans as well. In turn, landscape-scale conservation
planning can increase the effectiveness of offsets in balancing development with conservation. Banks should be
implemented in advance of impacts, be equivalent to the impact, and provide additional conservation outcomes
in perpetuity. This requires a prudent regulatory framework, as well as strict oversight and monitoring. However,
in how far current banking approaches meet these requirements and in how far they are effective in improving
the conservation status of species must be subject to further research.
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Behavioural variables of Lesser Black-backed Gulls and Herring Gulls in and around offshore wind
farms
Presentation Theme: Reducing uncertainty
Author(s): Abel Gyimesi1, Marvin Groen1,2, Job de Jong1, Judy Shamoun-Baranes3, Eric Stienen4, Chris Thaxter5,
Ruben Fijn1
Institution(s): 1 Bureau Waardenburg, Culemborg, The Netherlands 2 Leiden University, Institute of
Environmental Sciences, Leiden, The Netherlands 3 University of Amsterdam, Institute for Biodiversity and
Ecosystem Dynamics, Amsterdam, The Netherlands 4 Research Institute Nature and Forest, Brussels, Belgium
5 British Trust for Ornithology, Thetford, Norfolk, United Kingdom
Abstract: The Lesser Black-backed Gull and Herring Gull are known to be at least partially marine-oriented,
conducting foraging flights offshore and feeding both on discards of fishing vessels as well as on natural prey.
Due to their tendency for marine foraging, large body size and relatively high flight altitude, these species have
been identified as having a high risk of collision with offshore wind turbines. However, actual measurements on
flight speeds, flight heights, diurnal and especially nocturnal activity at sea have been scarce and largely based
on visual observations. Recent developments in GPS logger techniques have made it possible to have more
reliable measurements on these variables. We used long-term GPS (UvA-BiTS) data collected year-round from
birds in the UK, the Netherlands and Belgium. Data were filtered to include only records at sea and to exclude
stationary behaviour, such as floating on the sea surface. In order to limit the dataset to biologically meaningful
GPS fixes, measurements indicated in the dataset with a low accuracy and those with unusually high values
were excluded from the analysis. The remaining data were used to calculate values for the different flightrelated parameters of the SOSS Band model. The GPS data revealed that the median flight speed of gulls at
sea is lower (11.3 m/s in Herring gull and 9.4 in Lesser Black-backed gull) than was previously estimated (12.8
m/s and 11.9 respectively) from radar measurements above land. In contrast with previous estimates, fewer
gulls (approximately 10% less) flew in the lowest height category (0-25m) that is below the lower rotor swept
height of wind turbines. Consequently, a greater proportion of gulls flew at rotor height. The nocturnal activity
of Lesser Black-backed gulls was 43% of the daytime activity, while for Herring gulls this figure was just 1%.
We estimated that on average 43% of Lesser Black-backed gulls and 30% of Herring Gulls measurements
occurred during flight (percentage of flying birds). Based on our results we conclude that previous estimates
of flight speed, flight altitude and nocturnal activity of Herring gull and Lesser Black-backed gull could be
improved based on measurements with modern GPS techniques. Estimates for the percentage of flying birds for
calculating numbers of birds flying through the rotor-swept zone of wind turbines can also be improved through
the use of GPS data.
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MARLIN & a large-scale/high resolution information system for marine biological data as a
backbone for marine management
Presentation Theme: Cumulative impacts and assessment
Author(s): Gregor von Halem(1), Ramona Beckmann (1), Sabine Müller (2), Stefan Garthe (2), Anne Elsner (1),
Erik Böhm(1)
Institution(s): (1) Federal Maritime and Hydrographic Agency, (2) Research and Technology Centre (FTZ), Kiel
University
Abstract: Large-scale/high-resolution integrated marine ecological information systems combine diverse
ecological and environmental data in space and time (such as biodiversity and trophic relationships). This holistic
approach facilitates new directions for the analysis and modeling of ecological patterns and processes, creating
a platform for the development and the application of advanced marine management and regulation tools.
Funded by the German Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy (BMWI) (FKZ 0325921), a web-based
information network for marine biological data is now under development at the German Federal Maritime and
Hydrographic Agency (BSH) in cooperation with the FTZ of Kiel University and the Alfred-Wegener-Institute
(AWI).
After completion the MARLIN network combines long term, quality checked spatial biological data from
environmental impact assessments (EIA) and monitoring of all German offshore windfarm and grid projects.
It includes species distribution maps, abundance and biomass information as well as measures of biodiversity
over time and space.
Aggregated products will be published as web services for the public. Moreover, MARLIN offers intuitive
selection tools for individual data selection or tailor-made product generation workflows (use cases) and
comfortable data download functionalities for authorised users.
Here, we present MARLIN as a powerful tool and as an example of management purposes in the context of
assessing regulation issues such as the temporal and spatial variability of species diversity, abundance and
biomass. We argue that large-scale/high-resolution information systems constitute a sound scientific base for
improved monitoring assessments and ultimately for a sustainable ecosystem management.
Keywords: Seabirds, marine mammals, migratory birds, benthos, offshore renewables, information system,
large-scale data, monitoring efficiency, marine management and regulation
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How are species and impacts scoped into Cumulative Effects Assessments for offshore
windfarms?
Presentation Theme: Cumulative impacts and assessment
Author(s): Rebecca Hall
Institution(s): University of Strathclyde
Abstract: Cumulative Effects Assessment (CEA) is an important aspect of Environmental Impact Assessments
(EIA), analysing the impact of a development in combination with other projects. This is especially true given
the vast expansion of offshore windfarms around the UK, which shows little sign of stopping. A key phase in
the process of CEA is scoping the species, impacts and developments to be analysed. Ensuring the appropriate
features are analysed is imperative for adequate examination of impacts, subsequent use of results by other
developments and ultimately gaining development consent. Legislation steers what projects are included in the
assessment, but what species and impacts are scoped in and for what reason? If not all species and impacts are
analysed, are there potential impacts going unanalysed and unmonitored?
In order to answer these questions, Environmental Statements (ES) from operational offshore windfarms in
the UK were used to investigate what species were chosen and the reasons for their inclusion within the CEA.
The type of impact (for instance, collision, displacement, barrier) and why that impact was investigated for
that species was also analysed. The species and impacts scoped in and out of assessment and the method of
scoping were compared across offshore windfarms to determine whether a standard approach has been taken.
A comparison was also made between the approach taken for individual windfarm assessment and cumulative
assessment to further investigate how discrete the analysis was.
Preliminary results show that a range of species and impacts have been examined by EIAs, different methods
used to find target species and impacts, and many reasons given for why they were chosen for cumulative
assessment. Justification was sometimes given for the species chosen for analysis, for example being species of
national or regional importance and/or based on the Species Sensitivity Index, but often the reasons for focused
studies was not explicitly stated. Though these differing and concentrated approaches may aid understanding
of those species-specific impacts that were investigated, it also has the potential to miss other species-specific
impacts. Furthermore, where the same approach is used for scoping species and impacts at individual windfarm
and cumulative windfarm impacts, cumulative species-specific effects are potentially missed. If cumulative
impacts affect different species in different ways, but cumulative species-specific effects are not analysed, then
they may not be fully considered at the pre-consent stage and during monitoring surveys. The approaches
used in EIAs often inform the construction and post-construction monitoring carried out for certain species and
their relevant impact(s). Consequently, where species-specific are not analysed, appropriate monitoring and
mitigation may not be adequately performed.
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Red kite (Milvus milvus) movement patterns and interactions with wind farms in the north of
Scotland
Presentation Theme: Wind and wildlife in practice
Author(s): Ian Hulbert, C. A. Galbraith, B. Etheridge, and A. Ritchie.
Institution(s): Skorpa Ltd and Colin Galbraith Environment Limited
Abstract: The development of wind farms in Scotland over the last decade has proceeded with only a few
empirical studies of their impact on raptors. This five-year study (2017-2022) funded by Eneco Moy Ltd.
examines the behaviour of red kites (Milvus) in and around the 20-turbine wind farm at Moy, south of Inverness.
Given the proximity of the wind farm to red kite nesting areas, the study is investigating how red kites are using
the wind farm and the surrounding areas using a holistic combination of vantage point surveys, satellite tracking
of birds and field surveys for bird strikes.
The aim of the project is to determine the pattern of use of the wind farm by red kites across the year and to
reveal their daily and seasonal movement patterns in the surrounding landscape that, in turn, holds several other
wind farms.
A number of red kites have been fitted with satellite tracking tags and their daily movements monitored over the
previous two-year period. First-year birds have moved from their natal areas near Inverness, going south as far
as Cambridgeshire and north to Caithness, as well as using a mix of habitat types near their home nesting area.
This talk will present the results of the project to date, consider the interactions between red kites and wind
farms, and will present the updated movement data for satellite tagged birds. It will consider future research
needs in relation to wind farms and red kites in Scotland and how the outputs from such research could be used
to inform the future monitoring of the species and the management of wind farms.
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Review of the potential of UK seabird colony monitoring to inform monitoring programmes for
consented offshore wind farm projects
Presentation Theme: Population-level and ecosystem effects
Author(s): Liz Humphreys
Institution(s): British Trust for Ornithology
Abstract: A key part of the consenting process is quantifying the potential consequences of a development
on populations of wildlife. In the context of the UK offshore wind industry, the potential impacts on seabird
populations are assessed through Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) and Habitats Regulations
Assessment or Appraisal (HRA). If Likely Significant Effects (LSEs) on the features of protected sites cannot be
ruled out after this initial screening, an Appropriate Assessment (AA) is carried out by the competent authority
to ascertain whether there are Adverse Effects on Integrity (AEOI) on the protected sites through impacts on
feature species. For seabirds, this is typically achieved through the use of demographic models.
In order to inform these models, there is a critical need for robust baseline data on the abundance, breeding and
survival rates of seabird species that can be explored both spatially (e.g. between ecological coherent regions
or colonies) and temporally. Such information in Britain is currently collected largely through volunteer effort by
records contributed to the Seabird Monitoring Programme (SMP) and the Retrapping for Adult Survival (RAS)
scheme. The main aim of this work was to determine whether existing monitoring of UK seabird populations has
sufficient statistical power to detect the likely potential changes associated with offshore wind farms upon key
demographic rates at a colony level.
We reviewed AAs for consented, but not yet fully operational, offshore wind farms and identified 16 species
at 38 SPAs where LSEs in relation to offshore wind farms could not be ruled out by HRA screening prior to
AA. We then identified those colonies for which monitoring data was available for these species. There were
significant gaps in coverage (in 86 of 114 instances, there was no regular monitoring of abundance and in 68
instances, no regular monitoring of productivity) and therefore a lack of baseline data to be able to assess the
impacts of future change against. We used power analysis in order to determine the extent to which relative
reductions in breeding success and abundance, in addition to any underlying population trends, of up to 50%
could be detected given current levels of monitoring. We also considered the monitoring effort required in order
to detect an absolute reduction in survival of up to 5%. There was greater power to detect the likely levels
of losses attributed to the effects of offshore wind farms for productivity and survival than for abundance.
However, our analyses demonstrated that limitations in the current levels of monitoring typically resulted in
insufficient statistical power to detect simulated declines of a magnitude typically associated with the impacts
from offshore wind farms. This leads to the potential for Type II errors, incorrectly failing to reject the null
hypothesis that a wind farm has not had a negative impact on a population. Recommendations are provided
to improve baseline data, monitoring and analysis to ensure that the population-level impacts associated with
offshore wind farms may be better detected in future.
The UK Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy’s Offshore Energy Strategic Environmental
Assessment programme funded this work with the support of Hartley Anderson Ltd.
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Anthropogenic electromagnetic fields (EMF) influence the behaviour of two bottom-dwelling
marine species
Presentation Theme: Species-specific responses
Author(s): Zoe L. Hutchison, Andrew B. Gill, Peter Sigray, Haibo He, John W. King
Institution(s): University of Rhode Island, USA
Abstract: Many marine animals have evolved sensory abilities to use electric and magnetic cues in essential
aspects of life history, such as to detect prey, predators and mates and to orientate and migrate. Potential
disruption of vital cues by human activities must be understood in order to mitigate potential negative
influences. Subsea cable deployments in coastal waters are increasing capacity and frequency worldwide,
owing to growing demands for telecommunications and electrical power. This is of particular relevance with the
projected growth of offshore wind and the new challenges presented by floating wind. Increasingly, the local
electromagnetic (EM) environment used by electro- and magneto-sensitive species will be altered. Here, we ask
how EM-sensitive species respond to the changes in the EM-environment. In this cross-disciplinary study, we
assess the behavioural response of two benthic animals to the electromagnetic field (EMF) of a subsea buried
cable as well as measure and model the EMF of the cable: a high voltage direct current (HVDC) transmission
cable for domestic electricity supply.
Using acoustic technology, we quantified biologically relevant behavioural responses of the putative, magnetoreceptive American lobster and the electro-sensitive Little skate to EMF of the subsea buried cable. Through
the assessment of fine-scale 3D positional data, we demonstrate a striking increase in exploratory/foraging
behaviour in skates in response to EMF and a subtler exploratory response in lobsters. In addition, by directly
measuring both the magnetic and electric field components of the EMF emitted by HVDC cables we found
that there were DC and unexpectedly AC components. Modelling, restricted to the DC component, showed
good agreement with measured results. Our cross-disciplinary study highlights the need to integrate an
understanding of the natural and anthropogenic EMF environment together with the responses of sensitive
animals when planning future cable deployments and predicting their environmental effects.
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The German Registry of underwater sound & monitoring and assessment in regard of technical
sound mitigation developments
Presentation Theme: Mitigation technologies and design
Author(s): Carina Juretzek, Maria Boethling
Institution(s): Bundesamt für Seeschifffahrt und Hydrographie (BSH)
Abstract: The introduction of anthropogenic underwater sound is one of the numerous aspects in which
maritime activities may impact the marine environment. Regarding the German Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ)
of the North Sea and the Baltic Sea, the most relevant sources of impulsive anthropogenic sound occur during
the construction of offshore projects. As of 2018, 18 offshore wind farms (OWFs) have been successfully
installed in the German EEZ. Importantly, the input of impulsive sound due to pile driving activities during
offshore windfarm construction has to be monitored and evaluated according to requirements of the Federal
Maritime and Hydrographic Agency of Germany (BSH) as the agency responsible for the approval of offshore
windfarms. Since 2011, the implementation of technical noise mitigation measures has been a standard
requirement for offshore construction projects. Moreover, the application and efficacy of technical mitigation
measures is being monitored for each pile driving event. BSH hosts and maintains the German national noise
registry, which is implemented within the framework of a comprehensive expert information system for
underwater sound (Hydroschall-FIS). It holds numerous measurements of underwater sound from pile driving
activities, collected in accordance with approval requirements.
Here, we introduce the German national noise registry and outline the role and capacity of the expert
information system on underwater sound for regulatory aspects on national and regional scales. Moreover, we
share lessons learned from multiple years of experience with the application of sound mitigation measures. We
illustrate which significant reduction of sound input is achievable if technical sound mitigation concepts are
applied successfully.
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Studying the flight behaviour of migrating birds with a full 3D bird radar to develop a predictive
shutdown-model
Presentation Theme: Mitigation technologies and design
Author(s): Jonne Kleyheeg-Hartman(1), Hein Prinsen(1), Astrid Potiek(1), Allix Brenninkmeijer(2), Erik Klop(2)
Institution(s): (1) Bureau Waardenburg, (2) Altenburg & Wymenga
Abstract: The Eemshaven region in the north-east of the Netherlands currently accommodates almost one
hundred wind turbines and installation of another hundred is planned in the coming years. This harbour area
borders the internationally renowned IBA and Natura-2000 site The Wadden Sea, and it is located on a major
migratory route between Scandinavia and Southern Europe. Large concentrations of birds use sites within
the area for migratory stopover and refuelling. The results of a five-year study on the collision rate in the
existing wind farm showed a high mortality rate of about 3,000 birds per year. Almost half of these collision
victims concern migrating passerines. Because of this site-specific high mortality rate and the plans for the
expansions of the wind farm, the province of Groningen is seeking ways to reduce the number of collisions of
migrating birds. In autumn 2018 and spring 2019, we took part in a major research program with the aim of
developing predictive models and protocols for shut down-on-demand in periods with high nocturnal passerine
traffic at rotor height. In the existing wind farm in the port of Eemshaven we used a novel full 3D bird radar
to collect information on (nocturnal) bird migration. For every bird, or group of birds within range, the radar
automatically registers the position (in 3D), heading, speed and reflectivity (which provides information on the
size and nature of the object). With this innovative dedicated bird radar, we measured the flight behaviour of
(migrating) birds within and around the wind farm, including spatial and temporal density patterns and flight
height profiles at high spatial and temporal resolution. At the same time thorough collision victim searches were
performed in wind farm Eemshaven. The searches were timed around nights with expected high migration
intensity to give information on songbird mortality for these specific nights and the associated conditions. The
collected information on the dynamics of bird migration in the Eemshaven region is linked to the simultaneously
collected information on the collision rate of songbirds within the wind farm. In this presentation we present the
outcomes of the study with the 3D-bird radar and the collision victim searches and the preliminary results from
the integration of information from both studies. In the end, and most importantly, the collected information
will be used to study the possibility to link local bird radar data with larger scale meteorological radar data for
developing a predictive model for temporary shutdown-on-demand for migrating birds.
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12 Minute Talks
A North Sea-wide assessment of offshore wind-related habitat loss on seabird populations
Presentation Theme: Population-level and ecosystem effects
Author(s): Tobias van Kooten, Floor Soudijn, Ingrid Tulp, Daniel Benden, Chun Chen, Mardik Leopold
Institution(s): Wageningen Marine
Research
Abstract: Many seabird species avoid offshore wind farms (OWFs). While this prevents collision mortality, it
may lead to reduced availability of foraging areas. This aspect of OWFs is probably most pronounced in OWFs
situated close to specific seabird colonies, i.e., within the feeding ranges of breeding birds. However, the effect
is not limited to the breeding season, and on larger spatial scales other processes, such as dynamics between
colonies, could be important. We present a framework to assess the year-round effect of OWF-related habitat
loss on seabird populations on a North-Sea wide scale. The cornerstones of this framework are a habitat
suitability model to determine overlap between habitat and OWFs, an individual-based simulation model to
assess the effect of habitat loss on vital rates and a population dynamic model to assess the consequences of
changed vital rates. We present the framework and discuss its strengths and weaknesses. Using our framework,
we assess the population level effects of current North Sea wide OWF plans for five seabird species (Sandwich
tern (Thalasseus sandvicensis), red-throated diver (Gavia stellate), Northern gannet (Morus bassanus), guillemot
(Uria aalge) and razorbill (Alca torda)).
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12 Minute Talks
Migrating bats at the North Sea: potential victims of offshore wind farms
Presentation Theme: Future wildlife challenges to renewable energy
Author(s): Sander Lagerveld
Institution(s): Wageningen University &
Research
Abstract: Bats have been found on oil and gas rigs, and they have been seen during ship-based surveys as
well as flying in from sea during coastal bird migration counts. Systematic surveys with bat detectors deployed
at various offshore locations, including offshore wind farms, have since suggested that these appearances
do not refer to stray individuals but are indicative of structural migratory movements by some species over
sea (in particular Nathusius’ pipistrelle (Pipistrellus nathusii)). Here we present the preliminary results of
the bat detector monitoring efforts as part of the Dutch Offshore Wind Ecological Program, focusing on the
spatiotemporal patterns of occurrence and the environmental conditions when bat migration occurs. In addition,
the first preliminary results of radio-tagging and successively tracking Nathusius’ pipistrelles along the Dutch
coastline are presented.
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12 Minute Talks
Evaluation of bird detection efficiency of ProBird: tracking missed detection and false positives
Presentation Theme: Mitigation technologies and design
Author(s): Hubert Lagrange, Pauline Rico
Institution(s): Sens of Life
Abstract: Reducing the impact of industrial wind turbines on wildlife, particularly on raptors, is one of the
challenges that we must address to ensure the environmentally friendly development of this renewable energy.
One of the possible work options is the real time detection of the threatened birds, coupled with an appropriate
action (warning signal and/or wind turbine slow down). This is the aim of ProBird, and here we present feedback
from 10 wind farms (42 wind turbines) in France and Germany that have been equipped with ProBird for more
than a year.
There are several technical issues in this approach; however, the most problematic is to obtain a reliable realtime bird detection. We have chosen to handle this part with dedicated high sensitivity IP cameras that monitor
several panoramic views at each wind farm. The cameras’ video streams are grabbed on a multi-core computer
(one CPU core dedicated to one camera, and up to eight cameras are managed on a single computer). The
raw bird activity is recorded by stacking the pictures generated by all the cameras. This allows us to store the
various positions of a bird in the field of view of each camera, during several seconds, in a unique frame. This
storage causes a drastic decrease in the memory needed to record the raw information from the camera (20
times less compared to a video file). However, these synthetic long exposure images contain all the information
needed for a human to check if there is a bird or not in the monitored area at a defined time. They also provided
a mortality survey by storing pictures of all bird interaction with blades. This raw storage is completed by an
active detection of bird like objects realised by an algorithm coded in Python. This algorithm is divided into four
main steps:
1)
2)
3)
4)

motion detection with a quick size filter
blade removal based on a first basic shape analysis
enhanced shape analysis to reject clouds and vegetation motion
trajectory (speed, linearity, shape shift) analysis.

The comparison between the automated detection managed by this algorithm was conducted on a subsample
of 20,000 minutes of records. These 20,000 minutes of record contain 428 detections of birds. For each
detection ± 0.048 missed detection are reported while ± 0.16 false detection are induced, mostly by clouds. The
influence of meteorological conditions and sun position on these results are discussed.
In parallel, test of drone detection was managed to define the detection distance of the system on 3 wind farms.
The Mavic Pro used is detected at 120 ± 23m during clear weather, even with complex background (fast moving
clouds). Extrapolation of these measurements implies that a reliable detection of a kite can be managed up to
700m in good conditions. This capacity of detection offers enough time to initiate sequence of acoustic warning
and wind turbine stop depending of the behaviour of the detected birds. It also opens some perspectives to
detection and management of small birds like skylarks.
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12 Minute Talks
Validation and performance testing of a laser rangefinder for estimating avian flight in 3D:
implications for quantifying bird flight in relation to wind energy developments
Presentation Theme: Reducing uncertainty
Author(s): Nicola Largey, Aly McCluskie, Ben Wilson, Bård Stokke, Elizabeth Masden
Institution(s): (2)Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (RSPB); (3)Scottish Association for Marine Science,
University of the Highlands and Islands; (4)Terrestrial Division, Norwegian Institute for Nature Research; as (1)
Abstract: Bird flight activity is a contributing factor to collision risk with man-made structures, such as wind
turbines. Accurate estimation of bird flight characteristics in 3-dimensional space is therefore useful for the
assessment of collision risk. Traditionally, flight activity has been studied using techniques such as observerbased vantage point surveys and line or point transects. More recently, these methods have been complemented
with telemetry methods, e.g. GPS tagging and radar. Although built and optimised as an optical device for
military and civil applications, the ornithodolite (based on a pair of binoculars with integrated rangefinder, digital
magnetic compass and inclinometer, and with a laptop connection for data transfer and recording) can also
be used to track and extract bird activity in space and time. However, before tracking instruments are used,
potential errors or inaccuracies in positional estimation should be assessed and quantified. Accordingly, as a tool
for ornithological research, the ornithodolite currently lacks validation.
Here we describe a method for assessing the accuracy of the ornithodolite in estimating bird position in 3D
space, using a dedicated unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) test target. The positional fixes (latitude, longitude
and altitude) of the ornithodolite were compared to those derived from the UAVs internal GPS and barometric
altimeter. Field trials were carried out in open ground and focused on testing each sensor in isolation and then
in combination. Thus far, analyses show increasing variation in ornithodolite positional estimation with distance.
Validating and testing the performance of an instrument should also include simulation of or testing under actual
operational conditions. Bird-flight data were collected in a range of field-based operational conditions, and the
UAV was used to simulate variation in bird flight characteristics. It was subsequently possible to test the effect
of potential target and field operational conditions on the ornithodolite’s performance. Preliminary results show
that both flight characteristics and field conditions affect the performance of the ornithodolite. The accuracy of
the ornithodolite was greater at shorter ranges; field-measurements of wind speed and direction were recorded
alongside measurements of bird flight to investigate how the wind vector affects bird flight characteristics at
small spatial and temporal scales. Overall, the variability of the ornithodolite’s positional estimation depends
on tracking range. Accurate representation of a bird’s flight track as collected by the ornithodolite is dependent
on its flight characteristics and the operating environment. As a short-range data collection instrument, the
ornithodolite is useful for investigating factors that may influence bird space use at small spatial scales.
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12 Minute Talks
Expanding availability of confidential data to evaluate bird and bat collision risk: results from a
wind turbine collision fatality database
Presentation Theme: Cumulative impacts and assessment
Author(s): John Lloyd, Ryan Butryn
Institution(s): American Wind Wildlife Institute

Abstract: Birds and bats can be killed in collisions with operating wind turbines. Post-construction monitoring
(PCM) is conducted to estimate the number and composition of these fatalities. Data from some of these studies
are publicly available, but some are confidential and unavailable for analysis. The American Wind Wildlife
Information Center (AWWIC) was developed to encourage voluntary contributions of confidential data from U.S.
wind projects to a secure and anonymised database. AWWIC currently contains more than 250 PCM studies
representing more than 25% of the installed wind energy capacity in the U.S. A total of 281 of approximately
600 bird species and 22 of 47 bat species whose range overlaps with wind energy projects in the U.S. have
been recorded as collision fatalities during scheduled searches in the studies contained in AWWIC. For both
birds and bats, fatalities are concentrated in a few species: four bat species constitute approximately 80% of
bat fatalities, and 15 bird species constitute approximately 48% of all bird fatalities. Bat fatalities have a distinct
seasonal peak, which is typically in late summer-early fall, whereas bird fatalities are distributed more evenly.
Modest increases in bird fatalities are discernible during spring and fall migrations. Birds and bats also have
distinctly different distance distributions of found carcasses within search plots. We standardised the estimated
number of collision fatalities for birds and bats from the PCM studies and used Generalized Linear Mixed Models
to evaluate variation in bird and bat collision risk among species and geographic regions. Preliminary results
indicate that bat fatality estimates are higher than bird fatality estimates in some geographic regions, and there
is large variation in bat fatality estimates among regions. Improved understanding of the underlying variation in
collision risk among species and regions will help identify areas of high collision risk and improve evaluation of
avoidance and mitigation options for siting and operating wind energy facilities.
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12 Minute Talks
For the avoidance of doubt: avoidance rates and the precautionary principle
Presentation Theme: Reducing uncertainty
Author(s): Aly McCluskie and Lucy Wright
Institution(s): Royal Society for the Protection of
Birds
Abstract: There has recently been an unprecedented industrialisation of the marine environment through a
massive expansion in the development of offshore renewable wind energy in the UK. While the development
of renewable energy is crucial if we are to mitigate the effects of climate change, the risks to wildlife have not
been fully quantified. There is considerable uncertainty existing as to the scale and nature of any impacts.
The precautionary principle ensures that where there are threats of serious or irreversible damage, lack of full
scientific certainty is not used as a reason against preventative decision, thus ensuring that the existence of
the risk/uncertainty is sufficient to ensure environmental protection. However, due to the large uncertainties
involved, it has been argued that there is an over-precautionary approach being taken to the assessment of
offshore wind farm developments.
One of the major impacts of wind farms is the collision of birds with the turbine blades. Typically, in preconstruction assessment, collision risk models are used to predict the number of mortalities that will arise
through such collisions. The Band (2007) model and subsequent versions has become the standard for UK
collision mortality assessments, both onshore and offshore. In this model a correction factor, Avoidance Rate
is applied. Originally, this factor was intended to account for behavioural avoidance of the turbines, but it has
become increasingly evident that Avoidance Rate is a misnomer, accounting for more than avoidance behaviour
per se, but also including correction for such influences on collision risk, such as parameter misspecification and
model error.
In this talk we will examine this evolution of thinking on avoidance rates and behaviour, and we will question its
application and interpretation in recent studies, in the context of the precautionary principle.
We review recent research and assessments relating to avoidance rates and behaviour to determine those
where the precautionary principle has been applied correctly, but we also look at where it has been misapplied
or its overapplication exaggerated despite the scale of uncertainty inherent in the evaluation of avoidance rate.
We show that while some studies of avoidance rates, behaviour and assessments have correctly applied the
precautionary principle, the majority have either misapplied it (usually being less precautionary than can be
scientifically justified) or have exaggerated its overapplication despite the scale of uncertainty.
There is a need for policy and decision-makers to balance the urgent requirement for renewable energy
development with the needs of nature conservation. The incorrect application of the precautionary principle
can lead to poor decisions. In assessment, the first step to quantifying risk should be to identify the sources of
uncertainty, and yet any identification, categorisation or quantification of uncertainty has rarely been carried out.
In the case of Avoidance Rates, much uncertainty remains and therefore to make better decisions we should aim
to reduce this uncertainty, without which any attempt to reduce precaution is unjustified.
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12 Minute Talks
Wind power planning with a multicriteria approach - integrating biodiversity and ecosystem
services in the Rewind-GIS tool
Presentation theme: Socio-ecological constraints and benefits
Authors: Ulla Mörtberg, Deepa Manolan Kandy, Vincent Wretling, Berit Balfors
Institution: KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm
Abstract: Wind power is one of the renewable energy solutions to meet the challenges of climate change.
However, it comes with potential conflicts with other sustainability goals, such as biodiversity and ecosystem
services. These social and ecological constraints and benefits need to be addressed in regional wind power
planning, taking multiple sustainability aspects into account. This project aims to develop methods and the
related Rewind-GIS tool for integrating biodiversity and ecosystem services in wind power planning on a
regional level, targeted to meet multiple sustainability goals and to support municipal planning. We used
spatial multi-criteria analysis (SMCA) methods and developed a tool to find and evaluate suitable areas for
wind farm development. We integrated expert knowledge, such as green infrastructure applied on county level,
and structured the decision problem in cooperation with stakeholders. Main factors were wind resources and
relevant infrastructure, biodiversity with subfactors representing sensitive birds, forest and wetland ecosystems,
cultural ecosystem services related to residential areas as well as outdoor recreation, reindeer herding, and other
land use and claims. After aggregating and weighing the factors in cooperation with stakeholders, we designed
scenarios using offensive and defensive approaches. Finally, seven sites of 10 km2 were selected for evaluation
regarding potential energy output and suitability from wind power developer, social and ecological perspectives.
In this way, synergies and trade-offs could be quantified and visualised, and main conflicting factors could be
localised and discussed during the process. The methodology and the Rewind-GIS tool has potential to be
useful for transparent landscape planning on regional and municipal scales.
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12 Minute Talks
Communications needed for successful technology testing at a wind facility
Presentation Theme: Wind and wildlife in practice
Author(s): Laura Nagy, Amy Parsons, and Sam Somerville
Institution(s): Avangrid Renewables
Abstract: Recently there has been an expansion of the technologies available to minimise conflicts between
wind and wildlife. After initial proof of concept in the lab or at a small scale, these technologies need to be tested
at operating wind facilities to determine how they will perform. As a company that has hosted a variety of these
technologies, often times technology vendors are not asking for or providing all of the information needed to
be successful. In this presentation, we highlight the questions that should be asked by host companies and
technology vendors and discuss lessons learned.
Questions that need to be discussed can be divided into four categories: installation (e.g., attachment to
turbines, power/integration requirements, permitting needs, equipment needs, support from operations team),
operations (e.g., how will data be managed and moved, what happens when equipment is not functioning, what
level of maintenance will be required and who will conduct it), study design (e.g., do turbine operations need
to be altered, is any ground clearing needed, is other equipment needed, how many people will be onsite and
when?), and decommissioning (e.g., when will it come down, equipment needed for decommissioning).
We have a few key lessons learned. First, it requires a full project team from the host site and technology
vendor, including electrical engineers, mechanical engineers, IT specialists, IT security, permit managers,
plant managers and third-party contractors for install work. Second, all of the information that needs to be
communicated between the technology vendor and plant is not always conveyed or understood, so having
a detailed checklist of questions can help manage expectations and needs. Third, nothing ever works exactly
as expected, so the burden on wind plant personnel is always greater than anticipated. Finally, study designs
need to capture realistic maintenance and operations challenges rather than being limited to wildlife results, to
understand the cost benefit ratio of the technology.
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12 Minute Talks
Challenges to mitigating wind energy impacts on bats in the tropics and sub-tropics
Presentation Theme: Developing countries/emerging markets
Author(s): Cheryl Ng, David Wilson, Peter Burston, and Leon Bennun
Institution(s): The Biodiversity Consultancy
Abstract: Many developing countries are expanding their investment in wind energy and related infrastructure
as they face a growing population and rising energy demand to power economic growth. While the
environmental benefits of wind as a renewable energy resource are well known, there is increasing concern
about the biodiversity risks posed by poorly-sited wind developments, particularly to bats and birds. In the
developing world, particularly in the tropics and subtropics, large information gaps make it challenging to apply
the mitigation hierarchy (avoidance, minimisation, restoration and, where necessary, offset) effectively for
wind power impacts on biodiversity. For birds, consistent assessment frameworks are emerging along with an
improving information base, but progress appears to be slower for bats. We reviewed the status of information
on distribution, ecology, behaviour and threat status of tropical and sub-tropical bats and consulted with experts
in a number of developing countries to assess the priority needs for understanding, assessing, and mitigating
risk associated with wind energy developments. We set out a solution-focused framework to address the key
information gaps on bats and wind energy developments in the tropics and sub-tropics, at both project level and
broader scale.
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12 Minute Talks
Global impacts of renewable energy on birds and mammals by 2050
Presentation Theme: Future wildlife challenges to renewable energy
Author(s): James Pearce-Higgins, Graeme M. Buchanan, Doug Crawford Brown, Stuart H.M. Butchart, Jamie A.
Carr, Wendy Foden, Colin Galbraith, Rhys E. Green, Sue O’Brien, Carlo Rondinini, Chris B. Thaxter, James E.M.
Watson & James W. Pearce-Higgins
Institution(s): RSPB Centre for Conservation Science, Cambridge Centre for Climate Change Mitigation
Research, BirdLife International, University of Cambridge, IUCN , University of Stellenbosch, Joint Nature
Conservation Committee, Sapienza Universit`a di Roma, University of Queensland, Wildlife Conservation
Society, British Trust for Ornithology

Abstract: Rapid and large-scale mitigation is required if the 2015 Paris Agreement to limit global average
temperature increase to less than 2°C, is delivered upon. This will include extensive renewable energy
deployment. Despite potential negative effects of renewable energy upon biodiversity, the likely global impact
of this scale of deployment remains unquantified. Using an already published economic-energy-environmental
model, we estimated potential global land cover conversion to different renewable energy technologies by 2050
under a number of different scenarios. By overlaying estimated distributions of species with the areas of land
modelled to be converted to different renewable energies, we quantified the potential change in the extent of
suitable habitat for birds and mammals globally. These impacts were compared across regions of the world and
between three scenarios of renewable energy intensity to 2050. A number of potential approaches to reduce
the severity of negative impacts were also examined.
The results, which are currently in review with a journal, show that anticipated negative impacts of renewable
energy development upon biodiversity more than doubled between a business-as-usual scenario that will not
deliver on the Paris Agreement and a high mitigation scenario with renewables largely replacing high carbon
technologies. Globally, losses were primarily a result of bioenergy expansion, but notable impacts of wind
energy were predicted in Nearctic and Palaearctic realms in particular. We identified the species most likely to
be vulnerable to renewable energy development globally and where high concentrations of vulnerable species
occur.
The severity of predicted impacts increased exponentially with the extent of land converted. Despite
uncertainties, the overall magnitude of impacts associated with large-scale renewable energy deployment was
anticipated to be at least an order of magnitude lower than previously published projected impacts of climate
change on terrestrial birds and mammals. A number of mechanisms were identified that could potentially reduce
the severity of negative impacts. Firstly, the co-location of wind turbines with bioenergy crops was anticipated
to significantly reduce declines in the extent of suitable habitat for species. Secondly, avoiding the placement of
renewable energy within protected areas and other sites of importance for biodiversity also significantly reduced
anticipated losses by minimising the impact on the most range-restricted and vulnerable species. Thirdly,
deploying the most energy-efficient renewable types also reduced the extent of land conversion and therefore
the magnitude of potentially negative impacts on species. We note that this final mechanism runs counter to
current trends towards rapid mitigation associated with bioenergy with carbon capture and storage.
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12 Minute Talks
Catalogue of nature inclusive design solutions
Presentation Theme: Habitat restoration
Author(s): Ivana Prusina1, Oscar Bos2, Annemiek Hermans1
Institution(s): 1Witteveen+Bos, Leeuwenbrug 8 7411 TJ Deventer The Netherlands; 2Wageningen Marine
Research, Haringkade 1 1976 CP IJmuiden
Abstract: In the Netherlands, offshore wind permit holders are obliged to design their wind farms with added
values for nature to help restore North Sea biodiversity. Clear guidance is still lacking in how to achieve this.
Nature Inclusive Design (NID) solutions, such as artificial reefs or attractive configurations of scour protection,
may provide habitats for key species. A number of pilots are currently focusing on an important reef builder
species: the flat oyster (Ostrea edulis) that was once present in large parts of the North Sea. Our project builds
upon these pilots and aims to present NID solutions for other species as well in a practical and accessible
way for the end users (industry and policy makers). We aim to create a catalogue of NID solutions, specified
per type of offshore infrastructural asset (e.g. scour protection, cable crossings, jacket) and per wind area in
the North Sea. Consultations will be organised with industry and ecology experts, each providing their input
and perspective on the selected NID solutions. Ecological opportunities, but also risks and costs as well as the
monitoring aspects will be detailed for each NID solution (product). The research is commissioned by the Dutch
Ministry, which wants to offer practical guidelines to permit holders for implementing NID solutions. The project
is starting in May 2019 and is expected to be finalised by the end of September 2019.
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12 Minute Talks
Offshore bird monitoring at WTGs: Reliability of DTBirdV4 model from 2015 and upgrades
introduced in DTBirdV8N2 at Kincardine wind farm (Scotland)
Presentation Theme: Mitigation technologies and design
Author(s): Marcos Puente, Agustin Rioperez, Milagros Bonacchi
Institution(s): DTBird & DTBat
Abstract: Monitoring of bird activity and reduction of the bird collision risk at offshore wind turbines (WTGs)
is challenging due to several factors, including weather conditions; WTG dimensions and distances between
WTGs; long periods without access to the WTGs; and the variety of sizes of the target species.
Offshore WTGs continue growing in size and number, but bird monitoring and mortality mitigation requirements
are lower than onshore. Offshore WTGs are representing an unknown threat for birds, especially when
considering the fluctuation of bird activity between years that could be enhanced due to climate change.
Offshore, autonomous technology is the only way to monitor collision risk flights and collisions, and to reduce
the bird collision risk.
Wind farm projects without systems that include monitoring of high collision risk flights and collisions could be
suspected of causing the reduction of bird populations. In case that some WTGs represent a not acceptable bird
collision risk, the compatibility of the bird monitoring systems with mortality mitigation actions is a key factor.
DTBird® is a self-working system for bird monitoring and/or mortality mitigation at on and offshore WTGs. The
system automatically detects birds through image recognition and can optionally take two independent actions
to mitigate bird collision risk: the activation of warning sounds and/or the stoppage of the WTGs. The system
has been used onshore since 2009 and offshore since 2015, with over 160 units installed in 13 countries.
The reliability of DTBirdV4 model from 2015 has been studied in the three-year operation in the Offshore
Platform Fino 1 in the German North Sea contracted by the Federal Maritime and Hydrographic Agency (BSH).
The overall system service reliability was 94.3%, with a 98.9% reliability in its last year of service, proving that
this technology is prepared to work offshore.
DTBirdV8N2 model from 2019 will be installed and operating for two years in all WTGs of Kincardine wind
farm, a KOWL-owned project. This wind farm is located 15 km east of the Aberdeenshire coast and it is
composed of 6 WTGs. The first WTG is a 2MW Vestas V80 already installed with a DTBird system and the
other 5 WTGs of 9.5 MW Vestas V164 will be installed before early 2020.
DTBirdV8N2 model from 2019 incorporates many upgrades when compared with the DTBirdV4 model from
2015, including: 70% increase in the image resolution, 300% increase in the detection distance, 200% increase
in the quality of the videos stored, and two thermal cameras operating 24 hours.
Data and monitoring results are planned to be available for environmental authorities, scientists and bird
protection NGOs.
Results on the birds species/groups collision risk distribution including rotor swept area crosses and collisions
will help to characterize the collision risk: differences between WTGs, in the different periods of the year,
between years, etc. The results will also help to answer other questions such as: which are the collision risk
thresholds to request mortality mitigation actions (Collision Avoidance sounds and/or WTGs shutdown) and
cost implications; are the current bird monitoring and mortality mitigation requirements for offshore WTGs
appropriate?
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Influence of landscape and time of year on bat-wind turbines collision risks
Presentation Theme: Species-specific responses
Author(s): Charlotte Roemer¹,2,³, Yves Bas1,3, Thierry Disca2 & Aurélie Coulon1,3
Institution(s): (1) Centre d’Ecologie et des Sciences de la Conservation (CESCO), Muséum national d’Histoire
naturelle, Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique, Sorbonne Université, CP 135, 57 rue Cuvier 75005
Paris, France. (2) Biotope, 22 bd Maréchal Foch, Mèze, France. (3) CEFE, CNRS, Univ Montpellier, Univ Paul
Valéry Montpellier 3, EPHE, IRD, Montpellier, France
Abstract: Collisions with wind turbines threaten bat populations worldwide. To predict collisions, previous
studies tried assessing the effects of landscape features on mortalities. However, the number of carcasses
found per species is usually very small and the statistical power is consequently low. Acoustic surveys collect
large quantities of data (proxy for bat density), but if vertical distribution of bats is not accounted for, a key
mechanism in collisions is missed. Our goal was to disentangle the effects of landscape on bat density and
vertical distribution to produce recommendations for wind farm siting.
With a vertical array of two microphones, we monitored the acoustic activity and located the vertical distribution
of more than 16 bat species on 48 wind masts in France and Belgium (> 8,000 nights). We modelled bat density
and vertical distribution for six species in function of distance to water, woodland and buildings, and in function
of the topography (altitudinal amplitude and position of mast relative to highest hill top and lowest valley) at
different scales (200m, 1,000m and 5,000m).
We show that the proportion of flights at heights with collision risk is maximal in spring and autumn, and
minimal in summer for three species. This effect is often antagonistic to the effect of bat density. We found a
stronger effect of landscape on bat density than on bat vertical distribution.
Siting wind farms away from woodland should reduce the density and therefore the collision risks of low-flying
species, but it should be inefficient for high-flying species. The effect of topography was stronger at large scales
but was complex. Studying situations such as coastlines or mountain passes would provide more insight.
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Substantial effects of offshore windfarms on distribution and numbers of divers in their main
spring staging area
Presentation Theme: Species-specific responses
Author(s): Henriette Schwemmer (1), Sabine Müller (1), Verena Peschko (1), Nele Markones (1), Moritz Mercker
(2) , Stefan Garthe (1)
Institution(s): (1) Research and Technologie Centre (FTZ), University of Kiel; (2) Büro für Biostatistik in der
&Oükologie und Biomedizin (BIONUM), Hamburg
Abstract: The German Bight is one of the main concentration areas of divers in the North Sea during spring
migration. Possible effects of offshore windfarms (OWFs) on the species group of divers (Gavia sp.), especially
red-throated divers (G. stellata), are in focus of the licensing and nature conservation authorities in Germany
since many years, as they show strong avoidance reactions to OWFs. Divers are listed in annex I of the EU Birds
Directive. The first OWF in German waters was built in 2010. In 2017, 14 OWFs were already in operation. This
enabled us to conduct a large-scale analysis on the reaction of divers to OWFs, some of them built in the vicinity
of the main concentration area of divers.
For the current study we used all data available that was gathered by environmental impact studies, from the
German Marine Biodiversity Monitoring and scientific projects before and after construction of the OWFs. We
combined the data from three different recording-platforms that are currently in use (observer-based ship
surveys, observer-based aerial and digital aerial surveys).
Applying a generalised additive mixed model (GAMM) we show that the distribution of divers was affected by
OWFs on a large scale. The animals got displaced from OWFs and subsequently occurred in areas that were not
preferred formerly and thus might be less suitable. The local displacement amounted up to 10-12 km distance
to the offshore wind farms. The abundance of divers decreased by 63% in the direct vicinity (inside a radius of
10 km) of the OWFs and by 20% in the surrounding areas where other influences are possibly more important.
This leads to the conclusion that at least a reduction of 43% of the diver population in the study area is caused
by the OWFs.
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12 Minute Talks
How to assess the ecological cost/benefit of future climate vs very large-scale renewable
developments?
Presentation Theme: Forward view: renewable energy in a climate changed environment
Author(s): Beth Scott, D. Sadykova (QB), M. De Dominicis and J. Wolf (NOC Liverpool)
Institution(s): Queen’s University Belfast, National Oceanography Centre, Liverpool
Abstract:
Research motivations and objectives:
The marine environment is changing rapidly due to climate change and increasing anthropogenic activities, in
particular the addition of very large-scale renewable energy extraction. Understanding how the usage of spatial
habitat by highly mobile marine predator (seabirds, mammals) and prey (fish) species may change with both
of these pressures is essential for the predictions of possible population trends and current decision making
on sustainable spatially oriented management. Where both predator and prey species are highly mobile, it is
important to predict how well their preferred habitats continue to overlap in future scenarios. The diversity of
individually preferred habitat variables may all be changing quite differently under the different pressures of
climate change vs anthropogenic activity. Therefore, it is essential to try to predict the ecological costs/benefits
of future combination of predator-prey species habitat spatial overlap.
Methodology and statistical analysis:
To predict ecological costs/benefits we have used a spatial statistical Bayesian hierarchical approach called Joint
Modelling with Integrated Nested Laplace Approximation (INLA). Joint Modelling, as compared to typical singlespecies spatial distribution modelling, allows a more complete understanding and assessment of the ecological
cost/benefit of the possible overlap in both predator-prey distributions in the future. In this talk we present the
degree of change within common spatial trends between contrasting seabird (common guillemot, black-legged
kittiwake, northern gannet) and competing marine mammal species (common and grey seals and porpoise) and
two common prey species (herring and sandeels). We have used the approach with six important physical and
biological variables (two types of primary production, stratification, temperature, vertical and horizontal speed)
that are predicted to change with both climate change scenarios in a business as usual climate model for 2050
as compared with very large-scale energy extraction. The examples so far with this methodology are used with
6 GW of tidal energy extraction in Scottish waters and this talk will also expand on how the same can be done
for both static and floating wind developments.
Brief summary of results and management implications:
The overall result is that by 2050 the effect of climate change on shelf sea habitats is already at least one order
or magnitude greater for all species via the changes in spatial population densities of predator-prey overlap than
the effects of 6 GW of extracted energy in Scottish waters. The range of ecological costs methodologies are not
strongly correlated, and each tells an important aspect of the type of change of spatial densities of predatorprey overlap in future scenarios.
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12 Minute Talks
Best practices for use of Population Viability Analysis in forecasting seabird population trajectories
in the face of sparse data: a comparison of methods
Presentation Theme: Population-level and ecosystem effects
Author(s): Kate Searle, Adam Butler, Maria Bogdanova, Francis Daunt, and Tom Evans
Institution(s): Centre for Ecology and Hydrology, Marine Scotland Science, Biomathematics and Statistics
Scotland
Abstract: Many conservation, planning and management processes require an assessment for how a predicted
impact may affect the future trajectory of a population (e.g., assessing the potential for population level impacts
of wind developments). Currently, most such assessments use population viability analysis (PVA), which
requires the fitting or parameterising of a population model to estimate future population sizes under different
scenarios. However, in many populations, available data for model fitting (population counts) or parameterising
(demographic rates) are lacking. PVAs are required with increasing frequency in assessments of renewable
energy developments on seabirds. This may require the use of different population modelling approaches within
PVAs to best address challenges such as sparse spatial and temporal data, and variation in data quality across
populations and species. Furthermore, some approaches are more labour intensive and expensive than others,
and there may be a lack of capacity in the UK community to undertake them. There is a need for clear guidance
on which PVA approaches are most appropriate to use in different circumstances, for the form of the population
model for generating population forecasts, and the best framework for sourcing key model parameters where
these are lacking. Without this clarity, there is a risk that assessments will not follow the best available
approach, with variation in the standards of assessment, leading to increased uncertainty in decision-making.
We used seabird population counts from multiple sites to test how different population models (Bayesian statespace models, Leslie Matrix models, logistic models and time-series models) performed in capturing known
future population sizes across a wide range of abundance and demographic data availability, and at different
spatial scales. We investigated different spatial definitions for borrowing demographic data from alternative
populations when it was not available at the population of interest. We evaluated performance by applying
each of the population modelling methods to data for a training period and assessing whether the predictions
generated for a subsequent test period were consistent with observed counts of seabird abundance. We
assessed model performance by considering whether the method:
• could be applied to all populations (due to data sparsity)
• yielded systematically biased results
• provided an accurate quantification of uncertainty
And:
• how much error the method had, on average, in predicting the observed count
• the computational time required to implement the method
We found that while gold standard approaches such as Bayesian state-space models performed best, their use
is restricted within this context due to high time and resource requirements. Stochastic Leslie Matrix methods
out-performed most other methods, and the practice of borrowing data from alternative populations was most
justified at small spatial scales. Based upon these findings, we provide recommendations to guide end users on
how PVAs should be produced, enabling PVA model development to be assessed for all relevant species and
regions. This addresses the urgent need for PVAs that are flexible in application while also providing sufficient
confidence that they perform appropriately for the population of interest. We also suggest directions for future
colony monitoring efforts to mitigate the issues encountered in generating PVAs for UK seabirds.
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12 Minute Talks
WindChoir - A tool for representing cumulative environmental effects
Presentation Type: 15–20-minute talk
Presentation Theme: Cumulative impacts and assessment
Author(s): Sverker Molander, Johan Tivander, Tryggve Sigurdson, Tim Hipkiss, Martin Mattsson
Institution(s): Chalmers University of Technology, Ecogain, Medins havs- och vattenkonsulter
Abstract: The WindChoir tool aims to enable stakeholders to compare locations for new wind power farms from
both a wind power and an environmental point of view. Such a location comparison needs to both consider the
distribution of the wind resource; the technology used; techno-economic factors and cumulative environmental
impacts of wind farms; and other significant stressor sources. The tool aims to enable comparisons between
sites, between effects of existing stressors and wind power stressors as well as between various technologies.
The representation of the environmental effects, which is a main aim, is based on a relative and regional risk
assessment model making it possible to make a map of cumulative environmental impacts of many stressors on
many endpoints using spatial information. The main components of the model are distribution and intensity of
identified anthropogenic stressors (e.g. noise, light, chemicals, disturbance) and the distribution and sensitivity
of ecological endpoints, such as habitats (representing groups of species occurring under particular conditions),
as well as specifically identified groups of species (e.g. raptors) or specified single species, such as the golden
eagle. The WindChoir tool is setup to include multiple significant anthropogenic stressors, in which distribution
and intensity are calculated based on spatially available data of stressor sources (e.g. roads and their traffic
volumes) and models transforming data to the relevant stressor distribution and intensity (e.g. noise). The tool
uses novel maps of ground cover (10 x 10m pixels) together with data from multiple sources combined into a
set of endpoints, whose distribution is matched to the distribution of stressors using a simple algorithm. The tool
also extracts statistics for evaluation of uncertainty.
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12 Minute Talks
Harnessing people’s energy for better wind farm planning - The Convention on Migratory Species
energy task force
Presentation Theme: Forward view: renewable energy in a climate changed environment
Author(s): Noa Steiner, Ashton Berry, Tilman Schneider, Osama Ahmed Moustafa El-Gebaly
Institution(s): BirdLife International, Convention on Migratory Species (CMS), Egyptian Ministry of Environment
Abstract: In 2014, The Convention on Migratory Species established the CMS Energy Task Force (ETF), a
multi-stakeholder platform, with a clear mandate to ensure that all energy sector developments are undertaken
in such a way that negative impacts on migratory species are avoided. The ETF engages governments, civil
society and the private sector, as well as secretariats of other multilateral environmental agreements and other
stakeholders to collaborate at the interface between science and policy.
The ETF is also growing its platform of stakeholders and is working to achieve its overarching goal by: (1)
preparing and disseminating tailored information resources for the energy sector, policy makers, regulators,
financial institutions and conservation organisations; (2) promoting research into the current and predicted
impacts of renewable energy and transmission line development on migratory species, the effectiveness of
avoidance and mitigation measures, and related economic costs and benefits; and (3) facilitating collaborative
engagement between key stakeholders, focused on identifying and implementing practical, evidence-based
strategies for reducing the impacts of energy development on migratory species. Since its inception, the ETFs
mandate and scope of work have been extended also to include cumulative impacts of energy on migratory
species.
Different barriers to policy implementation were identified in the several ETF meetings. Preliminary results
indicate that some of the barriers include lack of communication between stakeholders, perceived risk of sharing
sensitive monitoring information and lack of clarity regarding how environmental risks translate into business
risks. Further challenges will include identifying and proposing best practices for monitoring protocols due to
policy frameworks and monitoring needs differing in each country. Addressing some of these barriers could
be achieved by monitoring policy implementation and impediments to implementation and analysing gaps in
implementation of the guidelines on powerlines and renewable energy and migratory species. Other means
to address these barriers could include the sharing of best-practices and collecting more data to assess the
progress of AEWA/CMS/EUROBATS signatory parties in implementing the guidelines on reconciling and
mitigating of energy sector development with species needs.
To advance the integration of biodiversity considerations in-line with the rapid development of the renewable
energy industry, further collaboration and strengthening of knowledge networks is also needed to pre-empt the
main challenges that lie ahead.
In this way, multi-stakeholder platforms, such as the ETF are essential in fostering collaboration and in sharing
of resources for achieving greater synergies and conservation impact.
This talk will present what has been achieved so far by the CMS Energy Task Force, how the ETF has been
an innovative platform to promote knowledge co-production and dissemination of science into practice and
policy. The talk will also discuss the challenges and opportunities that lie ahead in better integrating biodiversity
considerations into the renewable wind planning and strategic development processes.
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12 Minute Talks
Limitations of acoustic bat deterrents
Presentation Theme: Mitigation technologies and design
Author(s): Christine Sutter
Institution(s): Natural Power
Abstract: Acoustic deterrents attempt to ensonify the volume of airspace that poses a risk to bats, mainly the
rotor swept area (RSA), but ideally they extend beyond the blade tip to deter bats from entering the RSA. To be
an effective deterrent it must successfully achieve at least two conditions:
• The acoustic signal must ensonify the risky airspace of the RSA with a signal of suitable frequency and sound
pressure level.
• Any bats traveling through this ensonified space must detect and respond to this stimulus by exiting the
ensonified area.
If either one of these conditions is not met then the deterrent will be ineffective. Ideally, these conditions should
persist across the entire RSA.
Assuming that bats and risk of collision are randomly distributed across the rotor swept area and the deterrent
is highly effective, then the reduction in fatalities should be roughly proportionate to the percentage of the RSA
ensonified. However, this is not borne out by studies that report a 20% to 40% reduction in fatalities despite
ensonifying more than 50% of the RSA. What explains this discrepancy?
Fatality and behavioural field studies suggest that even when the airspace is effectively ensonified, the deterrent
is only partially effective.
Schirmacher et al. (2018) reported that when the deterrent was on there were five times more bats transits
across the RSZ and the proportion of time spent in the RSZ doubled, in comparison to when the deterrent
was off. This suggests that even when an area is ensonified, deterrents are relatively ineffective at preventing
incursions and may actually increase incursions into the RSA. These may explain why fatalities of Eastern red
bats (Lasiurus borealis) increase when deterrents are in use.
The next iteration of deterrents will need to achieve the dual goals of increasing the ensonification range despite
the inherent limitations of ultrasound propagation and 2 generating a sound signal that reduces the activity
within the ensonified airspace.
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12 Minute Talks
Long-term tracking of lesser black-backed gulls: how GPS telemetry is being used to improve
estimation of collision risk for vulnerable species
Presentation Theme: Ecological implications of novel technology
Author(s): Chris Thaxter, Cook, A.S.C.P., Bouten, W., Clewley, G.D., Conway, G.J., Ross-Smith, V.H., Clark., N.A.,
Masden, E.A. & Burton, N.H.K.
Institution(s): British Trust for Ornithology, Environmental Research Institute, University of Amsterdam
Abstract: With the continued proliferation of renewable energy developments to meet climate change targets,
it is essential to consider the potential effects on biodiversity. Wind farms are a key part of government energy
portfolios, but, among other effects, they pose a collision risk to aerial taxa such as birds. The extent of this risk
for a given species is influenced by individual behaviour, e.g., birds flight altitudes, travel speeds, avoidance
behaviour and space use. Yet we still lack understanding of how birds interact with wind farms at fine-scales
and how behaviour varies in relation to intrinsic and extrinsic factors. Fundamental uncertainties in these key
determinants of collision risk are a barrier to robust impact assessment, which is presently reliant on static
assumptions that may lack ecological and biological realism. Existing collision risk models could therefore be
greatly improved by incorporating information derived from bird-borne telemetry.
Lesser Black-backed gulls (Larus fuscus) are vulnerable to collision with wind turbines, and coastal breeding
populations are rapidly declining. Therefore, the British Trust for Ornithology has been tracking large gull species
using GPS telemetry since 2010 and has since amassed a wealth of information on the annual movements and
distributions of birds from multiple colonies. This programme of work, funded by the Department of Business
and Industrial Strategy, Ørsted and Natural Environment Research Council, has had several specific research
aims, but with an over-arching drive to plug important knowledge gaps in our understanding seabird-wind farm
interactions. Current projects are particularly focused on bringing information together to address the stated
challenges for collision risk and aim to: (i) assess within-wind farms behaviour of gulls using Hidden Markov
models and accelerometry; (ii) assess three-dimensional avoidance at different spatial scales; and (iii) develop
these outputs into a modelling framework to better predict collision risk, informing future mitigation measures.
Initial data from north-west England suggest no macro-avoidance or wind farms, but there was avoidance
within wind farm sites. Fine-scaled movements of birds within operational wind farms are being identified,
including how birds transition between commuting, searching and resting states in relation to weather patterns
and turbine proximity. Using recently developed approaches to assess 3D avoidance patterns, we aim to
quantify meso- micro- and macro- avoidance rates, incorporating aspects of within-wind farm behaviour.
Modelled surfaces of flight speed, distribution and altitude, along with avoidance information are then being
combined to provide bespoke collision risk estimates.
It is essential that we fully understand the impacts of wind farms on species, to enable planning authorities
to carry out robust impact assessments. Our ongoing work is providing much needed information to allow
this to happen, and our work is fully transferable to other species where collision assessments are needed. By
quantifying 3D avoidance behaviour and explicitly mapping collision risk to provide realistic real-time collision
risk estimates, our work continues to inform the conservation of species to the ongoing threat of development of
energy infrastructure.
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12 Minute Talks
Avoidance behaviour by large-bodied birds of 222m high land-based Danish wind turbines
contributes to explaining low collision risk observed from dog-assisted corpse searches
Presentation Theme: Species-specific responses
Author(s): Ole Roland Therkildsen (1), Thorsten J.S. Balsby (1), Jørgen P. Kjeldsen (2), Jesper Bladt (1), Rasmus
Due Nielsen (1), Lars Haugaard (1) and Anthony D. Fox (1)
Institution(s): 1) Department of Bioscience, Aarhus University and 2) Ornit.dk
Abstract: As wind turbines increase in number and size, the risks they pose to wildlife also proliferate, especially
those from avian collisions. Despite this, avoidance behaviour of large bodied, long-lived bird species in relation
to wind turbines remains little studied away from collision black spots and in offshore marine environments.
We compared pre- and post-construction three-dimensional avian flight trajectory and height data from a study
of large-bodied birds at the Danish wind test centre in relation to seven wind turbines (each up to 222m high
with dedicated guyed 150m high meteorological monitoring masts). We compared these avoidance studies
with dog-assisted ground searches for corpses to confirm collision rates. Simulated tests showed that 50%
of pheasant carcasses put out to determine rates of predator removal disappeared within three to nine days,
so those colliding within 24 hours were likely to be detected. Twenty-eight intensive dog-assisted searches
of 44.6 ha under turbines and masts found no avian corpses. Although a complete absence of avian collisions
with structures at the test centre seems highly unlikely, we contend that the carcass search results indicate that
numbers of collisions were probably very small. Birds tracked around the turbines showed post-construction
vertical and horizontal avoidance, which likely contributed to low collision rates. Comparing the frequency of
flying birds/flocks crossing the linear axis linking all turbines within 50m intervals along the length of the test
site before and after turbine construction, we showed significantly fewer did so within 150m of each turbine
tower compared to further away. This was the case both within (50-150m above the ground) and below the
sweep height of the turbine blades (0-50m above ground level). Birds showed a significant difference in flight
height post construction compared to prior, with 41.7% crossing below 50m prior to construction compared
to 50.6% afterwards and 54.0% flying within the turbine blade sweep area pre-construction compared to
44.8% following construction. Birds not only avoided flying above, within and below the actual sweep area
of the turbines post construction, but they also flew lower between the turbines generally, resulting in a 10%
shift in avian flight traffic from altitudes at turbine sweep altitudes to airspace within 50m of the ground. This
study is the first to assess before-after comparisons of large-bodied avian flight trajectories in relation to the
construction of large land-based wind turbines and appears to add to growing evidence that avian vertical and
horizontal avoidance behaviour at least partially explains situations where low collision rates are simultaneously
reported.
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12 Minute Talks
Developing and testing frameworks for assessing impacts of offshore windfarm construction on
harbour seal populations
Presentation Theme: Population-level and ecosystem effects
Author(s): Paul Thompson, Isla Graham, Nathan Merchant, Line Cordes, Adrian Farcas, Rebecca Hewitt and
Gordon Hastie
Institution(s): University of Aberdeen, Centre for Environment, Fisheries and Aquaculture Science, Bangor
University, University of St Andrews
Abstract: The regulation of an expanding offshore windfarm industry in UK waters has depended upon the
rapid development of new frameworks to assess population consequences of construction on protected marine
mammal populations. Critically, acceptance of these approaches has required modelling predictions to be
conservative, and the design of construction monitoring programmes that aim to reduce key uncertainties and
develop more robust modelling frameworks.
Here, we provide an overview of a framework developed to support the consenting of offshore windfarms in
the Moray Firth, where there were concerns that construction noise could impact the harbour seal population
that uses a nearby EU Special Area of Conservation. Key areas of concern in the Moray Firth Seal Assessment
Framework included the extent of behavioural displacement, cumulative sound exposure levels and the
demographic consequences of impaired foraging or hearing ability resulting from these. Worst-case scenarios
predicted short-term reductions in both the numbers of pups born and population size but population recovery
once construction had ended.
Following consent, the Moray Firth Marine Mammal Monitoring Programme (MMMP) was developed to,
amongst other aims, test these predictions during the construction of the Beatrice Offshore Wind Farm in 2017,
and Moray East Offshore Windfarm in 2019/20. Monitoring has been built upon individual-based studies of local
harbour seals that provide estimates of variation in reproduction and survival, complementing broader scale
abundance surveys. GPS-GSM tracking of a sample of these animals was conducted in both pre-construction
and construction periods to estimate levels of displacement. Additionally, dive and movement data integrated
with noise measurements and 3-D propagation modelling were used to estimate cumulative exposure to piling
noise.
Results to date demonstrate that seals were largely absent from areas where noise levels were predicted to
result in displacement and estimates of cumulative exposure were below threshold limits for both temporary
and permanent threshold shifts in hearing. Furthermore, neither overall abundance nor numbers of births were
observed to decrease in the short-term as predicted by the worst-case scenario modelling, highlighting the
conservative nature of assumptions and parameterisation within the original assessment framework. These
data are discussed in relation to 1) improvements in the performance of models for assessing population
consequences of disturbance; 2) remaining areas of uncertainty; and 3) future research requirements.
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12 Minute Talks
Reducing uncertainty in seabird displacement at offshore wind farms
Presentation Theme: Reducing uncertainty
Author(s): Dr Mark Trinder
Institution(s): MacArthur Green
Abstract: One of the main concerns about potential impacts of offshore wind farms on seabirds is that
individuals will be displaced from areas used for foraging or other activities. Displacement may result in
elevated energetic costs for individuals, for example, through increases in local density leading to enhanced
competition for resources, and this may result in subsequent demographic consequences, such as elevated
rates of mortality. However, our understanding of these risks is currently very limited, with most studies to
date comparing abundance in wind farms before and after construction. With this type of study, it can be very
difficult to separate real effects (e.g. due to the wind farm) from natural background variations, and this reduces
confidence in the results. The resulting uncertainties typically lead planning authorities and their statutory
advisors to adopt highly precautionary assumptions about the magnitude and consequences of displacement.
To address this, a novel method for estimating rates of displacement at operational offshore wind farms from
digital aerial survey data will be presented. The method, which calculates displacement from measurements of
individual seabird locations with respect to turbine positions, does not rely on a before-after style comparison
and therefore does not require multiple years of data to robustly estimate displacement rates. Additionally,
because it does not require pre-construction data (e.g., for comparative analysis) it can also be used at existing
wind farms. Repeating the study at intervals (e.g., in consecutive years) should also enable estimation of how
seabird responses change through time, which will indicate if seabirds habituate to wind farms. The role of this
method in reducing uncertainties in seabird impacts from offshore wind farms will be discussed, with linkage to
related studies of seabird behaviour.
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12 Minute Talks
Using a landscape scale GPS-tracking study to avoid and minimise wind farm related impacts on
Brolga, Antigone rubicunda (Gruidae)
Presentation Theme: Reducing uncertainty
Author(s): Inka Veltheim1,2, Richard Hill3, Mick McCarthy2
Institution(s): 1) School of Health and Life Sciences, Federation University Australia, PO Box 663, Vic 3353,
Australia; 2) School of BioSciences, University of Melbourne, Vic. 3010, Australia 3) Department of
Environment, Land, Water and Planning, 147 Bahgallah Road, Casterton, Vic. 3311, Australia.
Abstract: Numbers of wind farms in Victoria are increasing as a result of renewable energy targets set by the
Australian and Victorian State Governments. The threatened Brolga (Antigone rubicunda) is at risk of potential
wind farm related collisions and habitat displacement. Many proposed wind farms overlap with the species’
breeding and non-breeding range in Victoria. Avoiding impacts and implementing mitigation and habitat
restoration strategies to date has been difficult because information on Brolga movements and habitat use is
lacking. Our aim was to understand Brolga spatial landscape use across their Victorian core range to inform
wind farm planning, impact avoidance and habitat offset strategies. To study movements and habitat use of
Brolgas, we deployed GPS transmitters on five adults and six juveniles at two non-breeding sites and 11 chicks
at breeding sites within a 150km by 60km area in south-west Victoria, Australia. We used Brownian Bridge
Movement Models (BBMM) to estimate breeding and non-breeding home range size and to identify movement
corridors between sites. GPS tracking identified movement corridors and intensive habitat use areas across
the Brolgas’ south-west Victorian range. Individuals moved 100km or 20km on average, between breeding
and non-breeding areas. The means the breeding home range was 239 ha, but it varied greatly between
individuals (70 ha to 524 ha) at the 95% UD BBMM contour. Pre-fledged chicks moved 442m on average
each day, between night roost wetlands and foraging areas (range: 0 m – 1964 m), and they used multiple
wetlands before fledging. At non-breeding sites, multiple wetland use was also evident, and Brolgas moved
3km on average over the summer and autumn months (January to April). Non-breeding home ranges were
approximately twice the size of breeding home ranges. This new information on Brolga movement corridors
and home range sizes at breeding and non-breeding sites is essential for protecting all lifecycle stages and
important habitat. The findings will underpin the development of landscape scale planning tools to avoid
potential wind farm impacts across Brolgas’ south-west Victorian range, and will particularly inform the wind
farm planning, siting and design stages. Our results will aid in siting wind farm infrastructure away from
identified habitats and movement corridors to reduce potential long-term wind farm impacts on this population.
The findings on home range requirements will inform turbine-free buffer size and habitat restoration to offset
predicted wind farm related mortality.
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12 Minute Talks
Review of noise abatement systems for piling noise and the potential for their application in
Scottish waters
Presentation Theme: Mitigation technologies and design
Author(s): Verfuss UK; Sinclair RR; Sparling CE
Institution(s): SMRU Consulting
Abstract: The Scottish Government supports plans to develop a large number of offshore wind farms (OWF)
in Scottish territorial waters and the exclusive economic zone. The installation of foundations for offshore wind
turbines often involves pile driving operations that introduce significant noise into the marine environment and
has the potential to impact marine mammals and fish.
The primary objective of this study was to undertake a review of available underwater noise abatement systems
(NAS) in relation to their applicability for use at pile-driving operations for OWF construction in Scottish waters.
Parameters of interest were the reduction in noise levels that can be achieved and the resulting benefit to
marine fauna, as well as the practicality of use, cost and impact/influence on the construction schedules of
projects.
The study was based on a review of published peer-reviewed and relevant grey literature, combined with a
questionnaire-based survey followed up by interviews with system-suppliers and end-users of NAS. The NAS
considered were bubble curtains, casings, resonators and alternatives to the conventional impact pile-driver.
The environmental conditions at future Scottish OWF sites were characterised to determine the conditions
within which the NAS would need to operate.
Based on the information gathered in this review, some of the NAS may potentially be suitable for use in future
Scottish OWF sites and could reduce sound exposure levels by seven to 20dB and more, although operational
experience of OWF construction in depths deeper than 45m is lacking. The presentation will describe the status
of currently commercially available and frequently used NAS and those under development; summarise the
experience of NAS-user and NAS-providers with regard to the logistical requirements and limitations for the
deployment and operation of these NAS; the environmental limitations that may influence the deployment and
operation of NAS; the direct cost implications associated with the use of NAS; and their noise reduction efficacy
specifically with reference to the marine species inhabiting Scottish waters. Data gaps will be highlighted,
and this will help to identify future work required for a better understanding of the applicability of the NAS in
Scottish waters.
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12 Minute Talks
Early detection system for bird monitoring in wind farms in the Isthmus of Tehuantepec, Mexico.
Presentation Theme: Mitigation technologies and design
Author(s): Rafael Villegas-Patraca, Eduardo Ramírez-Almanza, Emmanuel Dzul Valencia, Oscar Muñoz Jiménez
Institution(s): Instituto de Ecologia AC
Abstract: Wind fields have increased rapidly in Mexico in recent years. Particularly in the Isthmus of
Tehuantepec, which is in the south of the country. It has been estimated that around of 2,000 MW of wind
power could be generated just in the region of La Ventosa. These facilities on the Isthmus are located within
an important passage for different types of migratory birds. The displacement of these groups of birds can be
determined with techniques of indirect observation, such as marine radar monitoring (Radar, from English Radio
Detection and Ranging). The objective of the work was to create a program of contingency for situations of risk
of collision of migratory avifauna in order to avoid and/or minimise the affectation by death of individuals by
collision with the wind turbines of the Central Eólica (C.E.) La Venta II. When groups of avifauna with possible
collision risk against structures, the operator of the monitoring reports to C.E. and depending on the route
and height that the birds are, three alert levels can be activated: Yellow Code (used when there is presence
of \”Vortex\”, abundant groups or \”lines\” of birds migrating near the park); Code Orange (used when any
possibility of risk is detected due to the trend of migration); Red Code (used when being confirmed the presence
of migratory groups of birds inside the park flying at heights of risk near the wind turbines of the power
station). Two modes of radar operation were used: 1) horizontally to make observations around the monitoring
station (detection radius of 6 km) and 2) vertical to measure the flight heights (detection radius of 1.5km).
The area was monitored during the spring and fall seasons of 2015 to 2018. During this period, it was not
necessary to activate the Red Code, since all the groups detected in the vertical operation mode had flight
heights greater than 250m above ground level, away from the risk of collision with the blades of wind turbines.
It was not necessary to activate the stoppage of wind turbines in any case. In the spring, 705 individuals were
registered, where 15.88% moved to heights greater than 118m (112 individuals), while 13.33% (94 individuals)
did so in a category of collision risk. In the autumn season it was obtained that 83.74% of the birds move to
heights greater than 118m (24,005 individuals), while 5.11% (1,467 individuals) do so in a category of collision
risk (1,291 individuals). The objectives were reached, demonstrating the effectiveness of the method. Since not
only monitoring of the movement of migratory birds was achieved, but the trajectories of flight, expanding the
basic information to study the phenomenon migratory within the area of C. E.
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12 Minute Talks
LiDAR as a tool for estimating seabird flight heights
Presentation Theme: Reducing uncertainty
Author(s): Robin Ward(1), Aonghais Cook(2), Laurids Rolighed Larsen(3), William Sandvej Hansen(3) & Tom
Evans(4)
Institution(s): (1) NIRAS Consulting Ltd., St Giles Court, 24 Castle Street, Cambridge, CB3 0AJ, U.K., (2) British
Trust for Ornithology, BTO, The Nunnery, Thetford, Norfolk, IP24 2PU, U.K., (3) NIRAS Informatics, Mapping &
Automation, Sortemosevej 19, DK-3450 Allerød, Denmark, (4) Marine Scotland Science, Scottish Government,
Marine Laboratory, PO Box 101, 375 Victoria Road, Aberdeen, AB11 9DB, U.K.
Abstract: Collision mortality is regarded as a key potential impact of wind farms on seabirds. An important
component for assessing collision risk is an estimate of bird flight heights, in particular the proportion of birds
that fly within a turbine rotor swept area. A range of methods exist for either measuring or estimating bird flight
heights, but validation of these flight heights appears to be limited or lacking, resulting in questions over the
accuracy of estimates.
Recent developments in the application of Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) technology offer the potential
to collect precise estimates of seabird flight heights when combined with the use of digital imagery to identify
individual birds to species level. We carried out a field trial of aircraft-mounted LiDAR as a tool to collect flight
height information and develop approaches to analysing the resultant data. This included an exercise to validate
measurements of flight height gained from LiDAR. The validation exercise demonstrated that the height of birds
in flight could be measured using LiDAR to an accuracy of within 1m. This compares very favourably to other
approaches used for measure seabird flight height.
We successfully collected flight height information on 2,201 birds, of which 806 were believed to be blacklegged kittiwakes and 377 were identified as northern gannets. These data were used to derive continuous
flight height distributions. We will also demonstrate in this presentation how data can be used to plot spatial
patterns in seabird flight heights, which may be of use for the purposes of marine spatial planning. Based on
our experiences from this now completed study, we will conclude in providing recommendations for the best
practice in the use of LiDAR to collect seabird flight height data as part of future studies.
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12 Minute Talks
Changes in harbour seal behaviour in response to offshore wind farm construction noise
Presentation Theme: Species-specific responses
Author(s): Katherine Whyte (1,2), Gordon Hastie (1), Debbie Russell (1,2), Len Thomas (2), Carol Sparling (3)
Institution(s): (1) Sea Mammal Research Unit, University of St Andrews; (2) Centre for Research into Ecological
and Environmental Modelling, University of St Andrews; (3) SMRU Consulting Ltd
Abstract: A key concern in the potential impact of offshore wind farms on marine mammals is the risk posed by
construction noise. In particular, the high intensity sounds produced during pile driving as part of the foundation
installation may lead to hearing damage, behavioural changes, habitat exclusion and possible long-term effects
on fitness. The at-sea distribution of seals substantially overlaps with many areas of current and proposed
development; however, our understanding of how seals may respond to these activities remains limited. There
is evidence of significant declines in seal abundance near active pile driving, but it is currently unclear if and how
individuals change their movement behaviour in response to disturbance.
Using tracking data from tagged seals, this study aims to investigate the movement behaviour (travel speed,
direction of travel, diving behaviour) and responses of individuals exposed to pile driving activity. Here, we
present results from a study of 24 harbour seals (Phoca vitulina) fitted with GPS phone tags during construction
of Lincs Wind Farm in The Wash, south-east England. Over a period of four months, we recorded seal
movement tracks during 500 encounters between seals and pile driving activity. The total duration of pile
driving exposure for each seal ranged from three to 50 hours, with the closest approach distance varying from
four to 41km for each individual. Mahalanobis distance is used to quantify behaviour change over time from
seal tag data. For each seal, a randomisation test is used to compare movement behaviour observed during
pile driving to that observed during non-exposure periods, in order to identify potential behavioural responses.
Predicted sound levels received by each seal are estimated from an acoustic propagation model of pile driving.
Given predicted responses and received levels, a Bayesian hierarchical model is fitted to estimate the probability
of seals responding to pile driving sound as a function of received level, with variance between and within
individual seals.
Using this approach, we demonstrate that, in addition to previously identified changes in distribution, there
are also changes in the movement behaviour of harbour seals in response to pile driving. Preliminary results
(using a simple acoustic propagation model) show that the mean threshold at which these responses occur
is at unweighted single strike sound exposure levels (SELs) of 162.8 dB re: 1 μPa2s (95% CI: 157.5&170.2).
Management of wind farm activities should be careful to consider potential effects on individual animal
behaviour, as well as changes in distribution, when evaluating impact and mitigation strategies.
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12 Minute Talks
The environmental and fisheries technical working groups: stakeholder engagement on the
responsible development of offshore wind for New York State
Presentation Theme: Reducing uncertainty
Author(s): Kate Williams (1), Gregory Lampman (2), Kate McClellan Press (2), Lyndie Hice-Dunton (3), Jason
Gershowitz (4), Julia Gulka (1)
Institution(s): (1) Biodiversity Research Institute; (2) New York State Energy Research and Development
Authority; (3) Ecology and Environment, Inc.; (4) Kearns and West
Abstract: State policies have become a vital driver of the nascent offshore wind industry in the U.S., and
New York State has ambitious offshore wind energy goals, seeking to install 9GW of offshore wind energy
by 2035. To better understand stakeholder concerns and improve coordination, the state established the
Fisheries Technical Working Group (F-TWG) and the Environmental Technical Working Group (E-TWG). The
F-TWG includes offshore wind energy developers, commercial and recreational fisheries representatives,
and fisheries managers from the federal government and states from New England and the Mid-Atlantic U.S.
The E-TWG is similarly structured, but it focuses on wildlife rather than fisheries and includes environmental
non-governmental organisations with technical expertise, as well as state and federal agencies involved with
environmental permitting for offshore wind energy.
The goal of the TWGs is to improve outcomes for wildlife and fisheries while reducing permitting risk and
uncertainty for developers. For example, the E-TWGs scope includes the development of best management
practices, identification of research needs, facilitation of regional coordination and adaptive management, and
the creation of a framework for a regional environmental research fund. In the case of the E-TWG, this work is
supported by scientific expertise from Specialist Committees; for both TWGs, group perspectives and degree
of consensus inform State decision making. The groups have initiated several workshops to promote expert
information exchange and regional collaboration, such as a recent F-TWG workshop to inform the location of
fisheries transit lanes in the New York Bight, the results of which can be used to inform the design of offshore
wind projects and lease areas.
The TWGs are effective advisors to inform state decision making and improve outcomes due in part to:
1. Stakeholder input. Feedback on group structure, participants and goals can help advance groups that are
representative of, and can confidently speak for, their constituents.
2. Stakeholder diversity. Stakeholder involvement that incorporates appropriate technical expertise and a
variety of interests, including developers, encourages cooperative dialogue and effective, economically viable
approaches for understanding and minimising impacts from development activities.
3. Clear goals and structure. Well-defined goals and desired outcomes, as well as a clear organisational
structure and approach, keep the groups focused. However, within this structure it is also important to maintain
the flexibility for stakeholders to identify and address new tasks as needed.
4. Appropriate geographic scale. Wildlife populations, commercial fisheries, and offshore wind energy
development activities often cross multiple jurisdictions. The ability to develop guidance at an appropriate
geographic scale, and promote regional collaboration and communication, is essential to minimise impacts to the
environment and fisheries as the industry progresses.
5. Financial and logistical support. Stakeholder advisory groups often rely on volunteer labour; while the TWGs
are no exception, New York has made a long-term commitment of technical expertise and administrative
support, which facilitates the group’s progress on priority topics.
These elements, which make the TWGs an effective forum for stakeholder engagement and discussions, could
also inform the structure of other governmental planning processes around wind energy development.
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12 Minute Talks
Achieving net gain for vultures at a proposed Kenyan wind energy project
Presentation Theme: Wind and wildlife in practice
Author(s): David Wilson, Leon Bennun, Claire Fletcher
Institution(s): The Biodiversity Consultancy

Abstract: Kipeto Energy Limited is developing the Kipeto wind energy project in southern Kenya, c. 70km
south-west of the capital, Nairobi. The project could potentially impact two species of vulture, Rüppell’s (Gyps
rueppelli) and White-backed (G. africanus). When project planning began neither species was considered
threatened, but both are now listed as Critically Endangered on the IUCN Red List. To align with International
Finance Corporation Performance Standards, the project must demonstrate a net gain for both species,
following the mitigation hierarchy with biodiversity offsets as a final stage if needed.
Here, we outline the approach to assess net gain feasibility for the project. Monthly vulture flight observations
show that activity varies diurnally and seasonally and is markedly greater when a carcass is present in the
monitored area. Planned minimization activities include a comprehensive effort to keep the site clear of
carcasses, combined with an observer team to spot vultures at risk and shut down turbines on demand. We
used survey data in a collision risk model, combined with precautionary estimates of mitigation effectiveness, to
predict residual impacts.
We then assessed a suite of potential offset options, considering the likelihood of success, cost and feasibility of
each. We assessed approaches to reduce poisoning through direct compensation for livestock losses, feeding
stations to provide a safe food supply to vultures, and a multi-component integrated anti-poisoning programme.
We also assessed the potential of captive breeding to offset impacts. Incidental poisoning arising from
predator attacks on livestock is the largest single threat to vultures in Kenya, and an integrated anti-poisoning
programme was the most feasible effective approach, with potential to achieve net gain for both vulture species
with a realistic investment of resources and effort. We developed a mathematical method to assess potential
gains from anti-poisoning interventions, using estimates of vulture population sizes, overall rates of mortality
from poisoning, and foraging range area.
This work has enabled development of a detailed offset plan that is supported and will be implemented by a
consortium of conservation NGO stakeholders, and which is expected to achieve genuine net gains for vultures.
The plan provides a credible approach to achieve and demonstrate potential gains for the project in alignment
with international performance standards, which has allowed the project to access finance and proceed with
construction.
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12 Minute Talks
Adding another dimension to species risk assessments: the role of behavioural specificity and
deployment length in multi-sensor seabird tracking
Presentation Theme: Species-specific responses
Author(s): Saskia Wischnewski, Aly McCluskie, Lucy Wright
Institution(s): RSPB
Abstract: Offshore wind energy is predicted to be the second fastest growing renewable energy sector in the
EU by 2020. Consequently, there is an urgent need to improve our limited understanding of the vulnerability
of marine wildlife to these developments. We present recent results and future plans for multi-year seabird
tracking in the UK’s largest mainland seabird colony, which is close to some of the biggest offshore wind energy
developments planned globally.
Using state of the art, multi-dimensional tracking technologies (GPS and altimeters) deployed for extended
periods of up to 30 days, the study aims to fill key knowledge gaps around species risk assessments, initially
concerning the distribution, flight height and flight speed of Black-legged kittiwakes (Rissa tridactyla), a species
predicted to be especially at risk of colliding with turbines. Results from the initial two years of tracking (N=33)
provide the first empirically derived flight height and flight speed (3D) distributions for breeding kittiwakes and
challenge current assumptions showing their distribution is:
(i) not homogenous across space. Kernel density estimations show a substantial variation between behaviourspecific offshore distributions derived from a basic behaviour annotation algorithm applied to the GPS tracking
data. Flight height and speed vary between behaviours leading to spatial variability in actual collision risk.
(ii) not constant within distinct parts of the breeding season. There is a continuous increase of foraging range
and shift in offshore distributions of birds during chick rearing, highlighting that birds might be vulnerable to
more distant developments later in the season, for which tracking data is often scarce.
(iii) not affected by nest failure. Although failed birds increase trip duration and distance, range is not affected,
and failed birds visit the same areas as active breeders. However, birds might be more vulnerable to collision
after failure as they spend more time at sea compared to active breeders.
These results show that basic behaviour information derived from GPS tracking data has the potential to add
valuable information to species risk assessments. If this information is combined with flight height and flight
speed measurements, key assumptions in current collision risk modelling can be addressed, improving the
resolution of the models. Extending deployment periods beyond the first two weeks of chick rearing is key when
tracking seabirds for marine spatial planning to gain the most comprehensive picture of the birds’ offshore
distribution and to avoid underestimating their foraging range.
We plan to continue this study to directly measure changes in seabird behaviour and distribution before,
during and after the construction of local offshore windfarms and expand it to other vulnerable species, such
as Northern gannets (Morus bassanus). To inform marine spatial planning, we are currently also combining the
RSPB’s UK-wide kittiwake tracking data set with the behaviour-specific flight height and speed information
derived from this study, aiming to create a behaviourally explicit collision risk map for all UK waters.
The results of this work will improve our understanding of how seabird collision risk varies in space and time
with the aim to inform future decisions in marine spatial planning. This in turn will help us to manage the marine
environment by balancing the needs of renewable energy development and seabird conservation.
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12 Minute Talks
Together we can do so much: cumulative impacts of offshore wind farms on seabird populations
Presentation Theme: Cumulative impacts and assessment
Author(s): Lucy J Wright (1), Aly McCluskie (1), Charles Nathan (2), Rhys E Green (3, 1)
Institution(s): (1) RSPB Centre for Conservation Science. (2) RSPB Scotland (3) Conservation Science Group,
Department of Zoology, University of Cambridge
Abstract: The maritime geography of the UK makes it an attractive prospect for offshore wind farm
development. It also means that the UK, and especially Scotland, supports internationally important numbers
of seabirds. The complex coastline, with high cliffs and islands, provides safe breeding habitats, while marine
habitats offer rich feeding opportunities, so very high proportions of the world population of a number of
seabird species occur here. The UK thus has significant responsibility for the conservation of their global
populations.
UK wind farms require planning consent, a process that includes an assessment of potential impacts on the
environment, including birds. To date, most UK offshore windfarms have achieved planning consent on the basis
that they are not predicted to significantly affect the conservation of the UK’s internationally important seabird
populations (though some non-significant effects on seabirds are predicted). This means that, under the current
regulatory framework, no action is required to offset predicted effects on seabirds.
In our study, we question the assertion that the cumulative effects of UK wind farms on seabird populations are
non-significant.
We use a case study examining the consequences of the predicted risk of collision at all consented UK offshore
wind farms for the UK populations of five seabird species.
There have been relatively few studies that empirically measure effects of offshore wind farms on seabirds.
Consequently, we have an incomplete understanding of such effects. It has been argued that, given these
uncertainties, the best approach to modelling effects on bird populations is a density-independent Leslie matrix
model that calculates the ratio of the expected population size at the end of the lifetime of the windfarm with
and without the predicted effect of the wind farm (the counterfactual of population size). We use this approach
to estimate the consequences of the predicted collision risk for all consented UK offshore wind farms for the
total UK populations of five seabird species over a 25-year period.
Our results indicate that after 25 years the predicted effects of collisions with wind turbines would result in a
4% to 34% reduction in the UK population sizes of five seabird species compared to their predicted population
sizes in the absence of any offshore wind farms.
Our study does not include the other potential effects of wind farms on seabirds (e.g., displacement), nor does
it include potential effects of wind farms outside UK waters on UK-breeding seabirds. It therefore provides only
a partial assessment of the cumulative risks to these species. Even this partial assessment demonstrates that
the cumulative effect of wind farms that are already consented is predicted to pose significant challenges for the
conservation of some of the UK’s internationally important seabird populations.
We therefore argue that further development of the UK’s offshore wind farm industry must be carefully planned,
as part of a coordinated approach to marine spatial planning, to minimise potential impacts on seabirds while
also tackling some of the other threats to their conservation. There is an urgent need for investment in research
that improves our understanding of how best to minimise the impacts of offshore wind farms on seabirds, so
that renewable energy developments can help combat the climate crisis without unduly compromising seabird
conservation.
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12 Minute Talks
Unmanned aerial systems and automated photo recognition method for eagle carcass detection at
wind energy facilities
Presentation Theme: Mitigation technologies and design
Author(s): David Young, Mike Gerringer, Trent McDonald
Institution(s): WEST, Inc.
Abstract: Eagle take permits for operating wind projects in the U.S. require ongoing life of permit monitoring
for compliance. Developing fast, efficient, and accurate survey methods for eagle carcasses helps alleviate
economic concerns related to the long-term monitoring requirements. In a multi-phase pilot study, we
investigated the use of unmanned aerial systems (UAS or drones) to efficiently complete carcass searches
for eagles. The initial phase examined whether images takes from a UAS could be reviewed using a machine
learning algorithm (neural network) to recognise eagle carcasses. During this phase images were taken from a
UAS flying at 20m above ground level of eagle carcass surrogates (feathered turkey decoys and large feather
spots). The images were taken within five habitat types that are commonly encountered at wind projects in the
Midwestern U.S. Two separate neural networks were selected, trained and tested. The better of these networks
(MXnet) detected 93.3% of all decoys and 100.0% of all feather spots across the five habitat types tested with
an 8.3% false positive rate. These neural network detection rates were generally higher than field biologists
completing traditional scan-style or walking surveys. The second phase of study evaluated the maximum height
at which UAS images can be taken, yet still have sufficient resolution for machine learning software to detect
eagle carcass surrogates. A 100m radius search plot was established within grazed Conservation Reserve
Program grassland land cover. Six feathered turkey decoys and six feather spots (eagle carcass surrogates)
were randomly placed within the plot. We flew two pre-planned UAS transect missions within the plot at a
height of 120m above ground level: one at a speed of 3.5 meters/second (m/s) and one at a speed of 5.0 m/s.
Each transect mission was designed to completely photograph the 100m radius plot. The collected images
were run through the MXnet neural network, which was developed from the 20m high flights during phase
one. In photos taken from a height of 120m, MXnet detected three (50.0%) of the six feathered turkey decoys
during both flights with one false positive during each flight. During the 5.0 m/s flight, the MXnet detected all
six feather spots (100.0%) with zero false positives. During the 3.5 m/s flight, MXnet detected four of the six
feather spots (66.7%) with six false positives. We were able to completely photograph a 100m circular plot in
approximately two minutes at 3.5 m/s and 1.5 minutes at 5.0 m/s. Including transit time and battery swaps,
we estimate that a single UAS and two people could survey 100 turbines from a height of 120m in less than
5 hours (at 5.0 m/s). We conclude that UASs followed by automated carcass detection appears to be a viable,
reliable, safe and efficient method of searching for eagle carcasses in areas surrounding wind turbines. We
emphasise the need for additional field testing at higher flight altitude and continual training of the photo
recognition system to maintain high detection rates in diverse vegetation types and at flight heights greater than
20m above ground level.
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12 Minute Talks
Overlap between wind power plants and breeding sites of birds of prey on the island of Crete
(Greece)
Presentation Theme: Cumulative impacts and assessment
Author(s): Stavros Xirouchakis, Elisavet Georgopoulou, Stamatina Nikolopoulou
Institution(s): School of Science & Engineering/ University of Crete, Natural History Museum of Crete/ University
of Crete, Hellenic Center of Marine Research
Abstract: The growing electricity consumption and demand in Europe and the relevant EU policies favour
renewable energy installations in the member states. In Greece wind power plants are anticipated to increase
dramatically during the next decades as it is estimated that 10-40 MW of wind energy could be developed
on the country. The interest of investors is higher in areas of very high renewable energy potential such as
the Greek islands with Crete being of top priority in the strategic spatial planning due its prevailing weather
conditions and rough terrain. However, as wind energy facilities represent a new source of impact for wildlife
with birds of prey being mostly affected, we collected data on the existing and proposed wind plants in Crete
and compared them with data on the areas that vulnerable raptor species breed in their vicinity. We focused
on the Annex I (2009/147/EC) species (i.e. the Bearded Vulture Gypaetus barbatus, the Griffon vulture Gyps
fulvus the Golden Eagle Aquila chrysaetos homeyeri, the Bonelli’s Eagle Aquila fasciata and the Eleonora’s
falcon Falco eleonorae) that are prone to collision on wind turbine blades or overhead power lines. Since
there are no evaluations of the potential impact of this expanding industry on the raptor community of the
island we developed a methodological approach in an effort to evaluate the interactions, in terms of overlap
between wind power plants and the breeding sites of these colonial and territorial raptors. Overall 6,500 MW of
renewable energy is planned within the species foraging habitat with over 3,000 MW being sited within Special
Protection Areas (SPAs of Directive 2009/147/EC). In the meantime, 71%, 65%, 76%, 75%, and >80% of the
Bearded Vulture, the Griffon Vulture, the Golden Eagle, the Bonelli’s Eagle, and the Eleonora’s Falcon breeding
sites are going to be affected from the proposed developments respectively as a minimum distance of 3 km
from their nesting cliffs is violated. In the light of these findings, we discuss certain management strategies
in order to improve the compatibility of wind energy production with the conservation of the birds of prey in
Crete pinpointing the urgent need for sensitivity mapping and the elaboration of specific guidelines for proper
ornithological impact assessments.
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12 Minute Talks
Via Pontica and Integrated Bird Protection System
Presentation Theme: Mitigation technologies and design
Author(s): Pavel Zehtindjiev
Institution(s): Institute of Biodiversity and Ecosystem Research - Bulgarian Academy of Sciences
Abstract: Slow development of renewable energy use in Eastern Europe is partly because of the lack of
knowledge on the effect of wind turbines on birds, which is often used for complaints against the renewable
energy development in this geo and political region. Via Pontica (from Latin: Via Pontica, Black Sea Road) was
an ancient Roman road in the province of Thrace, following the Black Sea coast. In the present moment this
historical fact leads to the idea of a bird-migration migratory airspace limited in a corridor, resulting in a ban
on the construction of wind power facilities in the entire Dobrudja region of Bulgaria. Cumulative value of the
increasing number of turbines has to be evaluated according to related EIA directives of EC. In our study we
have combined power of GPS tracking devises and Geographic Information Systems (GIS) into a large-scale
evaluation of wind turbine effect on migrating white storks as a model species of a typical soaring bird. The
polygon of our study area covers a large section of the eastern flyway of white storks. We get 605,609 target
points after processing of the available 1,200,000 points through the target territory (https://www.movebank.
org/). The number of operating turbines and their coordinates were obtained from OpenStreetMap. With this
publicly available data, we demonstrate how soaring birds behave along the Eastern flyway and particularly
in Kaliakra area where an Integrated Bird Protection System (IBPS) was implemented as a mitigation measure
in migratory season of 2018. The ISPB consists of a combination of existing high-tech radar observations and
meteorological data, integrated with field visual observations, which jointly used are essential for the accurate
risk assessment and ensures that appropriate action is taken immediately. So far, as potential adverse impact
of turbine collisions on birds, a Turbine Shutdown System is deployed. The components, basic protocols and
results of monitoring on the efficiency of IBPS will be presented.
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5 Minute Talks
Habitat management: wind farms and the Iberian wolf in Portugal
Presentation Theme: Habitat restoration
Author(s): Gonçalo Brotas, José Oliveira & Cindy Loureiro
Institution(s): ACHLI
Abstract: The Iberian wolf is protected by Portuguese and EU laws. Building infrastructures on Iberian wolf
territory can originate impacts of different magnitudes (disturbance, fragmentation, habitat degradation and/
or loss). In Portugal, areas with high wind potential significantly overlap the wolf’s range. The environmental
impact assessments of several wind farms located in wolf territory, indicate that disturbance is an impact that
should be considered, since it can contribute to habitat degradation.
Therefore, under a long-term compensatory scheme (Wolf Fund), several habitat management projects
were developed for the overlapping areas (11 wolf packs and 346 wind turbines), which aim to improve wolf
habitat quality, namely by reducing disturbance in key areas, improving habitat resilience, increasing its area
and promoting food sources. Three major projects were implemented: i) forest management, ii) the creation of
restricted hunting areas and iii) the reintroduction of wild prey (roe deer (Capreolus capreolus)).
i) With areas between two and 139 ha, the forest management project comprises a total of 700 ha distributed
throughout the territory of eight wolf packs. The total area of this project is developed on community lands
where long-term agreements have been established with the local community land managers. The interventions
that are carried out are diverse and adapted to each site. These may include brush clearing, reforestation with
native species, encouragement of natural regeneration, fuel management and development of mosaic structures.
ii) Two restricted hunting areas (1879 ha and 444 ha) were created on the territory of two wolf packs. This
project is carried out in collaboration with local game managers. The main goal is to reduce disturbance caused
by hunting activities, particularly in areas with high wolf activity and on breeding sites.
iii) Species reintroduction can play an important role on habitat restoration initiatives. A roe deer reintroduction
project was developed on the territory of three wolf packs. Following the IUCN guidelines, several preliminary
studies were conducted and the necessary resources for a long-term program were ensured. Since 2013, 102
roe deer have been released (12 to 24 per year).
All the above projects were designed based on the outcomes of the regional wolf monitoring plans. These
plans also assess the results of the projects. The roe deer reintroduction project has a specific monitoring
plan that mainly uses GPS telemetry. Preliminary results demonstrate that there is complementarity between
these projects, showing, for example, that reintroduced roe deer use some of the forest management sites and
restricted hunting areas. Considering the wolf monitoring results, it was also possible to detect the presence of
the wolf on several project sites.
We plan to continue monitoring and to include complementary studies to enhance the robustness of the results
obtained to date. In a highly humanised landscape, such as the wolf territory in Portugal, characteristics like
complementarity, adaptive management and long-term planning are major assets for ecosystem restoration
projects.
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5 Minute Talks
A tool for using Population Viability Analysis to assess impacts of anthropogenic change on
demographic rates and population forecasts
Presentation Theme: Population-level and ecosystem effects
Author(s): Adam Butler, Deena Mobbs, Kate Searle, Francis Daunt, Melanie Kershaw, Richard Caldow, Sophie
Allen, & Sue O’Brien
Institution(s): Centre for Ecology & Hydrology, Bioinformatics and Statistics Scotland, Natural England, JNCC
Abstract: Offshore renewable developments (ORDs) have the potential to affect seabird populations through
direct collisions, displacement from habitats and barrier effects. These processes affect individuals, but the
cumulative effects within populations shape demographic rates and may alter population trends. The consenting
process for ORDs requires an assessment of the anticipated population consequences on seabirds at a variety of
population and geographical scales. This requires a method for determining the impact of ORDs on populations
of seabirds across multiple scales.
It is considered best practice to use Population Viability Analysis (PVA) to understand the population-level
consequences of predicted effects of ORDs on seabirds because it provides a transparent framework that uses
demographic rates to predict future population levels. Using the PVA framework, population models forecast
into the future under baseline conditions with no impact present and under scenario conditions in which an
impact is applied to one or more of a set of demographic rates. Comparisons are then made using a range of
PVA metrics to assess differences between the baseline and scenario population trajectories.
We developed an R package providing a modelling framework based on a stage/age structured demographic
model with a Shiny front-end tool to allow users to run PVA models for a range of seabird species, in the
context of assessing impacts from ORDs. The tool we have developed allows users to conduct PVAs at a range
of scales (breeding colony to SPA or region), additionally allowing users the flexibility to:
• define the number of years to project the population over and the period of impact;
• specify model runs with or without an impact added, including multiple impacts, so that these can be 		
compared directly against each other;
• specify the impact on the population in several ways: as a change in productivity or survival rates (for either
adults or immatures, or both), or as a fixed harvest of individuals;
• include different forms of density dependence and correlation between vital rates;
• carry out sensitivity/elasticity testing;
• validate models against observed data using historical population projections.
The tool produces a range of tabular and graphical outputs for interpreting the results of the PVAs and a facility
for using pre-set demographic rates for 15 species of seabirds based on currently available demographic data.
The tool will be freely available and will have an accompanying user guidance manual.
A key objective for this tool is to allow informed but non-expert users to run population models for selected
species under different parameter and impact scenarios and to visualise the outputs of these interactively.
This tool allows users to explore population-level consequences of any type of ORD that might alter the
demographic rates of a population of seabirds, and it can be used to examine the effects on model outputs
of different model assumptions, demographic data, and impact levels. The tool can provide the information
necessary for developers to support their applications for planning consent or for regulators, their statutory
nature conservation advisors, NGOs or other parties interested in such consenting decisions to sense-check and
further explore population-level impact assessments submitted in support of such applications.
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5 Minute Talks
Results of carcass searching at operational wind farms using trained detection dogs in the
Republic of Ireland
Presentation Theme: Wind and wildlife in practice
Author(s): Chris Cullen, Howard Williams, Alex Copland
Institution(s): Inis Environmental Consultants Ltd. Ennis, Ireland.
Abstract: The accurate determination of rates of bird and bat mortality at operational wind farms is of high value
in comparing estimates of species impacts pre-construction during the EIA process, such as from collision risk
modelling, with actual rates of mortality during operation. The derivation of correction factors based on realtime, and high-efficiency searching is of crucial importance. In addition, the examination of causal mechanisms
for wind turbine fatalities at a micro or local scale may be beneficial for certain species and provide valuable
input into the weighting of likely significant effects at the pre-construction, impact evaluation stage.
Since 2015, we have been conducting carcass searches at operational wind farms in the Republic of Ireland
using trained detection dogs. To date, we have recorded the first verified instance of Leisler’s bat (Nyctalus
leisleri) mortality due to turbine collision (Williams & Cullen, 2016), in addition to adding significantly to the
range of species recorded as fatalities in the Irish context: an area that has received little study to date. In
respect of birds, we have recorded common kestrel (Falco tinnunculus) fatalities where there is the suggestion
of a causal link between collision and the presence of habitat suitable for the common (Viviparous) lizard
(Zootoca vivipara); Ireland’s only native species of lizard. The landscaping of areas around turbines or creation
of hardstand areas using limestone aggregate may be attracting foraging by kestrels targeting these lizards as
a key prey item and inducing additive mortality (potentially for both kestrel and common lizard). Whether these
impacts are significant or merit a re-appraisal of likely significant effects from wind turbine construction and
operation on this species requires further investigation.
The Republic of Ireland has one of the highest installed wind capacities relative to power consumption of all
EU Member States (WindEurope, 2018). Results from the work indicated here and other ongoing studies
on carcasses located in proximity to wind turbines, including identification of species and determination of
characteristic injury profiles, may help in the re-evaluation of the likely significant effects of the construction
and operation of wind farms across a number of receptors, notably bats and certain species of birds. Further
emphasis should be placed on prey removal trials and the results of same to derive realistic estimates of bat and
bird mortality at operational wind farms.
References
Williams, H. & Cullen, C. 2016. Leislers Bat collision mortality at a wind farm in Ireland. In Practice 94: 7
WindEurope, 2018. Wind energy in Europe in 2018: Trends and statistics. https://windeurope.org/wp-content/
uploads/files/about-wind/statistics/WindEurope-Annual-Statistics-2018.pdf [accessed April 2019]
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5 Minute Talks
Experimental approach towards the understanding of food web interactions in an offshore wind
farm environment under different climate and aquaculture scenarios
Presentation Theme: Forward view: renewable energy in a climate changed environment
Author(s): First authors: Vlaminck Ellen & Voet Helena, Other authors: Vanaverbeke Jan, Degraer Steven, Moens
Tom, Cattrijsse Andre, Soetaert Karline and Van Colen Carl
Institution(s): UGent-MARBIOL, RBINS-OD Nature, RBINS-OD Nature, RBINS-OD Nature, UGent-MARBIOL,
VLIZ, NIOZ-EDS, UGent-MARBIOL
Abstract: Coastal areas are under an increasing pressure originating both from local and global sources. On a
local scale, the pressures are often induced by a local human activity. The installation of offshore wind farms
(OWFs) in the Belgian part of the North Sea (BPNS) results in a large change in the marine environment. The
introduced artificial hard substrates (AHSs) are rapidly colonised by large quantities of fouling fauna, which are
expected to modify the local food web by introducing new trophic links. Modifications of this local food web will
possibly affect the stability and resilience of the trophic network. The planned aquaculture activities within the
wind farms will further increase change in the local food web by affecting both trophic-and non-trophic links. In
addition to these local changes, coastal ecosystems are also challenged by global climate change stressors, such
as ocean warming and acidification.
The aim of the ExPERimental approaches towards Future Sustainable Use of North Sea Artificial Hard
Substrates (PERSUADE) project is to investigate ecosystem-wide responses to combined global and local
stressors by quantifying interactions between biotic and abiotic compartments in the OWF environment. To
this end, a large-scale mesocosm experiment was conducted, using the EMBRC tank facilities at VLIZ (Ostend).
Both fouling fauna harvested from an artificial hard substrate garden and the sediment community collected
in the vicinity of OWFs were incubated in the mesocosms, together with area-typical mobile predators, under
three conditions: (1) a control treatment reflecting the current situation, (2) a Climate Change treatment with
an elevated temperature and lowered pH according to the IPCC 2100 scenario, and (3) a Climate Change +
Aquaculture treatment reflecting the scenario where blue mussel aquaculture takes place within an OWF under
a future climate setting.
The carbon flow through the three experimental food webs was quantified by means of a pulse-chase
experiment and bio-deposition of organic matter by the fouling fauna on the benthic community was
determined using sediment traps. By investigating the carbon flow through the food web, an understanding of
the effect of global and local stressors on the coastal carbon budget will be obtained.
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5 Minute Talks
Within and beyond the turbines: A life-cycle assessment of impact
Presentation Theme: Future wildlife challenges to renewable energy
Author(s): Richard Hall
Institution(s): Njord Wildlife
Abstract: The history of this conference has led on the operational impacts of wind energy production on
wildlife. Seemingly little attention has been paid to the whole-life impact of the turbines themselves, the
materials used to produce them, what happens to those materials at the end of their operational life, and the
energy and climate costs related to construction and decommission. We know that wind energy satisfies a
relatively small fraction of global energy demand at present, so any proposal that if forms a meaningful part of
the future energy mosaic automatically confirms that a substantial increase in turbine coverage will be required,
both onshore and offshore. Notwithstanding the potential increase in operational impacts that are already
widely known and discussed, what will this mean for the future of wildlife in the parts of the world where rare
earth metals for turbine production are mined? What will this mean for wildlife less resilient to climate change
and potential impacts of the production of the metals used in the blades themselves and the (usually concrete)
foundations? What will this mean for marine wildlife, facing the potential impact of the lighter and more
energy-efficient, but at present less recyclable, materials such as high-fibre plastics? This presentation aims to
collate the current research into this important topic and generate debate on an issue that seems less widely
discussed: can sensitive habitats, and the wildlife it supports, actually sustain the potential impact of largescale wind energy production from a whole-life materials and energy balance perspective? Are there solutions
to this conundrum that we should seek to support and promote before we head down a path where wildlife is
compromised before we even realise the true scale of the impact?
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5 Minute Talks
Insights into age-specific gannet distribution from aerial surveys and tracking
Presentation Theme: Species-specific responses /Reducing uncertainty
Author(s): Chris Pollock, Jude Lane, Bob Furness, Keith Hamer
Institution(s): University of Leeds, MacArthur Green
Abstract: Environmental variability is known to cause age-specific responses in seabirds, and immatures can
comprise up to half of the population with their survival having large contributions to demographic stochasticity.
There is a current lack of evidence to show how immatures interact with wind farms, and this is reflected in
environmental impact assessments, which seldom include potential age-specific impacts. Digital aerial survey
data are used to quantify abundance, species and distribution of seabirds to inform environmental impact
assessments. We repurpose these data to investigate age class distribution of the Northern gannet (Morus
bassanus). We compare survey data from different wind farms in the North Sea and contrast with movement
data from tracking devices on fledglings and adults help us to understand potential behavioural and migration
phenology explanations for observed differences. Results from aerial survey data indicate that counts of
immatures at offshore wind farms relatively far from the coast are much lower than adults with an earlier peak in
autumn migration and tracking data of juveniles aligns with these insights. Spatiotemporal differences between
age classes could result in different responses to offshore wind farm construction. Therefore, age-specific
impacts should be incorporated into environmental impact assessments.
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5 Minute Talks
Developing apportioning approaches for species that are at risk of collision from both offshore and
onshore wind farms: a case study on gulls.
Presentation Theme: Cumulative impacts and assessment
Author(s): Dr Lucy Quinn
Institution(s): Scottish Natural Heritage
Abstract: Larger gull species (lesser black-backed, herring, great black-backed gulls) breed and forage in
coastal, offshore, rural and urban areas. As such, they have the potential to be at risk of collision from both
offshore and onshore wind farms. Gull numbers are currently declining in Scotland. However, we still have
little understanding of how different gull foraging strategies influence the scale of impact from onshore or
offshore wind farms as birds commute between breeding/non-breeding areas and marine and/or terrestrial
foraging areas. SNH led a collaborative workshop with policy advisors, casework officers, consultants who work
alongside developers, and both national and international researchers to initiate discussion on development of
a more proportionate approach to cumulative onshore and offshore assessments. The workshop was also used
to identify key knowledge gaps in gull foraging that hinder our apportionment of impacts. Through a number
of presentations and discussion group sessions, it became clear that this is a hugely complex issue and not
one with an easy solution. Common topics arose from the workshop and suggestions were made as to how
to progress the work. One recommendation is that meta-analysis of distributional data (tracking and ringing
data) as well as of dietary data from across many colonies would substantially help with seeing if any general
foraging patterns emerge. This would require data sharing amongst researchers to consolidate the knowledge
we already have on gull movements that can be used to inform impact assessment. Secondly, there is a need
to better understand gull population dynamics and the relative contribution wind farms play in the context of
other factors affecting gull populations. Further recommendations for progressing a combined offshore/onshore
guidance document for gulls and an update on progress made on these will be presented. The workshop
demonstrated that there is huge value in bringing together specialist experts to help inform future policy and
advise decisions. To tackle such a complex issue as gull foraging and their potential interactions with renewable
developments both onshore and offshore, further collaborative thinking and working on this is essential.
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5 Minute Talks
Wind power and vultures in Africa: a new threat?
Presentation Theme: Developing countries/emerging markets
Author(s): Samantha Ralston-Paton and Hanneline A. Smit-Robinson
Institution(s): Terrestrial Bird Conservation Programme, BirdLife South Africa, Private Bag X16, Pinegowrie,
2123, Johannesburg, South Africa.
Abstract: Access to clean and affordable energy is one of the 17 UN Sustainable Development Goals, yet more
than 25 nations on the African continent are currently experiencing an energy crisis, leaving an estimated 600
million people without electricity with a five-fold increase in energy demand expected over the next 25 years.
However, a number of wind energy developments are planned on the continent, and the Global Wind Energy
Council predicts that the Africa and Middle East will add over 6 GW of new capacity by 2023.
We conducted a literature review to understand the potential implications the expansion of wind energy could
have for Africa’s vulture crisis. Fatalities of Egyptian vultures (Neophron percnopterus) and Eurasian griffon
vultures (Gyps fulvus) have been reported from wind energy facilities in Europe and Cape vultures (Gyps
coprotheres) fatalities have occurred in South Africa. A model developed by Thaxter et al (2018) suggests
that Accipitriformes had the highest predicted collision rates of any taxonomic order of birds, with an average
predicted fatality rate of 0.073 collisions/ turbine/year. The average fatality rate predicted for African vultures
is 2.7 times this (i.e. 0.2 collisions/ turbine/year). Many areas with good wind resource in Africa overlap with
the core distribution of vulture species and mitigation options suitable for Europe, but it may not be effective in
Africa. With eight of the 15 Old World vulture species already regarded as Critically Endangered by the IUCN,
we argue that this is an issue that warrants further research and urgent attention.
Strategic Environmental Assessments (SEA) and Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) should be required,
decision-makers are to ensure that developers and financiers adhere to the Equator Principles (IFC PS6) and
the recommended guidelines adopted by multi-lateral agreements. Further, to minimise the risk, scientists and
conservationists are to focus on providing readily accessible, evidence-based information on critical areas for
vulture conservation to inform decision-making.
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Workshops
Offshore wind and bats workshop
Presentation Theme: Future wildlife challenges to renewable energy
Author(s): Robin Cox; Sander Lagerveld
Institution(s): Natural Power; Wageningen Marine Research
Abstract: In the UK, impacts of offshore wind turbines to bat species are rarely considered in offshore wind
farm EIAs. They are dealt with either through a high-level desk study or not considered at all. This is in contrast
to other European countries with offshore wind interest in the North Sea. For example, government funded
research in the Netherlands into ecological effects of offshore wind is rapidly advancing our understanding
of bat migration across the North Sea using a combination of acoustic monitoring and radio telemetry. This
research demonstrates that there is a pathway for an effect of offshore wind turbines on migrating bats, in
particular Nathusius’ pipistrelle. Failure to consider bats in the regulatory process for offshore wind therefore
leaves projects vulnerable to objection or legal challenge.
Assessing, monitoring and mitigating impacts to bats at onshore wind farms is relatively well advanced, with
many countries having some form of guidance in place. However, this is not the case for offshore wind, and
there are clearly additional challenges to overcome in an offshore environment. This workshop session will give
a brief overview of the current state of knowledge in this area and then facilitate a discussion under the theme
of Assessment of Impacts:
•
•
•
•

Of critical importance is how do we define relevant populations against which to assess impacts?
What assumptions can be made about migration routes?
What baseline data collection is appropriate?
How important is potential attraction to turbines?

If time allows then the session will also consider the following themes:
Monitoring of effects
•
•
•
•

Is use of turbine mounted acoustic detectors the best option?
Can telemetry be used?
Are there alternative solutions to communicating data via 4G network?
What technological solutions are likely to be available to monitor collisions?

Mitigation
• Will feathering below cut in speed be as effective offshore?
• Is activity offshore predictable enough for curtailment to be effective and economically viable?
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Workshops
Marine biodiversity enhancement of offshore wind farms: options and challenges
Presentation Theme: Population-level and ecosystem effects
Author(s): Tom van der Have
Institution(s): Bureau Waardenburg, P.O. Box 365, 4100 AJ Culemborg, The Netherlands
Offshore wind farms (OWFs) add hard substrate (foundation and scour protection) to marine soft sediment
communities and create sanctuaries without sea floor disturbance where bottom trawling is not allowed. These
conditions generally enhance marine biodiversity, in particularly hard substrate-associated species, such as fish
and large, mobile invertebrates (crabs, lobsters) and even apex predators like marine mammals.
In addition, these conditions are favourable to nature restoration projects within OWFs, such as restoration of
native oyster beds and other biogenic reefs vulnerable to bottom trawling. Restoration pilots have been started
in several countries around the North Sea (Belgium, the Netherlands, Germany and the United Kingdom) and
more are planned as part of the large-scale transition to renewable energy.
The aim of this workshop is to increase our understanding of the positive effects on marine biodiversity and
options for its enhancement and restoration in OWFs. The goal is to discuss these issues in a scientific setting,
with both academics and wind farm practitioners involved.
We would like to invite presentations on results of, and methods and techniques for, enhanced biodiversity
and positive effects of OWFs on the wider food web in near-shore and offshore marine ecosystems. The focus
will be on nature restoration projects within OWFs, including the soft sediments between the foundations and
studies on ecological enhancement options for epibenthic and mobile species in association with wind turbine
foundations and scour protection.
This workshop will provide a good opportunity to bring together practitioners and academics from diverse
backgrounds for focused discussions about methods to enhance biodiversity in OWFs. The result of the
exchange of hands-on experience will give a better understanding of the challenges of working in an offshore
environment and the need for development of novel methods and techniques.
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Workshops
Offshore collision risk modelling workshop
Presentation Theme: Reducing uncertainty
Author(s): Ross McGregor, Aonghais Cook, Mark Trinder, Tom Evans
Institution(s): HiDef Aerial Surveying Ltd.
Abstract: In recent years, there has been extensive work carried out in order to better understand collision risk
to seabirds in relation to offshore wind farms. This has included improvements to the models used to assess
collision risk (i.e., the stochastic Collision Risk Model) and the collection of data to parameterise these models
through the use of technology, such as GPS tags, radar and camera systems. Despite this work, collision risk
remains a significant consenting risk in relation to offshore wind farms. In many cases, as the data we collect
reveal more about species use of the offshore environment, we find ourselves asking more questions about how
best to assess collision risk.
An offshore CRM workshop is proposed to bring together the experts in this field to discuss the current
situation, knowledge gaps and future improvements. We propose that each of these themes would be
addressed in three separate talks that provide an overview of collision risk model development, avoidance rate
data and empirical input values. The aim of this discussion session would be to bring out further important
issues with modelling, avoidance rates and empirical input values.
Overall, the purpose of the session would be to encourage practical collaboration between experts in the
field, encouraging new ideas and participants leading to the development of new approaches to collision risk
modelling and new approaches for the collection and analysis of data used to support collision risk modelling.
Workshop structure
1. Introduction from session chair (background, purpose, introduction of speakers).
2. First talk and current Situation. A very brief overview of how collision risk modelling is used at present and
how it has changed as the offshore wind industry has developed.
3. First Q&A session on collision risk modelling.
4. Second talk and knowledge gaps. As the industry has developed, we have begun to fill many of the knowledge gaps that were first identified in relation to collision risk modelling. However, it is becoming clear that
in some cases, for example, in relation to avoidance rates, collecting empirical data may not be as straightforward as originally envisaged. It is also becoming clear that some previously overlooked parameters, such
as flight speed, may be more important than originally thought.
5. Second Q&A session and avoidance rates.
6. Third talk and future improvements. As our understanding of bird movements offshore improves, attention
inevitably turns to the assumptions underpinning existing collision risk models. How can we take advantage of new technology in order to support the consenting process by making more realistic assessments
of collision risk?
7. Third Q&A session.
8. Open chaired discussion session.
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Workshops
Considerations for Integration at operational wind farms and lessons learned from wind farm
operators, turbine OEMs and technology developers
Presentation Theme: Wind and wildlife in practice
Author(s): Laura Nagy, Brogan Morton, Kaj Skov Neilson, Tom Heister, and Amy Parsons.
Institution(s): Avangrid Renewables and others
Abstract: There has been increased focus in the last five years on development, testing and deployment of
technologies that detect and deter wildlife in order to avoid or minimise wildlife interactions at operating wind
farms. To facilitate further implementation of these technologies, it is crucial to evaluate needs of the wind farm
operators, turbine manufacturers (OEM), and technology developers; identify challenges of integrating thirdparty technologies at operating wind farms; and leverage knowledge from various stakeholders with experience
developing installing these technologies. In this workshop, we present considerations that need to be addressed
by wind farm operators, technology providers and turbine OEMs prior to installing wildlife technologies and
share lessons learned from a variety of groups so that others are well-informed and prepared to make decisions
about implementing technologies at more wind farms.
In this workshop, these lessons learned will be categorised into broad areas such as physical integration,
SCADA/network integration, O&M integration of the system, and permitting and neighbour’s issues to facilitate
their usefulness to the attendees. Examples of considerations include the following: how much energy will the
third party technology require; where will the equipment be mounted and are there impacts to the structural
integrity of the turbines; is integration needed with the OEM control system; does the system need to pull
data from the SCADA systems or provide a command to do it when and how will the data be sent back to the
technology provider; what are the upfront and maintenance costs and equipment needed; will there be any real
or perceived impacts on neighbouring residence (i.e., sound, light, cameras); how does the third party equipment
impact the data security of the plant, does this use of the technology require any permits and either new or
amendments; and how will the third party equipment will impact access, space, and safety for the service crews.
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Workshops
Overcoming challenges of assessing wind/wildlife issues in emerging markets
Presentation Theme: Developing countries/emerging markets
Author(s): David Tidhar, Lori Anna Conzo, Simon Hulka, Alvaro Camiña Cardenal, Caleb Gordon, Dave Wilson
Institution(s): International Finance Corporation/World Bank Group, The Biodiversity Consultancy, Natural Power
Consultants
Abstract: A worldwide boom in wind energy development is underway, largely driven by declining costs, high
demand and the widespread availability of commercially viable wind resources. In the developing world, this
boom is enhanced by the strong interests of development finance institutions in wind energy projects, as these
institutions: (a) recognise the importance of curtailing anthropogenic climate forcing by reducing greenhouse
gas emissions and (b) recognise the wind energy sector as a fertile field for financial investment.
Among such institutions, and also among commercial banks who follow the Equator Principles, the International
Finance Corporation (IFC, the private sector finance institution of the World Bank Group), is widely regarded
as a leader in setting environmental and social policies. This leadership is manifest in the IFC’s Performance
Standards on Environmental and Social Sustainability, its sector-specific Environmental, Health, and Safety
guidelines, and its management of a large and growing portfolio of wind energy projects in emerging markets
across the globe.
In this panel, the IFC’s wind-wildlife focal point director will facilitate a discussion among several of the IFC’s
lead wind-wildlife specialists to explore current challenges and emerging solutions for managing the wildliferelated aspects of wind energy development in emerging markets. In this context, risks to wildlife and habitat
are often difficult to evaluate due to challenges such as:
• Data gaps on species distributions, biology, and susceptibility to wind farm impacts, and lack of regional or
local context (i.e., projects may be the first considered within a locality, region or country).
• Inappropriate/insufficient study designs: methods may vary from those used in mature markets and/or these
methods may not reduce uncertainty to the same extent.
• Lack of technical capacity in locality/region/country, including: specialist ecological survey design, implementation and interpretation, as well as lack of understanding amongst stakeholders.
• Differences between the requirements of financers and national/provincial permitting agencies.
• Once risks have been identified, avoidance and minimisation measures, as well as monitoring and mitigation
strategies, must be balanced within the context of developing financially viable projects and encouraging the
growth in renewable energy development as a realistic alternative to carbon-based energy sources.
The panel will share lessons learned in overcoming the aforementioned challenges on projects completed in
Latin America, Africa, the Middle East and southern Europe. Panellists will highlight case studies including
risk assessments and impact monitoring in Latin America, cumulative risk assessment for wind projects in
Serbia and Jordan and monitoring and mitigation strategies to address risks to old world vultures in Africa
and migratory soaring birds in Jordan. The proposed format is intended to encourage debate and discussion
between panellists as well as interaction between the panellists and the audience.
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Workshops
Standardisation of collision mortality data for birds and bats & towards the creation of a global
database
Presentation Theme: Wind and wildlife in practice
Author(s): Noa Steiner, Dr. Tris Allinson, Ben Jobson, Chris Thaxter, James Pearce-Higgins
Institution(s): BirdLife International, British Trust for Ornithology
Our workshop aims to address the topic of standardisation of collision mortality data for birds and bats, working
towards the creation of a global database and the interface between science policy and practice.
Structure:
1. Opening presentation and introduction to the session :20 minutes
2. Interactive sessions in 5 round tables, facilitated by BirdLife International (Noa, Tris, Ben) and the BTO (Chris,
James):
• Collating collision mortality data & how could the data collection from monitoring be standardized, and could
existing apps for citizen science help?
• The metadata behind collision data & what is essential and feasible to collate?
• Calculating uncertainty & how can we standardize the certainty of scavenger removal rate across various
methods, and across various wind farms?
• Database governance & who should be collating and cleaning the data on a national and global scale, and
what is needed in order for this information to be shared?
• Cumulative impact on a flyway/full range scale in practice & if such database on species mortality existed &
how would that feed into cumulative impact assessments on a larger scale, are existing models sufficient and
what international coordination will be required?
3. Summary of each round table and collation of action points for next steps
Output: Workshop summary and a proposal for next steps
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Workshops
Measuring the impacts of offshore wind energy developments on abundance and distribution of
seabirds: current challenges and future directions
Presentation Theme: Wind and wildlife in practice
Author(s): Gillian Vallejo and Michel Stelter
Institution(s): Natural Power; BioConsult
Abstract: This workshop will focus on the collection and analysis of seabird data at offshore wind energy
developments with the primary aim of informing future seabird monitoring plans at such sites. The wind
industry continues to generate a wealth of data on seabird activity in and around offshore wind energy
developments. These unprecedented datasets have the potential to vastly improve our understanding of the
impacts upon and responses of seabirds to such projects. However, it is notoriously difficult to draw inferences
from these datasets. Barriers include the complexity of the underlying processes determining seabird abundance
and distribution offshore, the difficulty in devising a suitable control to assess changes against and the difficulty
in relating the patterns we observe to the impacts they might represent. In addition, variability in the methods
used to collect and analyse data presents a barrier to drawing general inferences on the responses of seabirds
to offshore wind energy developments. This workshop provides an opportunity for participants involved in
seabird monitoring programs to come together and discuss these issues in the context of the future planning
of such programs. The aim is to stimulate a more joined up approach through knowledge sharing and potential
collaboration, allowing us to ensure that we extract maximum value from outputs of past and future monitoring
programs. The workshop will focus on specific topics, including:
• What are the current challenges in modelling existing monitoring data and how can we overcome these?
• Are we optimally standardising data collection and supporting one another to carry out and interpret statistical analysis?
• How can we ensure that evidence generated from operational sites feeds back into impact predictions during
planning stages?
• Next steps
The outcomes of this workshop will include potential publications relating to survey and analysis methodology
and the set-up of an interest group for sharing ideas, experiences and advances.
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Posters
Development protocols to subscribe the minimum requirements for the assessment and reporting
of impacts of wind farms on Cape Vultures in South Africa
Presentation Theme: Wind and wildlife in practice
Author(s): Abulele Adams; Dee Fischer and Paul Lochner
Institution(s): Council for Scientific and Industrial Research and Department of Environmental Affairs
Abstract: As a result of the growing spatial extent of renewable energy developments in South Africa,
the National Department of Environmental Affairs (DEA) commissioned a Phase 1 and Phase 2 Strategic
Environmental Assessment (SEA) for proactive spatial planning for wind and solar PV energy developments
in South Africa. The outcomes of the Phase 1 SEA, geographical locations, known as the 8 Renewable
Development Zones (REDZs) where areas best suited for the roll-out of wind and solar PV energy projects were
identified, was legislated in February 2018.
The outcomes of the SEA raised key questions on how the impacts on birds and vultures in particular, within
and outside the REDZs will be managed as well as how to standardise or provide minimum requirements for
specialist assessment for wind energy development in South Africa. To answer this question, the SEA created
development protocols. Development protocols determine the minimum assessment requirements for specialist
assessments related to an environmental sensitivity. These cape vulture protocols build on exiting pre and post
construction monitoring guidelines and assist with the standardisation and ensuring high quality of specialist
studies in the EIA process.
This paper focuses on the protocol to prescribe the minimum requirements for determining and assessing
the impacts of wind energy facilities development on Cape Vultures as part of the Environmental Impact
Assessment specialist studies.
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Posters
Scavenging rates of eagle carcasses in farmland in Victoria, Australia
Presentation Theme: Wind and wildlife in practice
Author(s): Emma Bennett
Institution(s): Elmoby Ecology, Pacific Hydro
Abstract: Understanding the scavenger rate for the removal of carcasses under wind turbines is important for
estimating overall mortality rates from carcass searches. In Australia, estimating removal of wedge tail eagles
under turbines was for many years based on the use of chickens as a proxy for scavenger rates. At Yaloak
Wind Farm in Victoria, Australia, increased frequency for mortality monitoring was required as part of planning
obligations to ensure no eagle was missed during routine carcass surveys. This study sought to investigate the
removal of eagle carcasses by foxes as compared to other carcasses used in scavenger trials. We found that
eagles persisted longer without being removed than all other carcasses and were not generally scavenged by
the introduced fox, but rather by other eagles. Preliminary results indicate that carcass persistence for eagles is
significantly longer than other carcasses with remains being detectable in the field for several months after the
mortality event. This is in contrast to similar sized birds such as chickens and ducks, which have traditionally
been used to approximate carcass persistence for eagles at wind farms in Australia.
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Posters
Onshore wind farm developments in Scotland and how they may impact salmon and trout
populations.
Presentation Theme: Species-specific responses
Author(s): Emily Bridcut
Institution(s): Marine Scotland Science
Abstract: Salmon and trout provide an important contribution to the Scottish economy and are species of high
conservation interest. Various activities associated with the construction of onshore wind farms can have direct
and indirect impacts on salmon and trout habitat and populations. In the consenting process for onshore wind
developments, Marine Scotland Science (MSS) assesses the likely risks developments and their construction
pose to fish habitats and populations and the adequacy of the proposed mitigation measures and monitoring
programmes. MSS is currently carrying out a meta-analysis of salmon and trout density data which have
been collected in the monitoring programmes stipulated in planning conditions for consented wind farms, to
determine if there are any impacts on the fish populations which may be attributed to wind farm developments.
Potential influential factors such as land use, peat deposits, acidification and forestry operations adjacent to and
within river catchments and site design will be examined. The findings of this work will feed back into the advice
MSS provides.
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Posters
Movement patterns of satellite tracked red-throated divers in relation to offshore wind farms in
the German Bight
Presentation Theme: Species-specific responses
Author(s): Ramunas Zydelis, Claudia Burger, Monika Dorsch, Birgit Kleinschmidt, Stefan Heinänen, Julius
Morkunas, Petra Quillfeldt, Georg Nehls
Institution(s): Bioconsult SH
Abstract: Red-throated divers (Gavia stellata) wintering in European marine waters are amongst the most
sensitive species to anthropogenic disturbances. In this study, satellite tracking was used to study diver
movements and home ranges in relation to offshore wind farms in a main staging area in the German Bight,
partly declared as SPA.
Tracking data revealed extensive home ranges of several thousand square kilometres of red-throated divers
in the German North Sea and though displacement effects of wind farms are rather strong, they affect only
part of individual home ranges. However, detailed investigations of individual tracks also indicated changes in
movement patterns depending on the distance to the closest wind farm.
These behavioural changes are discussed in the context of species conservation and future OWF planning
decisions. It is concluded that approaches to monitor wind farm effects should consider both large-scale
movement patterns of mobile seabirds as well as large-scale effects from offshore wind farms.
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Posters
A review of the migratory movements of Shelduck to understand potential interactions with
offshore wind farms in the southern North Sea
Presentation Theme: Species-specific responses
Author(s): Ros M. Green, Niall H.K. Burton, Aonghais S.C.P. Cook
Institution(s): British Trust for Ornithology
Abstract: Migratory birds can cross the sea in large numbers but over a short time period, often at night and
sometimes in bad weather. As such, the numbers of these species interacting with proposed (or operational)
offshore wind farms (OWFs) are often not adequately recorded in the bird surveys undertaken as part of
Environmental Impact Assessments and, consequently, the possible effects of these developments on migratory
birds are not well understood.
A significant proportion of the north-west European population of Shelduck tadorna migrates across the
southern North Sea annually, and so may be potentially exposed to the effects associated with OWFs,
in particular collision or barrier effects. The aim of this project was to provide an overview of the current
knowledge of the migratory movements of UK populations of breeding and non-breeding Shelduck and to
highlight key knowledge gaps and provide recommendations for further work.
A literature review, and analysis of ring-recovery data from the British and Irish Ringing Scheme, assessed
existing knowledge of the migratory routes and timings of the species’ north-west European population, as
well as their flight heights. The majority of UK Shelduck migrate across the North Sea twice annually, travelling
to and from a major moulting site in the Helgoland Bight within the Wadden Sea. They generally leave Britain
between late-June and early-August and return any time between October and February. It is not currently
possible to link individuals between their breeding, moulting and non-breeding areas, which makes it difficult
to determine which individuals using the 32 designated UK Special Protection Areas, that include Shelduck as
a non-breeding feature, are likely to interact with OWFs. No information on specific migratory pathways was
available from the literature review or ring-recovery data, and only one reference presented empirical data on
Shelduck flight heights.
Although the timings and final destinations of the Shelduck moult migration are well documented, most primary
literature is from the 1940s-1980s, with more contemporary literature suggesting the moulting areas within
the Wadden Sea may have changed in recent years. There is a need to update the knowledge on migratory
routes and destinations in order to accurately assess potential OWF effects on the Shelduck population. The
biggest knowledge gaps are: the lack of data on specific migratory routes across the North Sea, flight heights
and behavioural responses to offshore structures. A pilot tracking study is being undertaken in summer 2019 to
collect data to address these knowledge gaps and is also reported.
The work was funded by the UK Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy’s Offshore Energy
Strategic Environmental Assessment programme.
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Posters
Reduced wind farm fatalities in a long migratory distance species in Spain: The common crane
(Grus grus).
Presentation Theme: Cumulative impacts and assessment
Author(s): López-Álvarez Alejandra, Alvaro Camiña, J. Martín.
Institution(s): ACRENA Environmental Consultants SL
Abstract: The common Crane (Grus grus) is a large species that in the Western Palearctic migrates every year
from Scandinavia to southern Spain and northern Africa. The population wintering in Spain accounted for
151,423 individuals in 2008 and is still increasing. We have analysed the post-construction monitoring reports
involving 400 wind farms (7,200 turbines) in fourteen provinces in Spain within the distribution range of the
species between October and March every year. Then, we mapped the migratory and wintering observations
comprising years 2016-2018 in 50 km belt areas, see Tellería (2009) for a similar approach. Up to now, there
are no operational wind farms in the main wintering region for the species in Extremadura (SW Spain), whilst
the species remains far from the wind energy developments in Andalusia. We have compared the existing
fatality data with the distribution of 2,778 migratory (79%) and wintering (21%) observations gathered by
volunteers in 2016-2018. Migratory observations, 96-98% of the total recorded in these periods, spread in a
400 km band running NE-SW twice per year.
Compared to the migratory numbers, a total of six common crane fatalities have been recorded up to now at
three wind farms, 0.75% of those monitored facilities. Four fatalities occurred in the spring migration and two
during the wintering season. Post-construction monitoring periods range three years to the entire lifespan of
the wind projects depending on the local Governments requirements and environmental consents. The common
crane, like vultures, is a conspicuous species that rarely remains undetected, so we are confident with the
results despite the gaps in post-construction monitoring detected in some areas. However, the fatalities seem to
concentrate in specific regions.
According to the IUCN the common crane population, and the numbers recorded wintering in Spain, is
increasing. We conclude the species is not affected by wind energy in Spain compared to collision with
powerlines and despite being a heavy sized bird. Our results are in accordance with other previous studies at
regional scale. During the field studies, we also saw diverts of flying flocks, but it seems it is not affecting the
global fitness of the population.
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Development of wind energy in Brazil: present and future latent conflict with bird collisions
Presentation Theme: Forward view: renewable energy in a climate changed environment
Author(s): Joana Ribeiro (1), Paulo E Cardoso (1), Helena Coelho (1), Miguel Mascarenhas (1)
Institution(s): Bioinsight, Lda
Abstract: Renewable energy is a fast-growing sector in Brazil with a projected installed capacity of 28,000
MW in 2026, representing an annual growth expansion of 15%. Wind energy is moving to into territories with
high wind availability, particularly in the Northeastern region. The country is also megadiverse in biodiversity
with an astonish bird fauna with over 1,622 species with some listed as highly susceptible to collision with
wind turbines. Besides that, the Northeastern holds the unique caatinga biome with several endemic and nearendemic bird species, some listed as Critically Endangered. In order to inform regional conservation strategies
and the development of clean energy, it is critical to identify conflict areas and this conflict may shift in a climate
change scenario.
We obtained present and future (2050) distribution of 27 species considered sensitive to collision with wind
turbines using ecogeographical variables from Wordclim (IPCC – future scenario RCP45) to evaluate richness
range shifts in a conflict-latent territory (where wind speed is > 4m/s). We used actual (installed and licensed
capacity until 2021) and a projected scenario for wind farm expansion in the same territory. The future scenario
was built excluding large water bodies, cities, and protected areas. By combining both species and wind energy
actual and projected scenarios, we identified areas prone to bird collisions and the level of collision risk based on
the number of present and future co-occurring species.
For northeastern Brazil, 90% of wind farms are installed in conflict-prone areas with one or more sensitive
species. Areas with high collision conflict (50% of more co-occurring sensitive species) represent 58% of the
region. In the projected future scenario 82% of the territory will be in a conflict-prone area with one or more
sensitive species and 47% of the available territory will be in high collision conflict areas.
The framework may be useful as a preliminary overview of potential latent conflict areas of wind farms with
biodiversity and guide the scoping of Environmental Impact Assessment studies in the specific context of
the Brazilian wind energy licensing process. It is also a valuable tool for regional planning for sustainable
development for this clean energy sector.
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Using seabird tracking data to more accurately assess collision risk
Presentation Theme: Wind and wildlife in practice
Author(s): Aonghais Cook
Institution(s): British Trust for Ornithology
Abstract: Assessing collision risk is a key part of the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) process for
offshore wind farms. It is typically assessed pre-construction using a collision risk model. Whilst a number of
models are available, these typically combine an estimate of the probability of a bird which passes through a
turbine colliding with a blade and, the number of birds passing through a collision risk window in any given
time period. However, the simplistic assumptions made by these models in relation to the flight behaviour of the
species concerned (speed, height and direction) has raised questions about how realistic predictions from these
models are.
Tracking data are increasingly being used to investigate potential impacts of wind farms and offer the potential
to more accurately describe the behaviour of birds within any given site. These data demonstrate how seabird
behaviour varies spatially, indicating the summarised information used by many existing models may not
accurately reflect spatial variation in collision risk. We discuss how these tracking data can be incorporated into
a collision risk modelling framework and, what the implications of this may be in relation to assessments of
collision risk.
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Broad-Scale acoustic monitoring for cetaceans and underwater noise in relation to offshore wind
farm construction in Scotland
Presentation Theme: Population-level and ecosystem effects
Author(s): Ross Culloch (1), Ian Davies (1), Ewan Edwards (1), Pablo Chevallard (1) Nathan Merchant (2) Nienke
van Geel (3) and Kate Brookes (1)
Institution(s): (1) Marine Scotland Science, Scottish Government, Marine Laboratory, 375 Victoria Road,
Aberdeen, UK, AB11 9DB (2) CEFAS, Pakefield Road, Lowestoft, Suffolk, UK, NR33 0HT (3) SAMS,
Dunstaffnage Marine Laboratory, Dunbeg, PA37 1QA
Abstract: Marine construction projects, such as offshore wind farms and port developments often use
techniques that produce significant levels of noise underwater, which could have effects on marine wildlife.
Marine Scotland is the government body responsible for regulating these activities in Scottish waters and for
ensuring that wildlife populations are protected in line with legislation.
Large scale offshore wind farm construction started off the Scottish east coast in 2017, using piled foundations.
To monitor for potential broad scale changes in distribution of protected cetacean species during construction
activities, Marine Scotland deployed an array of 30 click detectors and 10 broadband acoustic recorders across
the Scottish east coast each summer since 2013. Here we present baseline distributions for dolphins and
harbour porpoises, along with ambient noise levels recorded concurrently.
Dolphin detections across the monitored area are highly variable, with some locations that are clearly favoured.
Harbour porpoise are ubiquitous and in more than 60% of locations are detected on 100% of monitored days.
This is likely to mean that there is more power to detect changes in porpoise distribution in relation to offshore
wind farm pile driving than for dolphins.
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Assessing and managing the effect spheres of influence of offshore wind
Presentation Theme: Population-level and ecosystem effects
Author(s): Steven Degraer, Robin Brabant, Bob Rumes & Laurence Vigin
Institution(s): Royal Belgian Institute of Natural Sciences
Abstract: When considering the scale of the environmental impact of offshore wind, knowledge about the
extent of the sphere of influence is indispensable. The sphere of influence comprises four dimensions, i.e. the
two horizontal dimensions (distance from source of disturbance), the vertical spatial dimension (throughout the
water column and in the air) and time (rate of change, seasonal and yearly variation). At the smallest spatial
scale, the sphere of influence of an individual wind turbine is expected to comprise the biofouling and direct
hard substrate-associated communities, and the surrounding (often soft sediment and less mobile) communities
that are affected by the presence of the structure and its biofouling communities. This sphere of influence could
be called the first-order artificial reef effect. The sphere of influence for other, often more mobile species is less
likely to be concentrated at the scale of a single wind turbine, but rather at the spatial scale of a wind farm or
a multitude of wind farms. This second-order artificial reef effect particularly holds true for marine mammals
but also seabirds that may be attracted to or displaced from these offshore wind farms because of e.g. altered
foraging conditions and availability of roosts. Given the ambitious target of 100+ GW of offshore wind in
the North Sea by 2050, environmental monitoring of offshore wind farms is ever more targeting an impact
assessment at the larger spatial and temporal scales at which ecosystems are functioning. In this presentation
we will discuss how and where this in depth understanding of what happens at the wind turbine or wind farm
scale can be used in the upscaling of locally observed effects to anticipate likely ecosystem changes of massive
offshore wind deployment. The data presented was collected in the framework of the monitoring program of
environmental impacts of offshore wind farms in the Belgian part of the North Sea.
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Presentation Theme: Species-specific responses
Author(s): Robin Brabant (1), Yves Laurent (1), Bob Jonge Poerink (2) and Steven Degraer (1)
Institution(s): (1) Royal Belgian Institute of Natural Sciences, (2) Ecosensys
Abstract: Several bat species are known to migrate long distances between summer and winter roosts. During
migration, part of the population even crosses the North Sea. The developments of offshore wind farms in the
North Sea could therefore pose a collision risk for migrating bats; especially at higher altitudes. While bats
have been observed inside offshore wind farms, their activity at turbine rotor height yet remains unknown.
We therefore installed acoustic bat detectors at wind turbines in the Belgian part of the North Sea. Seven
detectors were installed on the service platform of the transition piece (16 m above mean sea level) and four
were installed on the nacelle of the turbines in the centre of the rotor swept area (93 m above mean sea level). A
total of 151 recordings of bats were made during 19 nights over an entire autumn migration season (20 August
2017 & 30 November 2017). 48 detections contained more than 10 calls. These were further investigated for
behavioural clues. Only 3 referred to foraging bats. The other 42 sequences were bats passing by, of which 10
sequences suggest that these bats were on the look-out for prey which fits in with a fly-and-forage migration
strategy. The detections at 93 m were around 10% of the detections made at 16 m. This indicates that the
occurrence of bats at that altitude is low, and our observations therefore suggest that the risk of collision is
rather low. However, the activity in the lower part of the rotor swept zone, outside the detection range of our
acoustic detectors, remains unknown and should be further investigated.
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Presentation Theme: Population-level and ecosystem effects
Author(s): Ninon Mavraki, Steven Degraer, Jan Vanaverbeke
Institution(s): Royal Belgian Institute of Natural Sciences, Ghent University
Abstract: Offshore wind farms in the southern North Sea are proliferating rapidly and add large quantities of
artificial hard substrate into soft-bottomed areas. These substrates are rapidly colonized by fouling species,
with some found along the entire depth gradient and others restricted to limited parts of the pile. This patchy
distribution of mainly sessile suspension feeders along the depth gradient might lead to spatial variation of
their trophic behaviour. This study investigates the intra-specific spatial variation in the isotopic signatures of
seven dominant fouling species: Mytilus edulis, Diadumene cincta, Metridium dianthus, Jassa herdmani, Necora
puber, Pisidia longicornis and Ophiothrix fragilis. The species were sampled at six locations along the depth
gradient and around a wind turbine in the Belgian part of the North Sea. From each of the species, the carbon
and nitrogen stable isotopes were analysed, and characteristics of their trophic niche (eccentricity (E), angle (θ)
and overlaps) investigated using the package SIBER. Potential food sources were also investigated using the
package SIMMR. Most of the investigated species feed on different food items at different locations, suggesting
that this trophic plasticity is a key to their success as fouling organisms on larger areas of wind turbines. On the
other hand, species that specialize in one food source independently on their location have a limited vertical
expansion. In addition, trophic niches from individuals sampled closer to the sea floor were elongated along the
δ13C axis, reflecting the use of multiple food sources available in environments with higher habitat complexity.
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Presentation Theme: Population-level and ecosystem effects
Author(s): Nicholas A. Friedenberg, Winifred F. Frick, Christian Newman, Lev Ginzburg
Institution(s): Applied Biomathematics, Bat Conservation International, Electric Power Research Institute,
Applied Biomathematics
Abstract: Migratory tree bats represent a large proportion of bat fatalities at on-shore wind farms in North
America. Hoary bats, in particular, have been estimated to comprise about 1.7 fatalities per megawatt of
installed capacity. However, strategies for reducing fatalities are currently finding their way into practice,
including operational mitigation and the use of ultrasonic deterrents. A prior study has shown that wind-related
mortality could threaten the hoary bat population with decline or extinction given 2014 levels of installed wind
capacity and no mitigation. We extend this analysis to look at the impact of continued wind energy buildout
in Canada and the United States through 2050. We develop a nonlinear model for estimating future fatality
rates based on projected capacity increases. We then use a simple population model to find the level of fatality
reduction necessary to manage the risk of decline or extinction, exploring a range of possible population sizes
and trends. While large uncertainties remain, the model suggests that extinction risk could be significantly
reduced through achievable levels of fatality reduction. However, there is also the chance that abundance has
already declined by 50% or more. Our results underscore the central need for a better understanding of hoary
bat abundance.
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Presentation Theme: Species-specific responses
Author(s): Ross Gardiner and Rob Main, and other co-authors
Institution(s): Marine Scotland Science
Author Name: Ross Gardiner
Institution of author: Marine Scotland Science

Abstract: Scotland is of international importance for its populations of Atlantic salmon which is an anadromous
fish species of high conservation and economic value. The main salmon rivers discharge into the Moray Firth
and on the east coast, which also have a developing offshore wind farm presence. Due to uncertainties over
possible impacts, information on the distribution of salmon, both the outgoing smolts and the returning adult
salmon, in space and time, is required as they pass through the coastal zone where developments are taking
place. New approaches, such as trawling with a near surface net, genetic stock identification and fish telemetry,
are now being used in these areas to complement more traditional research methods and have begun to allow
us to collect the data needed on smolts. The research is combining information from smolt traps on the timing
of river emigration with information from trawling, and from tracking smolts which have been acoustically
tagged in rivers using fixed curtains of acoustic receivers, which give more detailed information, but generally
over smaller study areas. In the trawling studies, which produce snapshot information over wider areas, a net
fitted with video cameras and PIT tag detection systems, was used and it also allowed smolts to be sampled
for genetic stock assignment to regions or rivers of origin but was also on occasion used open ended without
fish being retained. The results from both types of study will be discussed in the context of marine renewable
development and the potential wider relevance.
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Presentation Theme: Ecological implications of novel technology
Author(s): Abel Gyimesi, Jonne Kleyheeg-Hartman, Bas Engels, Daniel Beuker, Camiel Heunks
Institution(s): Bureau Waardenburg, The Netherlands
Abstract: Due to the increasing number of operational wind turbines, concerns are also rising about the effects
on wildlife. For instance, birds can collide with wind turbines or experience habitat loss due to avoidance of
wind farms. In order to appropriately assess these effects, considerable information is needed on local flight
paths, - intensities and heights. Dedicated bird radars are considered as a reliable measurement tool, providing
possibilities for automated data collection on local bird movements, as well as migration activity. Robin Radar
Systems developed in 2018 the 3D bird radar Max©. The radar has a single sensor system, providing a unique
full 3D information of bird flight movements: simultaneous flight tracks with height information of multiple
targets recorded and automatically stored in a spatial database. Being an entirely new system, there have been
no field experiences on the performance of the radar in real-life applications. In order to collect information
on the detection capability of the radar, in relation to different sizes of birds and distances from the radar, we
carried out a validation study for the Max bird radar, both for the horizontal and the vertical plane. We tested the
ratios of false negative and false positive observations, at different heights and three different distances from
the radar, both by visual observers, as well as by a vertically tilted mobile ship radar. The validation tests were
carried out at three different locations: along the coast, inland in open fields and inland along wetlands. Based
on the collected data, we provide detection probabilities per bird size group, specified for different distances and
weather conditions. The probability of detection is also compared between the Max bird radar and the mobile
ship radar.
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Presentation Theme: Wind and wildlife in practice
Author(s): Senta Huemer, Brigitte Komposch
Institution(s): ÖKOTEAM
Abstract: Montane forests are important habitats for many of the 28 Austrian bat species. In the last decade,
these habitats are increasingly utilised by wind farms due to the rapid-growing demand for renewable energy
sources. To reduce the number of bat fatalities, wind farm operation is restricted by curtailment algorithms
based on temperature and wind speed. However, these algorithms are usually deduced from studies made
under lowland conditions, which render their applicability to montane environments questionable. We therefore
address the following questions: How is bat activity in montane forests correlated with wind and temperature?
Are there significant differences between bat activity in lowland and mountainous forests regarding species
composition, phenology and meteorological parameters?
Bat activity was studied in five wind parks situated in Styrian montane spruce forests (1,200 & 1,700 m a.s.l.)
by using batcorders (ecoObs) in nacelles from April to October. All data were collected in the context of planned
wind energy projects; thus, study site selection was not randomized. All study sites have a low rotor-ground
distance of up to 50 m. We recorded bat calls and measured wind speed and air temperature. For call analysis
we used bcAdmin and batIdent; all calls were manually controlled and - if required - identified by bcAnalyze (all
ecoObs). For the correlation of the bat activity with wind speed and temperature we also used bcAdmin. For one
site neither wind nor temperature data were available, for another two sites no temperature data were available.
Eight species appear in the activity records, all of them known to be prone to collisions, except for the genus
Myotis which is observed at a single study site only. Call groups are distributed with 85-97 % Nyctaloid versus
2.5-15 % Pipistrelloid. The number of recordings differs greatly between the study sites, with the highest
number of recordings being 8,096 recordings at one site (a mean of 50.6 recordings per night). Our results
indicate that bat activity in montane forests differs from lowland conditions: Montane bats cope with higher
wind speed and lower temperatures than their lowland counterparts. Activity peaks occur in June, preceding
autumn migration periods. High activities occur from June to September, i.e. during a longer seasonal timeframe
than in the lowlands. Variability between daily call activities is very high, also within the same wind park
between the years and within a wind park between the wind energy turbines.
We conclude that & as proven in other studies & long-term recording is essential for significant conclusions
on bat activities, as it is also important to sample enough turbines within a wind energy site. The preliminary
results regarding wind speed and temperature will be integrated into a revision of the position paper of the
KFFÖ; (Koordinationsstelle für Fledermausschutz- und forschung in Österreich) on best practices for impact
assessments of wind energy utilisation on bats in Austria.
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Presentation Theme: Cumulative impacts and assessment
Author(s): Niklas Lindberg-Alseryd, Tim Hipkiss & Kristina Falk
Institution(s): Ecogain AB & Svevind AB
Abstract: Markbygden Wind Farm in northern Sweden, developed by Svevind AB, is Europe’s largest onshore
wind farm. The entire wind farm will have an annual energy production of up to 12 TWh from up to 1101
wind turbines, corresponding to approximately 7 % of Sweden’s electricity consumption. By the end of 2018,
122 wind turbines were in operation, while another 161 will be constructed in 2019. The whole wind farm is
estimated to be completed by 2021. The permit conditions for Markbygden stipulate a follow-up programme of
the region’s fauna and flora, in particular birds, to investigate any impacts on these during the construction and
operational phases of the wind farm.
The follow-up programme focusses on the following seven biological parameters: common breeding birds,
wetland birds, golden eagles, owls, terrestrial mammals, bats and vegetation. These parameters were chosen
as they are expected to generate data of sufficient quality for monitoring and evaluating the effects of the
operational wind farm. Most of these parameters have been surveyed prior to construction and will be surveyed
again after the first phase of the wind farm has been brought into operation at the end of 2019. Golden eagles
will be surveyed annually at least until the entire wind farm is in operation.
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Presentation Theme: Wind and wildlife in practice
Author(s): Andreas Bernhold, Antoine Bos and Tim Hipkiss
Institution(s): Ecogain AB
Abstract: The capercaillie (Tetrao urogallus) is widespread in Sweden’s boreal forests but protected by EU
legislation and is therefore often a species of concern in wind farm projects. Lekking sites are usually protected,
and previously a 1 km buffer zone excluding any wind turbines has been recommended around larger lekking
sites, where 5 or more displaying cocks have been reported. However, more recent studies have recommended
the use of buffer zones that are adapted to the available capercaillie habitat. Here we present a case study from
a planned wind farm in Sweden where ten capercaillie lekking sites were located. Lekking sites were located
by first identifying suitable habitats from aerial photos, then surveying sites in the field. Recommended buffer
zones of at least 500m around major lekking sites were adapted to include favourable capercaillie habitat, such
as wetlands, wetland-forest edges and mature coniferous forest with bilberry. In addition, any construction
operations within 300m of major lekking sites should be avoided during the spring lekking period. Smaller buffer
zones were recommended around minor lekking sites (with fewer than 5 displaying cocks), even though these
are not usually protected. With these measures any impact from the wind farm on lekking sites is predicted to
be very small, and thereby avoid any negative impact on the local capercaillie population.
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Presentation Theme: Species-specific responses
Author(s): Zoe L. Hutchison1, Andrew B. Gill, Peter Sigray, John W. King
Institution(s): 1) Graduate School of Oceanography, University of Rhode Island, USA
Abstract: Anguillid eels migrate an impressive distance (up to 6000 km), twice in their lifetime and they use
the Earths geomagnetic field, amongst other cues, to find their way. The glass eel has been shown to exhibit a
tidally influenced magnetic compass which helps them navigate their inward migration to freshwater tributaries
where they grow until reaching sexual maturity. With the assistance of their magnetic compass, the silver eel
then migrates downstream, across coastal and continental waters to their spawning ground in the Sargasso
Sea. During their migration through coastal waters, anguillids may encounter the electromagnetic fields (EMF)
of many cables, particularly with the growth of offshore wind energy and modern floating wind technology.
Previous research has shown that anguillid swimming speed slowed down when they encountered a subsea
electricity cable. With increasing frequency and capacity of cables, together with the potential for a high
encounter rate in coastal waters, there is a growing need to understand how anguillids respond to the EMF of
cables and to quantify that response. We present a dual experimental approach to quantify the behavioural
response of the American eel, Anguilla rostrata, to the EMF of a subsea, buried, high voltage direct current,
electricity cable in Long Island Sound, USA. We present preliminary data from part one of our study and
highlight our methodology for part two. In part one, we assessed the behaviour of tagged free-swimming
eels as they passed over a high definition acoustic array around the cable. For part two, we will obtain high
frequency 3D positional data from tagged eels held in two enclosures, allowing comparisons to be drawn
between the behaviour of eels exposed to the EMF of the cable and their behaviour in a control environment.
The positional data obtained from these studies provides insights on the quantifiable behavioural response of
anguillid eels to the EMF of subsea buried cables. The quantification of a behavioural effect is an important
first step in assessing the likely influence of EMFs from cables, in an anguillid’s migration to the Sargasso Sea to
spawn. Future studies should focus on combining the results from these studies with the likely encounter rate in
order to establish if a behavioural effect may become a negative population level impact.
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Author(s): Frode B. Johansen and Jon Krogvold
Institution(s): Norwegian Water Resources and Energy Directorate
Abstract: The Norwegian Water Resources and Energy Directorate (NVE) is the licensing authority for power
plants and all high voltage electricity installations in Norway. In 2016, the Ministry of Petroleum and Energy
instructed NVE to create a management tool called National framework for wind power. The objective was to
make sure that future wind farms are localized in suitable areas. The method was to create a knowledge base
about effects of wind power plants on all topics, and based on this, making a map showing in which areas
future wind power plants should be concentrated in Norway. As a part of the national framework, NVE ordered
reports about all wildlife aspects (birds, bats, reindeer, other mammals, nature diversity) from the Norwegian
Environment agency summarizing conclusions from research on effects of wind power plants on wildlife.
Based on this information and other considerations regarding effects for the society, in April 2019 the
Norwegian Water Resources and Energy Directorate pointed out 13 areas where future development of wind
power should be concentrated. These are the areas where wind power plants are believed to have less impact
on the society in its entirety. The areas cover a total area of approximately 29 000 km2 and are scattered all over
Norway. The framework will be a tool in future licensing work, and the intention is that it should be significantly
more difficult to get a license for wind power plants outside the designated areas.
The framework will this year be subject to a public hearing and will then be determined in the Norwegian
Parliament. A final decision about which areas should be designated for concentration of future wind power
development is believed to be clear in 2020.
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Abstract: Interest in renewable energy has rapidly grown, mainly encouraged by socio-economic development,
environmental sustainability and environmental policies relating to combating climate change and air pollution.
In this context, wind power has emerged as the most prevalent renewable energy source worldwide. In parallel
with wind power development, the requirement for environmental impact assessments of wind farms has
increased with conferences targeting the impact of wind power on wildlife. These conferences (such as CWW)
have been mostly aimed at countries where wind farm deployment (both onshore and offshore) is relatively
mature, such as in Europe and USA. There is evidently a need to address similar questions regarding wind
power and wildlife in other parts of the world where wind development is advancing.
In response, WIBIS (Wind and Biodiversity Summit) was designed by Bioinsight (Portugal), Berlin Institute of
Technology (Germany) and PANGALIA Environmental (UK), focussed on emergent wind power countries. WIBIS
established four objectives: a) to connect people; b) to disseminate the best practices; c) to promote global I&D
projects; d) and to share knowledge. WIBIS is a 2-day conference with theoretical and practical components,
joining together wind energy developers, environmental and government authorities, financial institutions,
academia, consultants, civil society, and other stakeholders, in dialogue to promote harmonisation of clean and
sustainable energy development and socio-environmental impacts. In 2018, WIBIS had two events: WIBIS
Brazil and WIBIS Mexico. For 2019, WIBIS events will be hosted in South Africa, Portugal, with follow ups
requested in Brazil and Mexico.
An initial assessment of the participation in the first two events considered whether the outcomes align
with WIBIS objectives. So far, WIBIS connected 132 wind energy stakeholders (61 - Brazil, 71 - Mexico)
representing eight nationalities. Most participants were consultants (42%), and developers (22%). The
remaining 36% represented financial institutions, authorities, academia, lawyers and media. The knowledge
exchange was facilitated through 27 presentations from seven country perspectives (Brazil, Germany, Jordan,
Mexico, Portugal, South Africa and United Kingdom), highlighting expertise and experiences from three
continents. WIBIS promoted best practices through nine presentations focussed on successful case studies in
Brazil, Mexico and Jordan; five presentations on bird and bat impact assessment guidelines and monitoring in
Brazil, Mexico, Portugal, South Africa and the UK; and projects financed by International Finance Corporation.
In addition, 16 hours were dedicated to practical workshops supported by case studies (experimental design
for biodiversity studies, mortality estimates and social impact assessment). Already a successful partnership is
developing as a result of WIBIS Brazil, BioInsight is collaborating the promotion of a global R&D project with the
industry Companhia Paulista de Força e Luz (CPFL) Energia in Brazil.
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Abstract: Of all the potential effects of wind farms on birds, avian collision mortality and the associated collision
risk modelling has historically received the most attention. A variety of models exist which have been developed
to estimate the potential collision mortality caused by wind turbines. In the UK and elsewhere across Europe,
a model developed by Band et al. (2007) is the most commonly used. Collision risk models typically require
relatively large numbers of parameters. In the case of the Band model these include parameters related to the
wind turbine such as number of turbine blades, rotor radius and blade width, and others such as wingspan,
bird length and flight speed related to the bird. Parameters related to the turbine structure such as the number
of blades generally have a fixed value however the majority related to bird biometrics and flight behaviour
have a distribution of possible values, and all of these may be uncertain. Therefore, it is important to assess the
sensitivity of the Band model to these different input parameters.
Previous sensitivity analysis suggests that the parameter to which collision risk models are most sensitive is
the avoidance rate, a correction factor including the proportion of birds that react to a wind turbine in order
to avoid a collision (Chamberlain et al. 2006). We argue that this is based on a mis-understanding of the
parameters used in the models as it is actually the non-avoidance rate, i.e. 1-avoidance rate, that is used in the
model calculations. We re-examine model sensitivity following the methodology of Chamberlain et al. (2006)
but considering the non-avoidance rather than the avoidance rate. Preliminary analyses demonstrate that the
non-avoidance rate, percentage at collision risk height and bird density all had an equal effect on the predicted
number of collisions, with a 10% change from the baseline value causing a 10% change in the predicted
number of collisions. Bird flight speed was also highlighted as an important input parameter. The sensitivity of
the models to bird density, percentage at collision risk height and avoidance behaviour (or lack thereof) has been
well established. However, few studies to date have consider the sensitivity to flight speed as an important
factor.
Using a real-world example, we assess spatio-temporal variation in the flight speed of Lesser Black-backed
Gulls and consider the implications for predictions of collision risk. We demonstrate that flight speed is strongly
influenced by wind speed and direction and, how accounting for this real variation in the data may influence
collision risk predictions made in relation to several operational wind farms.
To date, discussions around collision risk modelling have often focussed on improvements to the understanding
of avoidance rates. Whilst there has been some work to better understand species flight heights and densities
within proposed and operational wind farms, the potential importance of estimates of bird flight speed has been
largely overlooked to date. We argue that in order to better understand collision risk within offshore wind farms,
we need to develop models better able to account for spatio-temporal patterns in bird behaviour and thereby
better reflect biological reality.
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Author(s): Amanda Hale, Austin Chipps, Kara Scolman, Sara Weaver, Dean Williams
Institution(s): Texas Christian University
Abstract: Large numbers of bats are killed at wind energy facilities world-wide and there is a pressing need to
improve our understanding of why this is happening and develop effective strategies to minimize impacts. To
make this happen however, we need accurate assessments of which individuals from which bat species are
being killed, both at the level of individual wind projects as well as at regional or range-wide scales. Correctly
determining sex and even species identification on partially decomposed and scavenged remains in the field is
not always possible, but fortunately two genetic approaches are now available that can provide this information.
The purpose of this study was therefore to demonstrate the utility of applying these genetic approaches to a
post-construction fatality dataset collected from two wind energy facilities in the Lower Rio Grande River Valley
in south Texas, U.S. This region is undergoing a rapid expansion of wind energy development, has a diverse bat
community with many morphologically similar species, and early reports suggested that northern yellow bats
(Lasiurus intermedius) and southern yellow bats (Lasiurus ega), a state-listed threatened species, may be killed
in high numbers at wind turbines in this area. Using carcasses collected in post-construction fatality monitoring
in 2017 and 2018, we obtained wing membrane tissue samples from 417 bats that were identified as either
L. intermedius (68%) or L. ega (32%) in the field. Of these carcasses, sex assignments were 18% female, 19%
male, and 63% unknown with no differences between the two species. To date we have extracted DNA from
85 of the tissue samples, from which we have amplified regions of the X and Y chromosomes using PCR to
determine sex (n = 56) and sequenced a region of the mitochondrial COI gene to confirm species identify (n =
76). These preliminary data have indicated a female-biased sex ratio: 72% of the samples were female bats.
These data have also revealed the presence of two additional bat species, the western red bat (L. blossevellii; n
= 3) and the western yellow bat (L. xanthinus; n = 7), in the dataset. Accurate species identification in the field
appeared to be more difficult for L. ega (30% misidentifications) than for L. intermedius (5% misidentifications).
We will complete molecular sex determination and species identification for the remaining tissue samples,
which will improve our understanding of the relative impacts of wind turbine caused mortality on Lasiurus bat
species in the Lower Rio Grande River Valley. Although our analysis is not yet complete, our data indicate that a
molecular approach to sex determination is necessary for any study investigating the potential influence of sex
on collision risk. Furthermore, we recommend that DNA barcoding should be used for species identification in
regions with morphologically similar bat species and where there could be impacts to species of conservation
concern.
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Active turbine management program (ATMP) mitigating environmental risk and increasing wind
power projects productivity
Presentation Theme: Wind and wildlife in practice
Author(s): Ahmed Badr, Ashraf Kraidy, Ali Khazma and Ahmed Khalil
Institution(s): RCREEE
Abstract: Egypt sits on the Rift Valley flyway, the second largest flyway for migrating birds in the world. An
estimated 1.5 million birds of 37 species, principally raptors, storks, pelicans and ibises, use the flyway to
migrate between their breeding areas in Eastern Europe and Western and Central Asia in spring and their
wintering areas in Africa in autumn. The Gulf of Suez (GoS) area is a focal area for migrants entering and
leaving the African Continent. High wind energy potentials in the GoS stimulated rapid development of wind
energy facilities, which poses additional risk to migratory soaring birds (MSBs) using the area as their main
migration route. The principal risk to MSBs from wind energy developments is colliding with rotating turbine
blades, and with associated overhead powerlines. Turbine arrays within a migration flyway may also have
barrier and disturbance effects on migrating bird populations. Recognizing these risks, a thorough postconstruction bird monitoring program (BMP), an appropriate shutdown on-demand (SOD) program and collision
fatality monitoring will be implemented when operating multiple wind farms within the GoS. In 2015, RCREEE
initiated the ATMP aims to determine the optimum turbines operations periods during the heavy bird migratory
seasons during pre-, under-, and post-construction of wind farms. RCREEE has signed the protocol with three
governmental institutions (EEAA, EETC and NREA). The aim of this protocol is to facilitate cooperation among
relevant stakeholders and provides a strategic and operational framework to assess the environmental impacts
of wind power plants in the GoS. Based on this protocol, RCREEE on behalf of private wind energy developers
will develop, manage, and implement the ATMP more than 500 MW wind farms such as RGWE and Lekela,
which is compromised of the BMP, SOD-programs, collision fatality monitoring, assessment of SOD-program
impact on energy yield and ATMP operational guidelines. ESIA 200 km2 2010 (spring: 177,516 birds; 27 target
species so that White Stork and Steppe Buzzard each constituting 38%, autumn: 22 target species so that the
majority of all individuals belonged to White Stork 54%) ESIA 300 km2 (autumn 2012: 9,139; 21 target so that
the majority of all individuals belonged to White stork 60%, spring 2013: 213,469; 26 target species so that
White Stork constituting about 67%) SESA 284 km2 (autumn 2016: 2,437; 23 target species so that European
Honey Buzzard, White Stork and Great White Pelican representing about 91%, spring 2017: 147,611; 27 target
species so that White Stork, Steppe Buzzard and European Honey Buzzard were the most numerous species
90%) Lekela 2017 (spring: 61,179; 66 species most of them were the White Stork 48%, Steppe Buzzard 23%
and Honey Buzzard 6%, 22,732; 24 species) RGWE (autumn 2018: 24,822; 25 target species most of them
White Pelican 34.4%, Honey Buzzard 31.6%, and White Stork 30.9%, spring 2019 158,689; 29 target species
most of them White Stork, Steppe Buzzard and Honey Buzzard) It is expected that curtailment losses resulting
from the SOD-program will most probably be in the range of 1.4% to 2.0% from the wind farms’ annual energy
production.
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Presentation Theme: Wind and wildlife in practice
Author(s): Juha Niemi, Juha T. Tanttu
Institution(s): Tampere University
Abstract: Collisions between birds and wind turbines can be a significant problem in wind farms. Practical
deterrent methods are required to prevent these collisions. However, it is improbable that a single deterrent
method would work for all bird species in a given area. An automatic bird identification system is needed in
order to develop bird species level deterrent methods. This system is the first and necessary part of the entirety
that is eventually able to identify, monitor, and launch deterrent measures. The first Finnish offshore wind farm
is used as a test site in this research. Requirements of the environmental license of this wind farm demand
that bird species are monitored in the vicinity of wind turbines. Two key bird species are particularly stated in
the environmental license: the white-tailed eagle (Haliaeetus albicilla) and the lesser black-backed gull (Larus
fuscatus fuscatus).
The system consists of a separate radar system for detection of the birds, a digital single-lens reflex camera
with telephoto lens for capturing images, a motorized video head for steering the camera, and convolutional
neural networks trained on the images with a deep learning algorithm for image classification. Imbalanced data
are utilized because the distribution of the captured images is naturally imbalanced. Distribution of the training
data set is applied to estimate the actual distribution of the bird species in the test area. Species identification
is based on the image classifier that is a hybrid of hierarchical and cascaded models. The main idea is to train
classifiers on bird species groups, in which the species resembles more each other than any other species
outside the group in terms of coloration and shape.
The radar system includes two radars, a horizontal radar and a vertical radar. Ability of aiming the video head at
a target bird, and thus capturing images automatically, is based on the angular resolutions of these two radars.
The combined angular resolution gives the smallest possible rectangle for target bird detection. The detected
bird can be located in anywhere inside the resolution rectangle, but as angular resolution is determined by the
antenna beam width represented by the -3 dB points (half-power), the probability of detection is largest in the
centre of the resolution rectangle. Autofocus system of the camera uses focusing points that are placed in a
rectangle. Successful aiming is possible when the focusing-point-rectangle is at least as large as the resolution
rectangle at a given range.
The results of this study show that the developed image classifier model has sufficient performance to identify
bird species in a test area. The proposed system produced very good results, when the hybrid hierarchical model
is applied on the imbalanced data sets.
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Taking a collaborative approach to identifying and addressing these knowledge gaps brings
multiple benefits across the sector, ensuring high priority knowledge gaps are addressed in the
most efficient and thorough way and thereby avoiding duplication of effort, which can occur
particularly transboundary, without such forums.
Presentation Theme: Reducing uncertainty
Author(s): Sue O’Brien
Institution(s): JNCC
Abstract: Large-scale deployment of offshore wind can play a significant role in reducing climate change
emissions. In the UK, 30GW of offshore wind is planned by 2030. However, large-scale deployment is
constrained by potential environmental impacts, especially cumulative impacts from multiple developments
across a species range. There are many gaps in our understanding of the effects of offshore wind on marine bird
and mammal populations. Lack of knowledge leads to precaution and uncertainty in consent decision making.
Rapidly identifying and addressing these knowledge gaps is key to successful deployment of future offshore
wind energy. This talk describes a collaborative approach to identifying and filling critical knowledge gaps in
our understanding of the impact of offshore wind development on marine bird populations and describes an
example of this approach working in practice.
The Offshore Wind Strategic Monitoring and Research Forum (OWSMRF) provides a platform for nature
conservation advisors, NGOs and regulators to work with developers to agree the species and issues that pose
the greatest consent risk for future offshore wind development. Through OWSMRF, the critical knowledge
gaps are identified, and scientific input is sought to assist with developing novel research projects that will
fill these key knowledge gaps. Using scientific expertise at this stage ensures research is novel, high-quality,
and feasible. Funding from industry, government and other sources is then sought to take forward research
proposals. Levering funds to deliver research identified through this process is supported by a clear audit trail
that demonstrates the proposed research is both scientifically robust and of high importance to offshore wind.
The Red-throated Diver Energetics Project is an example of a research project that is underway, that was
developed and funded using this cross-sectoral collaborative approach. Red-throated divers have hindered
offshore wind development in the UK and Germany as they are known to be displaced considerable distances
by the presence of operational wind farms. However, the population consequences of displacement are
unknown. Do displaced divers move elsewhere without problem or do they die or fail to breed? Using a
collaborative approach, a workshop with scientists was held to identify feasible and robust research projects
that could help improve understanding of the consequences of displacement for red-throated divers. From this,
a project was developed to tag divers thereby obtaining the first empirical measures of the time they spend
foraging during the non-breeding season. Funding was obtained from industry, BEIS, The Crown Estate and
NERC, i.e. it is funded by both government and industry. The Red-throated Diver Energetics Project is retrieving
tags during summer 2019 with first results due autumn 2019.
The OWSMRF pilot year is underway to test the prioritisation process and identify and facilitate delivery of
a first tranche of high priority research. Taking a collaborative approach to identifying and addressing these
knowledge gaps brings multiple benefits across the sector, ensuring critical knowledge gaps are addressed in
the most efficient and effective way.
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Impacts of alert sounds on raptors flying on wind farms
Presentation Theme: Species-specific responses
Author(s): Clelia Perrin, Pauline Rico and Hubert Lagrange
Institution(s): Sens of Life
Abstract: Assessing the impact of wind farms on birds is at the heart of today’s environmental challenges (Itty,
2017). Raptors’ mortality from collisions with wind turbines currently raises many conservation issues (Erickson,
2001). Several innovative technological tools exist to regulate wind turbine activity in real time according to bird
activity (Kelly, West and Davenport, 2009). The scaring sounds tool is in full development and in the evaluation
and improvement phase (May, Hamre, Vang and Nyagard, 2012).
Building on the studies of bird care on airports, this study evaluates the effectiveness of acoustic warning on the
Raptors’ behaviour on a wind farm in order to reduce the risk of collision. It also aims to understand and analyse
the behaviour of raptors in front of wind farms. The purpose of this study is to characterise:
• The reactions of birds of prey to the emission of different sounds (songs and cries of different species,
anthropogenic noises),
• The phenomenon of habituation to the emission of sounds,
• Raptors’ reactions to a wind farm without warning sound.
Five study sites in different environments (wine-growing plain, scrubland, agricultural plain, forest environment)
were tested. The equipment used to carry out this study consists of a smartphone connected to a high-power
amplifier and a loudspeaker (130dB). This smartphone contains the playlists of sounds to test. They are
composed of songs or alarm calls corresponding to the species identified on wind farms such as large raptors
(golden eagle, red kite, black kite, short-toed eagle, common buzzard) but also common kestrels and lesser
kestrels. Playlists of sounds from our daily lives (phone rings, sirens) were composed to evaluate the reaction of
raptors. These sound emissions vary from three to nine seconds depending on the playlist chosen. The audible
warning is triggered when a raptor is approaching the wind farm at a distance of about one kilometer. The
audible warning is also activated when the distance between the raptor and the wind turbine is assessed as
dangerous (risk of collision) according to its flight speed.
When raptors fly close to the wind farm, various warning sounds are emitted and the bird’s behaviour is
recorded according to a predefined ethogram: U-turn, avoidance with altitude increase, loss of altitude, no
reaction... Observations without sound generation are also rated to have a control group.
According to our preliminary results, raptors have very few reactions to the emission of acoustic warnings
composed of songs or alarm calls from their own species. On the contrary, the emission of anthropogenic
noise attracts their attention and makes it possible to avoid collision with the blades of the wind turbine. The
time spent on observation of the raptors’ behaviour on wind farms without warning sound has also brought
consistent information about the use of the habitat on the wind farm area.
The purpose of using the acoustic warning is now more to protect the raptors from the danger than to scare
them away. Through the learning of individuals, it may be possible that raptors associate the emission of sound
with danger and in the future avoid wind farms on their own. Light scaring tests would also be relevant because
raptors have much better and more developed sight than hearing. This future innovative research approach aims
to reconcile the production of renewable energy and the preservation of biodiversity.
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Presentation Theme: Population-level and ecosystem effects
Author(s): Maarten Platteeuw, Inger van den Bosch, Aylin Erkman, Martine Graafland, Maarten de Jong,
Suzanne Lubbe, Ingeborg van Splunder & Marijke Warnas
Institution(s): Rijkswaterstaat
Abstract: In 2016 an integrated Dutch governmental ecological research programme was launched for the
period of 2017 to 2021 to investigate the impact of offshore wind farm development on the Dutch continental
shelf, aimed at decreasing the scientific uncertainties identified previously, at identifying possible mitigation
measures and evaluating their effectiveness and at reducing the costs of mitigation. The research has since
been focusing mainly on (potential) effects on birds (both collision risk and habitat loss due to displacement),
marine mammals (mainly disturbance due to underwater noise produced during pile driving), bats (collision
risk), benthic communities and fish (change of substrate as well as change in use and electromagnetic fields).
For birds and marine mammals, the intention has been to apply a modelling approach, allowing to assess the
potential (cumulative) impact of the full future offshore wind developments on population level, in order to be
able to comply with nature conservation targets. For bats this approach has turned out to be impracticable as
yet, due to huge uncertainties about the size of the relevant populations. For benthic and fish communities it is
also still impossible to assess any population level impacts. Some of the findings on each of the topics treated
will be presented in more detail here. Finally, we will also briefly present the results of a first qualitative quick
scan on the possible ecosystem effects of large-scale offshore wind development in the southern North Sea.
From this quick scan, it turned out that with the future offshore wind developments, it is likely that fundamental
changes might occur in patterns of e.g. stratification, hydromorfodynamics and distribution and abundance of
hard substrate benthic filter feeders. These changes, in turn, could lead to structural changes in e.g. foodweb
relationships that could also affect birds, marine mammals and fish. It is the intention to further pursue this line
of research (and modelling) in the future.
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Cumulative impacts of windfarms on population level of seabirds and migratory water birds in the
North Sea
Presentation Theme: Population-level and ecosystem effects
Author(s): Astrid Potiek, M.P. Collier, H. Schekkerman, R.C. Fijn
Institution(s): Bureau Waardenburg, Sovon
Abstract: Offshore wind farms may affect birds by direct mortality through collisions, or by indirect mortality
through habitat loss. The rapid growth in offshore wind farms in recent decades calls for studies into the
cumulative impacts of these developments and it is particularly important to consider these impacts at the
population level.
Based on a recent cumulative impact assessment, 13 bird species (five gulls, two skuas, two terns, three
wildfowl, one wader) were selected for which the predicted additional mortality due to collisions with offshore
wind turbines in the North Sea was close to the provisionally applied threshold as calculated by the potential
biological removal (PBR). In a subsequent study, we developed Leslie matrix models for these 13 species, and
show how long-term effects of additional mortality in the North Sea can be assessed at the population level
using different metrics such as the probability of a 10% decline (with and without additional mortality) or the
relative population size after 30 years (impacted / unimpacted scenario).
Relatively strong population-level impacts were found for lesser black-backed gull, great black-backed gull and
black tern. In contrast, population models of black-legged kittiwake and Brent goose showed no large impact at
the population level. For example, lesser black-backed gull models for a null scenario showed a median annual
population growth of 0.35%, whereas the impacted scenario projected an annual decline by 0.3%. As a result,
the proportion of runs with a 10% decline increased from 42% in the null scenario to 49% in the impacted
scenario. The projected median population size after 30 years in the impacted scenario was 17% lower than in
the null scenario.
In addition to deterministic collision rate models, we also incorporated stochasticity in body length, wingspan,
flight speed and flight height distribution to estimate the number of victims. Interestingly, incorporating
individual-based stochasticity in flight height distribution resulted in a lower number of estimated victims for
lesser black-backed gull, and therefore a smaller impact (after 30 years 9.5% lower median population size
compared to null scenario). In our presentation we will elaborate further on the impacts of additional mortality
when smaller population levels, such as breeding colonies close to wind farms, are assessed.
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Wind turbine operational mitigation: the necessity of differentiating species when assessing bat
tolerance to wind speed
Presentation Theme: Species-specific responses
Author(s): Fagniné Coulibaly, Charlotte Roemer & Yves Le Bras
Institution(s): Biotope
Abstract: To reduce bat collisions or barotraumas at wind farms, several studies demonstrated the effectiveness
of wind turbine operational mitigation using wind speed and temperature as variables (i.e. raising of cut-inspeed to avoid the operation of turbines simultaneously to high bat activity). Even if all bats decrease their
activity with increasing wind speed, the rate of this decrease seems to be different from one species to another.
Yet, most operational algorithms are built based on total bat activity (without species differentiation), which
could be a serious threat to rare species that would be more tolerant to wind speed. The goal of our study is to
assess wind speed tolerance for all species in a bat community in order to propose a wind turbine operational
system that considers differences in species responses to wind speed.
For this purpose, we studied bat responses to wind speed using hierarchical general additive models (HGAM).
Bat activity was monitored with stereo microphones installed at the foot and at the top of 41 wind masts in
France and Belgium, which allowed us to locate bat passes at height or at ground level. The dataset (6,904
nights) contains 216,504 recordings of 19 species and three species groups. Species responses were first
studied by pooling recordings at height and at ground to study the effect of wind speed on the total activity of
each species on site. We then intend to differentiate species activity at ground level and at height to test the
hypothesis according to which bats fly lower with increasing wind speeds.
The preliminary results of our study show that species belonging to the guild of long-range echolocators (LRE)
such as Nyctalus are more tolerant to wind speed than mid-range echolocators (MRE) such as Pipistrellus or
short-range echolocators (SRE) such as Myotis.
This study is the first in our knowledge to assess species-specific tolerance and vertical distribution in function
of wind speed for several species in a bat community and for a large amount of study sites. LRE are known to
be more susceptible to wind turbine collisions than other species. Because LRE are less common than MRE in
several European countries, more efforts should be put on differentiating species tolerance to wind speed in
operational mitigation algorithms. Wind farm pre-construction studies provide species richness and abundance,
and this information should be used to adapt turbine mitigation according to the prevalence of LRE on site.
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case study on Montagu’s Harriers
Presentation Theme: Reducing uncertainty
Author(s): Tonio Schaub (1,2), Raymond H.G. Klaassen (1,3), Willem Bouten (4), Almut E. Schlaich (1,3) & Ben J.
Koks (1)
Institution(s): 1 Dutch Montagu’s Harrier Foundation, Scheemda, The Netherlands; 2 Animal Ecology Group, Inst.
for Biochemistry and Biology, Univ. of Potsdam, Potsdam, Germany; 3 Conservation Ecology Group, Groningen
Inst. for Evolutionary Life Sciences, Univ. of Groningen, Groningen, The Netherlands; 4 Computational GeoEcology, Inst. for Biodiversity and Ecosystem Dynamics, Univ. of Amsterdam, Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Abstract: GPS tracking has greatly improved our understanding of the movement ecology of birds. However,
the accuracy of conventional GPS tracking (fix interval of some minutes to several hours) is insufficient for
addressing particular issues related to wind turbine collision risk, i.e. flight altitude and avoidance of wind
turbines. Collecting GPS positions at a high temporal resolution (fix interval of a few seconds) represents a way
to overcome this drawback by increasing positional accuracy, which has not been widely applied so far.
In this case study, we investigated the collision risk of Montagu’s Harriers Circus pygargus with wind turbines in
the Dutch-German border region based on GPS data collected at a three-second interval. The estimated mean
error in altitude above ground level in this data was 3.3 m, compared to 13.4 m in data sampled at low temporal
resolution (fix interval of five minutes). We quantified avoidance of wind turbines based on a null model of
random flight behaviour.
The majority of flights of Montagu’s Harriers were low, with only 7.1% of fixes within the average height
range of wind turbine rotors in our study area (45-125 m). When flying at rotor height, Montagu’s Harriers
significantly avoided wind turbines with an avoidance rate of 93.5%.
We combined these new findings with general information on flight behaviour (e.g. proportion of time spent in
flight) and data on the spatial distribution of nest sites in the study area, applying Band collision risk models.
These models indicated a rather low number of yearly fatalities at present, but the collision risk could greatly
increase in case of wind energy developments inside core breeding areas. Furthermore, our results suggest
benefits of wind turbines with a higher distance between rotor and ground for Montagu’s Harriers e.g. in case
of repowering & due to a reduced proportion of time spent at risk height compared to lower turbines. In general,
our study demonstrates the great potential of high-resolution GPS tracking for collision risk assessments.
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GPS-tracking of migration and flight heights of Eurasian curlew (Numenius arquata) with respect
to offshore windfarms
Presentation Theme: Species-specific responses
Author(s): Philipp Schwemmer1, Pierrick Bocher2, Jerome Fort2, Jaanus Elts3, Riho Marja3, Stefan Garthe1
Institution(s): 1) Research and Technology Centre (FTZ), University of Kiel; 2) University of La Rochelle; 3)
University of Tartu
Abstract: Previous studies showed that Eurasian curlews (Numenius arquata) are amongst the most vulnerable
species with respect to offshore windfarms (OWFs) as they show a high collision risk as well as potentially
significant population effects. Therefore, we studied the possible overlap of curlew migration patterns with
existing OWF sites on the East Atlantic Flyway. Information on their migration pathways are scarce and most of
the available knowledge was so far generated by ringing recoveries. The use of miniaturized GPS devices now
enables the individual recording of migration routes with a very high spatial and temporal resolution. A total
of 45 birds were caught at wintering sites at the French Atlantic coast, the German Wadden Sea and Estonia.
Moreover, we used high resolution GPS data to record flight heights of 10 individuals crossing the North and
Baltic Seas to assess the migration time spent at rotor heights.
While most curlews wintering at the Atlantic coast showed a pronounced coastal migration along the English
Channel and the southern North Sea coast, many of the birds wintering in the UK crossed the offshore area of
the North Sea and partly overlapped with OWFs. Across the Baltic Sea, the curlews showed a typical broad
front migration and substantial overlap with existing OWFs. Offshore migration mostly took place during the
night-time.
Flight heights varied greatly between individuals and ranged between 30m and 5,000 m. They were much
dependent on weather conditions. About 48% of the records showed heights 220 m and therefore it can be
concluded that curlews spent almost half of their migration time at turbine heights.
Both, the broad front migration across the Baltic Sea with substantial spatial overlap with OWFs and the
recordings of the flight heights suggest a high conflict potential with OWFs for migrating curlews.
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Empirical evidence of seabird avoidance behaviour at offshore wind farms - the Offshore
Renewables Joint Industry Programme (ORJIP) bird collision avoidance study
Presentation Theme: Species-specific responses
Author(s): Henrik Skov, Robin Ward, Stefan Heinänen, Tim Norman, Sara Méndez-Roldán
Institution(s): DHI
Abstract: Potentially one of the most significant predicted environmental impacts from offshore wind farms is
the risk of birds colliding with the turbine blades. However, the evidence base available with respect to specific
collision and avoidance rates to inform impact assessment for new offshore wind farm developments is limited.
The Offshore Renewables Joint Industry Programme (ORJIP) bird collision avoidance (BCA) study, which
started in 2014, was a joint industry project managed by Carbon Trust, United Kingdom (UK) and funded
by 15 parties. NIRAS (UK) and DHI (Denmark) oversaw developing the sensor technologies and analytical
framework necessary to improve the evidence base for seabird avoidance behaviour and collisions around
offshore wind farms in order to offer better support to consenting applications for the offshore wind industry.
This presentation will describe the ORJIP BCA Study, present its main results and discuss the implications for
collision risk modelling.
During two years of fieldwork from summer 2014, the project monitored avoidance behaviour and collision
impacts, using a novel automated multi-sensor detection system consisting of pan-tilt cameras in digital
communication with surveillance radar systems, within the Thanet offshore wind farm, and combined laser
rangefinders, surveillance and high-performance radars at the periphery of the wind farm. The detection system
within the wind farm collected data at the species level on meso and micro avoidance, and recorded collision
events automatically. The detection system at the periphery of the wind farm collected data on macro avoidance
and flight altitudes, and by using observer-based radar and rangefinder tracking the clear majority of data was
at the species level.
The analytical framework enabled macro and meso avoidance to be quantified using analyses of redistribution
of seabirds and accounting for different sizes of avoidance and non-avoidance zones. Estimation of micro
avoidance was undertaken by quantifying the proportion of seabirds in the rotor-swept zone taking evasive (last
second) action towards the rotor blades. Very large sample sizes were obtained for the target species (Northern
Gannet, Lesser Black-backed Gull, Herring Gull, Great Black-backed Gull and Black-legged Kittiwake) for macro
(2,945 tracks) and meso avoidance videos (12,131 videos) during daylight hours. During night hours, on the
contrary, low seabird flight activity limited the estimation of avoidance rates. The overall avoidance rates were
mostly influenced by micro and meso avoidance rates. At the meso scale, the vast majority of seabirds were
observed to avoid the rotor-swept zone by flying between turbine rows, while at the micro scale flight paths
crossing the rotor-swept zone with adjustments were the most frequent type of avoidance recorded with the
majority recorded flying along the spinning rotor.
The overall avoidance rates reported by this study were higher than avoidance rates currently used by
regulators and planning advisors with respect to estimation of collision risk at offshore wind farms to the five
target species. The ORJIP bird avoidance behaviour and collision impact monitoring at offshore wind farms
study has provided enhanced input for collision risk modelling (CRM), including species-specific data on flight
speed and track speeds that can inform the estimation of more realistic fluxes of seabirds. As the application of
empirical avoidance rates is limited in the Band CRM, development of a CRM capable of dealing with empirical
and spatially explicit data is urgently needed.
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successes, challenges and future priorities
Presentation Theme: Wind and wildlife in practice
Author(s): Carol E. Sparling, Rachael R. Sinclair, Ursula K. Verfuss and Cormac G. Booth
Institution(s): SMRU Consulting, University of St Andrews
Abstract: Impact assessments of offshore wind farm construction and operation on marine wildlife is a crucial
step in the licencing process for new projects. As the scale and number of offshore wind farm developments
increases globally, there are an increasing number of uncertainties about the potential impacts of offshore
wind on resident and migrating marine mammal species. As a consequence, many research projects and
monitoring programmes have been implemented worldwide. These efforts have provided valuable information
on the nature and scale of impacts on some marine mammal species from offshore wind farm construction
and operation. We review several examples of these studies and explore the extent to which findings have
been implemented in assessments. In general, we found that while scientific studies may provide very relevant
findings and results, there are a number of challenges in implementing these findings into EIA and HRA practice.
These include: a lack of specific guidance on how general outcomes should be implemented in practice, which
can lead to differences in interpretation and inconsistencies between assessments; the often-protracted time
lag between generating results and publishing in peer reviewed journals and the limitations to the extent that
specific findings can be generalised to future situations, particularly as scale of development increases and
technology evolves. We present specific marine mammal case studies where findings of such research have
been translated into practical tools that can be used by the EIA/HRA practitioner to inform robust assessments.
We also provide recommendations for the reporting of future research outcomes to improve the translation into
assessment practice.
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onshore wind energy development
Presentation Theme: Future wildlife challenges to renewable energy
Author(s): David Tidhar, Chris Robinson, Jerry Roppe, Amy Parsons, Fiona Miller and Gillian Vallejo
Institution(s): Natural Power Consultants, Avangrid Renewables
Abstract: Most wind energy stakeholders would agree that growth of imperilled species populations is good
news; however, growth can, counter-intuitively, lead to increased project permitting challenges and costs for
developers and raise uncertainty for investors. We will use case studies from two raptor species from the United
Kingdom and the United States to illustrate examples of how increasing species populations may increase risks
and costs for wind projects and lead to uncertainty among project investors.
In Scotland, the northern goshawk is experiencing steady population growth as a result of decreased
persecution and increasing forest cover. A result of this success is a rise in detection during baseline surveys,
translating to an increase in collision risk predictions for this species. However, while survey results are
inevitably tied to current population sizes, consenting decisions are made based on standard national and
regional population size estimates which may be outdated and are known to be underestimates.
Furthermore, little consideration is given to the probability of future growth of these populations. Population
biological removal (PBR) is a method of deriving a maximum allowable rate of removal of individuals in order to
maintain the population at its maximum hypothetical growth rate. This method is being used increasingly within
the industry to set thresholds for consenting and to inform decisions regarding required mitigation measures.
We describe how our understanding of the population dynamics and success of the goshawk population in
Scotland can be incorporated into PBR models to ensure that consenting decisions and mitigation requirements
are proportionate to the risk a development poses to an increasing population, providing protection for the
population whilst not unnecessary impeding the wind industry.
In the United States, bald eagle populations have expanded rapidly in recent decades leading to their removal
from the list of species protected under the Endangered Species Act. This iconic species is afforded continued
protection under the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (BGEPA). In 2009 a permit mechanism was
implemented (amended in 2016) authorizing the non-purposeful take of eagles. Wind industry-specific eagle
conservation plan guidance (ECPG) was developed as a basis for permit applications, providing in-depth
guidance for: 1) conducting early pre-construction assessments to identify eagle use, 2) methods for avoiding,
minimising, and/or compensating for potential adverse effects, and 3) monitoring for impacts to eagles during
construction and operation; amounting to significant costs. Post-permit conditions, such as fatality monitoring,
are also undefined financial commitments. To date, only a handful of eagle take permits have been issued,
leading to a high uncertainty amongst investors in how to assess project risks in respect to eagles. In some
cases, all that is required to shelve an otherwise viable project is the issuance of a letter by the US Fish and
Wildlife Service to the project company recommending the development of an ECP, even though this is a
voluntary permit. As bald eagle populations and wind energy development continue to increase within the
species range, the potential for risks and costs will increase without further refinement of the eagle permit
process.
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Natura 2000 and decarbonising energy-are they compatible?
Presentation Theme: Wind and wildlife in practice
Author(s): Florin Tudor, Les Hatton, Peter Wright
Institution(s): Environmental Resources Management Ltd.
Abstract:
General Summary
This paper presents the results of operational monitoring undertaken at four wind farm sites in Romania that
supplementary appropriate assessments (AA) indicated had connectivity with Natura 2000 sites related to
mobile qualifying features (e.g. birds and/or bats). Three on the Dobrogean Plain (Corugea, Sălbatica I&II) in
southeast Romania and Moldova Nouă windfarm in Caraş-Severin County southwest Romania. The surveys
were undertaken from 2014(5) to 2018. The motivations and objectives of the study were to test the predictions
made in the supplementary AAs in relation to impacts on qualifying features of Natura 2000 sites.
Supplementary AAs, using habitats directive protocols, made predictions of collision mortality based on
baseline monitoring data. To test these predictions, targeted monitoring programmes were developed at each
site, including carcass searching. On three sites trained dogs were used to detect carcasses, and on one site a
trained survey team without dogs was used. Operational bat activity surveys were also undertaken at the site in
Caraş-Severin County, and at two sites operational bird monitoring was undertaken.
Method
At each wind farm, all turbines were searched for carcasses four times per month during the spring (March-May)
and autumn (August - October) migration periods and once per month during the rest of the year. A core search
area of 100 m radius from the turbine base was searched. The area outside this radius was checked for obvious
large carcasses (up to 250 m radius).Periodic unannounced calibration checks were undertaken to assess the
finding efficiency of observers and their dogs. Vantage point surveys were used to record bird activity at two
wind farms (Sălbatica I&II) in Dobrogea close to the Danube Delta. Activity surveys and static detectors were
used to monitor bat activity at the wind farm in Caraş-Severin County (Moldova Nouă) during the active season.
Results
One bat was recorded killed at the Corugea and nil at Sălbatica I&II.
Caraş-Severin County site bat fatalities were 2.4 per turbine per annum in 2015-2016 and decreased to
0.2 (2016-2017) and 0.7 (2017-2018). One pelican (qualifying breeding species) carcass was identified at
Sălbatica I&II during the three years survey period. The carcass was highly degraded/scavenged, cause of death
was assumed turbine collision. At the Moldova Nouă site carcasses of two Natura 2000 site qualifying species
(common buzzard Buteo buteo) were recorded, triggering adaptive management (displacement feeding) during
2017-2018 survey period.
Conclusions
The collision estimates per turbine for both bats and birds at the Caraş-Severin County site were low compared
to research from other geographies or Romania. The collision estimates for birds for the inland Dobrogea site
were medium-low compared to similar research. The monitoring data largely validates the predictions and
management measures set out in the AA and provides evidence that wind developments can be compatible
with the objectives of Natura 2000.
Learning Objectives
• Collision risk predictions made in the AA have largely been validated by carcass monitoring undertaken to
date.
• Operational monitoring of flight activity at the Danube sites has provided important information on the behaviour of Natura 2000 site qualifying interest species in relation to operational windfarms.
• This information, particularly for species such as white pelican for which information on collision avoidance
rates is scarce, can help inform assessments at other sites.
• Operational monitoring with clear trigger levels for action allows adaptive management of wildlife impacts.
• Investment in operational monitoring allows investors, regulators and developers to have greater certainty in
managing biodiversity risks.
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The behavior and flight altitude of Eastern Marsh Harriers in the breeding season, and how it may
be affected by the construction of wind farms
Presentation Theme: Species-specific responses
Author(s): Tatsuya Ura, Makoto Hasebe, Chiaki Hirai, Wataru Kitamura
Institution(s): Wild Bird Society of Japan
Abstract: The eastern marsh harrier is a raptor that lives in wetlands, mostly in reed beds. In Japan a small
number breed in limited locations in Hokkaido, Honshu and Kyushu, while many are winter visitors that fly to
Honshu or further south. Around 100 pairs of eastern marsh harriers are believed to breed in Japan, and the
bird is listed as a nationally endangered species under the Ministry of the Environment’s Red List and Act for
the Conservation of Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora. However, the population has been declining
in recent years due to the drying of wetlands, plant succession, and the degradation of habitats, as a result
of agricultural land development. Recently, a study by the Wild Bird Society of Japan revealed that Sarobetsu
moor and its surroundings in northern Hokkaido is one of the largest breeding places of eastern marsh harriers
in Japan. However, several wind farm projects are planned in this area, which are among the largest in size in
Japan, and close to 400 wind turbines will be constructed within the next five years. The potential impact of
these constructions on the survival of eastern marsh harriers has become a matter of concern. Hence under this
study, a visual observation of eastern marsh harriers’ behaviours were conducted from June to August 2018
to collect data on their flight paths and behaviours, and the altitude they fly at. The relationship between the
behaviours that may be affected by wind turbines and flying altitude was examined, in order to predict whether
eastern marsh harriers would suffer bird collisions and other problems caused by the construction of wind
farms.
Results of the analysis of eastern marsh harriers flight altitude during the breeding season, categorized by
behaviour, period, time, and place, indicate that they tend to fly at a height of 50 meters or higher, which
overlaps the rotor swept zone of the wind turbines (30 to 150 meters), when they are chasing other species
of birds such as white-tailed eagles or black kites, or when male and female birds are flying in pairs. Many
individuals were also found to be flying upwards in a circle in areas close to their nesting sites around four
hours after sunrise, with many of them flying at a height of 100 to 200 meters. Feeding behaviour, which occurs
regardless of season and time, also involved flying at an altitude of 30 to 150 meters. These findings indicate
areas, including the main home range, or an area of 1.25 kilometers radius from the nest, may be impacted,
regardless of the period, time, place, or environment, while bird collisions and other impacts are most likely
to occur when the birds interfere with other individuals, or when they fly upwards in a circle. Therefore, wind
farms should not be built within the high degree utilization area by birds, if we are to avoid negative impacts to
conserving eastern marsh harriers in Sarobetsu moor.
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Wind Energy and biodiversity in a climate changed environment
Presentation Theme: Forward view: renewable energy in a climate changed environment
Author(s): Mr. Andreas Vlamakis, Dr. Panagiotis Papastamatiou
Institution(s): Hellenic Wind Energy Association
Abstract: Natural capital conservation and low-carbon economy constitute major pillars of European Union
(EU) “Environment Action Programme to 2020”. Wind energy exploitation is one of the key-components in
order to decrease the participation of fossil fuels in the electricity production sector. However, scepticism is
expressed whether the development of wind energy is compatible with the protection of wildlife, especially in
the cases where wind power plants are installed inside Natura 2000 sites. The study investigates the balancing
of wind energy impacts on biodiversity both in macro-scale (from global warming perspective) and microscale (focusing mainly in avian fauna). A peer review of recent studies of Intergovernmental Panel for Climate
Change (IPCC), WMO, EU and other academic institutes is elaborated to answer two basic questions: a) what
is the impact of climate change on biodiversity and b) what is the significance of wind energy in the battle of
mitigating the global warming? Numerous studies and reports give strong evidence that there is an urgent
need for a rapid transition in all aspects of human activities. Renewable energy sources (wind energy included)
play a key role in the realization of this transition. On the other hand, the impacts of wind energy development
are examined in the micro-scale, for the case of Greece. At the outset, the official governmental data are used
to perform a detailed GIS analysis in order to capture the present situation on Natura 2000 network and wind
energy development. In Greece, Natura 2000 sites cover 37,3% of the mountainous areas of the country
(altitude>500m), i.e. the potential areas for wind energy development. Concerning operating wind farms, 22,1%
of the total capacity is located inside Natura 2000 sites. Further, studies/reports related to the impacts of the
wind turbines on birds and other human-induced deaths of birds (poisoning, shooting etc.) are reviewed. The
peer review has shown that the environmental footprint of the aforementioned capacity is relatively small,
compared to its size and other anthropogenic activities. Above all, anthropogenic climate change has already
taken a toll on biodiversity of the planet and humanity has a limited time frame to achieve the necessary
transition to a safe planet.
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A method to predict bat mortality in wind farms
Presentation Theme: Population-level and ecosystem effects
Author(s): Roland van der Vliet; Martijn Boonman
Institution(s): Bureau Waardenburg, the Netherlands
Abstract: Bats are known to fall victim to collisions in wind farms. For newly planned wind farms it is however
very difficult to predict this loss and to evaluate population-level effects. Bureau Waardenburg has developed
a method that has been accepted by Dutch permitting authorities as well as in numerous court rulings. We
present our method, illustrating it for an imaginary onshore wind farm in the Netherlands. We compare the
results of our method for wind farms where bat activity was surveyed both at ground level and at nacelle height
(ca. 70 metres) to get an indication of the relationship between the two.
Important input for our new method is a bat survey at the locality of the proposed wind farm and its direct
vicinity. For each recorded species, corrections for species-specific detection limits and species-specific fraction
of height of flight are used to calculate the species composition at rotor height in the proposed wind farm. The
method furthermore uses published data on the relationship between habitat type and the total number of bats
that fell victim in wind farms in different habitat types in NW Europe. Based on this relationship and the actual
habitat occurring around the individual proposed wind turbines, an estimate of the total number of casualties
in the proposed wind farm can be made. Having thus established the predicted total bat casualty number, the
results from the bat survey in the proposed wind farm, corrected for detection and height of flight, are then used
to calculate the relative contribution of each recorded species to this total number of collisions.
Effects on local populations, defined as the number of bats per species within a 30 km radius from the wind
farm, can then be calculated for each affected species. It seems that especially populations of Common Noctule
(Nyctalus noctula), Parti-coloured Bat (Vespertilio murinus) and Serotine Bat (Eptesicus serotinus) may be
vulnerable to collisions in wind farms. Common Pipistrelle (Pipistrellus pipistrellus) and Nathusius Pipistrelle (P.
nathusii) are less vulnerable, mostly due to their large population sizes. Furthermore, assuming that wind farms
are not situated in forest, Myotis species and long-eared bats (Plecotus) are also less vulnerable due to habitat
choice and/or their habits of flying low.
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Marine climate change disrupts ecophysiology of the offshore wind farm fouling and aquaculture
key species Blue mussel (Mytilus edulis)
Presentation Theme: Species-specific responses
Author(s): Helene Voet, Carl Van Colen and Jan Vanaverbeke
Institution(s): Royal Belgian Institute of Natural Sciences, Ghent University
Abstract: For decades, a combination of global changes and local anthropogenic stressors have put a strain
on the marine environment. The International Panel for Climate Change (IPCC) predicts a global rise in ocean
temperature of 3°C and a drop in oceanic pH of 0.3 by the end of this century (RCP8.5). In addition to these
global changes, human activities can affect the marine ecosystem locally. In the Belgian Part of the North Sea
(BPNS), the area used for or allocated to the construction of offshore wind farms (OWFs) is increasing and with
it, large quantities of fouling fauna can now settle on these artificial hard substrates.
The blue mussel (Mytilus edulis) is a key species in the fouling fauna communities found on these offshore
constructions, as well as the prime candidate for extensive aquaculture projects planned inside the OWF
concession areas. The presence of this species undoubtedly affects the local food web structure and the
biogeochemistry of the surrounding environment. Partly on account of its shell biofilm, the habitation and
cultivation of Blue mussels could also aggravate the local emission of nitrous oxide (N2O), a potent greenhouse
gas (Heisterkamp et al. 2013).
A total of 900 blue mussels were harvested at a Belgian offshore aquaculture site and randomly distributed
across four different environmental treatments. These manipulated climate conditions were designed as a fully
crossed experiment with varying sea water temperature and pH: CTRL (control setting with ambient 20°C and
current pH), OA (ocean acidification setting with 20°C and pH lowered by 0.3), OW (ocean warming scenario
with 23°C and current pH) and CC (climate change scenario with combination of 23°C and pH lowered by 0.3).
For six weeks, ecophysiological parameters were monitored or tested and the differential effects of the climatic
conditions were analysed. Proportional survival and mussel growth in three dimensions were monitored closely
during the 42 days of incubation. Weekly experiments were set up to gain insight into the respiration, as a
proxy for metabolic rate, as well as the nutrient exchange and the production of N2O. Additionally, the potential
changes in microbial composition and oxygen microprofile of the shell biofilm were characterised weekly.
Considering the aquacultural value of this species, changes in mussel tissue quality were also assessed.
This presentation reports on the combined effects of these climate conditions on the survival and growth of
the blue mussel, as well as on the oxygen consumption and production of N2O by both the mussel itself and
the associated shell biofilm. All manipulated treatments had a lower proportional survival compared to the
current climate control setting, with the lowest survival rate in the climate change scenario (66.67 %). Sea
water temperature and pH had opposite effects on mussel growth, where the stimulating effect of an increased
temperature was trumped by the adverse effect of a lowered pH when combined in the climate change
treatment. The environmental manipulations had an amplifying synergistic effect on the metabolic rate, with
the highest respiration rates in the climate change setting, and affected the oxygen consumption, thickness and
patchiness of the associated shell biofilm.
The climate gas N2O was produced by both the mussel and its shell biofilm in all scenarios, with the biofilm
accounting for up to 74.68 % of total N2O emission of the animal in the CTRL treatment. Production of N2O
by the mussel was stimulated by both an increase in temperature and a decrease in pH. The same was true for
production of N2O by the associated shell biofilm, but biofilm emissions in both acidified treatments (OA and
CC) decreased over time, most likely due to changes in the shell biofilm cover, thickness and/or composition.
Heisterkamp IN, Schramm A, Larsen LH, Svenningsen NB, Lavik G, de Beer D and Stief P (2013). Shell
biofilm-associated nitrous oxide production in marine molluscs: processes, precursors and relative importance.
Environmental Microbiology 15(7), 1943-1955.
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Decision making tools to manage avifaunal impacts associated with electricity grid infrastructure
developments
Presentation Theme: Repowering: opportunities and constraints
Author(s): A Walsdorff, R Abed, D Fisher
Institution(s): CSIR, DEA
Abstract: The design of the future electricity transmission grid in South Africa is undergoing a major change
as the proposed generation mix (Integrated Resource Plan 2018) is very different to the existing situation.
Given the different spatial location of the new generation sources, in particular the renewable energy sources,
new power corridors will need to be created to provide grid access for them. As such, the Department of
Environmental Affairs undertook a series of strategic environmental assessments (SEA) to identify and
pre-assess suitable renewable energy zones and strategic energy corridors at a national level in order to
streamline the environmental authorisation process. Visual impacts and impacts on avifauna associated with
the development of large-scale electricity grid infrastructure have been identified as significant issues for the
implementation of the strategic infrastructure projects in South Africa. The three most significant impacts on
birds in southern Africa are the risk of electrocution, collision and habitat destruction during construction and
maintenance of electrical infrastructure. Risks to avifauna depend on the interplay of a wide range of factors,
including biological, topographical, meteorological (e.g. prevailing wind conditions) and engineering. The SEA
employed a multi-criteria analysis, focusing on constraints and opportunities mapping. An environmental
sensitivity assessment was undertaken to determine areas of most and least sensitivity within the corridors.
Avifaunal sensitivity was determined through the interpretation of existing information, including data from
the South African Birds Atlas Project (used to compile a consolidated powerline sensitive Red Data priority
species list for each energy corridor). This was supplemented with information on recognised avifaunal sensitive
features, where available, e.g. known nests sites, vulture restaurants, etc. A four-tiered sensitivity map was
then generated (based on likelihood of impact to occur and threatened species status). Areas of greatest
demand for transmission infrastructure as well as engineering constructability of the land within the corridors
was also taken into consideration in this mapping exercise. By highlighting and mapping the avian sensitivities
within each corridor at this scoping level, the SEA offers developers early clarity on bird-related obstacles to be
encountered along the proposed powerline. Hence there is greater certainty in pursuing development, and less
likelihood of unexpected delays, whilst ensuring that the environment is brought to the forefront as a priority in
planning. There are currently no accepted best practice guidelines in South Africa for the assessment of impacts
of electricity grid infrastructure on avifauna. By focusing on higher-level processes, this SEA tool provides a
framework for future project-level assessments/requirements within the pre-assessed regional scale. One of the
objectives of this SEA is the development of decision-making tools, including the protocols prescribing the level
of additional site-specific assessment required in different sensitivity areas and additional management actions
to be implemented in order to avoid or minimise impacts on avifauna, before environmental authorisation can be
considered. This is undertaken in collaboration with international bird community and experts.
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Using stable isotopes to assess origin of Brazilian free-tailed bats (Tadarida brasiliensis) killed at a
wind energy facility in South Texas
Presentation Theme: Species-specific responses
Author(s): Colton W. Novak(1), Sara P. Weaver(1,2), Ivan Castro-Arellano(1), Weston H. Nowlin(1), and Deahn
M. DonnerWright(3)
Institution(s): 1-Texas State University, 2-Texas A&M University-San Antonio, 3- Forest Service-USDA
Abstract: Brazilian free-tailed bats (Tadarida brasiliensis) are one of the most abundant, wide ranging mammals
in North America, and along with other insectivorous bats, the value of ecosystem services they provide to
agriculture is estimated at $3.7 billion annually. This species is known to incur high impacts at wind energy
facilities within its range. This study sought to predict summer origins of individuals killed at wind turbines
by assessing stable hydrogen isotopes (δD) of bat hair (δDH) in comparison to δD in precipitation (δDP). We
obtained bat hair from carcasses at a wind energy facility in south Texas during fall and winter of 2017 and
2018, as well as live individuals from Bracken Cave in 2017 to serve as a baseline. We made comparisons of
isotopic ratios among four sex and age categories: adult, sub-adult, female, and male using an ANOVA. There
was a significant difference in δD between age classes (p= 0.04) with juveniles’ δD signature averaging 19.25
‰ higher than adults, while there were no significant differences in sex (p= 0.91). Also, we compared results
of δDH to grid maps of δDP and geographic assignment of individuals were made with the IsoMAP cyber-GIS
system. This study is crucial in determining origins of carcasses found at wind turbines to better assess spatial
extent of impacts.
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Ultrasonic acoustic deterrents reduce bat fatalities at wind turbines in south Texas
Presentation Theme: Mitigation technologies and design
Author(s): Sara P. Weaver(1,2), Cris D. Hein(3), Ivan Castro-Arellano(1), Thomas R. Simpson(1), and Jonah W.
Evans(4)
Institution(s): 1-Texas State University, 2-Texas A&M University-San Antonio, 3- National Renewable Energy
Laboratory, 4-Texas Parks and Wildlife Department
Abstract: The need for renewable energy resources to reduce climate change impacts has never been greater.
Wind energy is a necessary component of the global renewable energy portfolio. However, wind turbines are
known to cause bat fatalities worldwide, and, as a result, pose a risk for species extinction. Ultrasonic acoustic
deterrents (hereafter deterrents), as a bat impact reduction strategy, are a promising solution; however, little
field testing exists. Our research objective was to assess effectiveness of a newly developed deterrent for
reducing bat fatalities at a wind energy facility in south Texas. We equipped 16 wind turbines with deterrents,
and randomly assigned eight turbines as controls and eight as treatments on a nightly basis from 31 July
through 30 October in 2017 and 2018. To quantify bat fatalities, we searched daily 100-m radius plots centered
on each turbine and assessed effectiveness of deterrents with generalized linear mixed models. We completed
2,560 wind turbine searches for both seasons combined and identified 627 bat fatalities comprised of seven
species. Our results indicate the deterrents significantly reduced overall bat fatalities with species-specific
responses. Reductions were most pronounced for hoary bats (Lasiurus cinereus) and Brazilian free-tailed bats
(Tadarida brasiliensis). Based on our results, deterrents represent a potential impact reduction strategy for some
species of bats, but research is still warranted to improve the species-specific effectiveness of the technology.
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Five steps to improve raptor fatality estimates at onshore wind farms: red kite (Milvus milvus) a
case study
Presentation Theme: Reducing uncertainty
Author(s): Blair Urquhart & D. Philip Whitfield
Institution(s): Natural Research Ltd
Abstract: Using empirical data derived before and after the construction of a wind farm, the objective of the
study was to evaluate the most suitable value for an avoidance rate for red kites under the Band Collision Risk
Model (CRM).
Analysis of pre-construction flight activity of red kite and post-construction turbine searches was undertaken
at a wind farm in central Scotland. Initial collision risk modelling was based on flight activity data gathered
during vantage point observations before construction of the wind farm. Turbine searches were carried out for
five years post-construction. Coupled with this analysis, correction factors for searcher detection error, carcass
persistence and the proportion of carcasses that may have fallen outside the turbine search area were derived,
allowing adjusted estimates of collision mortality to be made. These were based on the results of field trials of
searcher efficiency, staged carcass persistence trials and a Monte-Carlo approach based on ballistics to model
the proportion of carcasses that could be thrown outside the search area.
Using pre-construction flight activity data to predict the number of fatalities with no avoidance and adjusted
observed annual fatalities, Monte-Carlo methods were employed to account for the range of estimated fatalities,
the mean avoidance rate and associated confidence intervals were calculated. The derived avoidance rate for
red kite at this wind farm was estimated to be 0.992 (90 % CI = 0.991, 0.993).
In assessments of wind farm proposals where red kites are flying within a proposed development area the
analyses recommend that an avoidance rate of 99 % should be used. This is the only known study of avoidance
rate, incorporating both pre- and post- construction data, to have been completed in the UK, and possibly in
Europe.
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